
DURHAM COLLEGE OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY
PUBLIC MEETING OF THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS

AGENDA

Date:
Location:

Wednesday, February 9, 2022, 6:00 p.m. 
Virtual Meeting, MS Teams

When making decisions, the Board is encouraged to consider the College's values of collaboration,
diversity & inclusion, excellence, innovation, integrity, respect, and social responsibility.

Pages

1. CALL TO ORDER

2. INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS

3. ADDITIONS/DELETIONS TO THE AGENDA

4. CONFLICT OF INTEREST DECLARATIONS

5. PRESENTATIONS

5.1. Karen Creditor to Present an Overview of the Ontario College Application
Service (OCAS) and its Current Initiatives 

6. CHAIR'S REPORT

7. CO-POPULOUS GOVERNORS' REPORT

8. CONSENT AGENDA

The following items will be addressed through the Consent Agenda unless
specifically removed for separate attention, by request.

Recommendation
That all items listed under the heading of consent agenda be adopted as
recommended.

8.1. Program Advisory Committee Semi-Annual Report - February 2022 5 - 49

Recommendation
That Report BOG-2022-04, providing an update on the College’s Program
Advisory Committees be received for information.



8.2. Approval of Public Minutes from December 8, 2021, Board Meeting 50 - 57

Recommendation
That the public minutes of the Board of Governors meeting on December 8,
2021, be approved as read.

8.3. President's Report - December 2021 to February 2022 58 - 67

Recommendation
That Report BOG-2022-07, outlining the president's activities from December
2021 to February 2022, be received for information.

8.4. Durham College Student Association Fee Increases for 2022-2023 68 - 70

Recommendation
That Item BOG-2022-16, presenting the Durham College Association's fee
increases for 2022-2023, be received for information.

9. DECISION ITEMS

9.1. Strategic Mandate Agreement 3 - Preliminary Report for Year Two Evaluation
- R. Gupta

71 - 75

Recommendation
It is recommended to the Durham College Board of Governors:

That Report BOG-2022-06 providing a preliminary update on the year two
evaluation of the 2020-2025 Strategic Mandate Agreement, be received for
information.

9.2. Domestic and International Enrolment Update: Winter 2022 - M. Hutt 76 - 80

Recommendation
It is recommended to the Durham College Board of Governors:

That Report BOG-2022-17, providing an enrolment update for Winter 2022 at
day 10 of classes, be received for information.

9.3. 2022-2023 Ancillary Fees - Durham Region Transit UPASS - M. Hutt 81 - 82

Recommendation
It is recommended to the Durham College Board of Governors:

That based on Report BOG-2022-21, the Durham Region Transit UPASS
ancillary fee for the 2022-2023 academic year, be approved.

9.4. New Program of Instruction: Cloud Computing Graduate Certificate - E. Popp
& T. MacDonald

83 - 107

Recommendation
It is recommended to the Durham College Board of Governors:
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That in accordance with Report BOG-2022-01, the proposed Ontario College
Graduate Certificate program of instruction listed below be approved:

Cloud Computing•

9.5. New Program of Instruction: Recreation Therapy  - E. Popp & R. Hofmann 108 - 134

Recommendation
It is recommended to the Durham College Board of Governors:

That in accordance with Report Number BOG-2022-02, the proposed Ontario
College Diploma program of instruction listed below be approved:

Recreation Therapy•

9.6. Approval to Formalize Programs of Instruction: Ontario College Certificates -
Apprenticeships - E. Popp & R. Milburn

135 - 137

Recommendation
It is recommended to the Durham College (DC) Board of Governors:

That in accordance with Report BOG-2022-20:

The following program be formally recognized as an Ontario College
Certificate, effective Fall 2022: Hoisting Techniques and Mobile Crane
Operation – Apprenticeship, Ontario College Certificate, MTCU Code
48202, Trade# 339A, C (School of Skilled Trades, Apprenticeship and
Renewable Technology); and,

1.

The following program be formally recognized as an Ontario College
Certificate, pending validation from the Credential Validation Service
(CVS), effective Fall 2022: Hoisting Techniques and Tower Crane
Operation – Apprenticeship, Ontario College Certificate, MTCU Code
48202, Trade# 339B (School of Skilled Trades, Apprenticeship and
Renewable Technology).

2.

9.7. Second Business Plan Update for 2021-2022 - D. Lovisa 138 - 199

Recommendation
It is recommended to the Durham College Board of Governors:

That Report BOG-2022-18, providing the second update on the 2021-2022
business plan, be received for information.

9.8. 2023-2026 Strategic Planning Process - D. Lovisa 200 - 204

Recommendation
It is recommended to the Durham College Board of Governors:

That Report BOG-2022-19, outlining options for reviewing the College's
strategic plan, be received for information.
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10. DISCUSSION ITEMS

10.1. Value-for-Money Audit Scorecard for Durham College - D. Lovisa 205 - 209

11. UPCOMING EVENTS

Learn More Series: Campus Master Plan & Land Use Protocol -
February 24, 2022 at 6:00 p.m. (MS Teams)

•

Board Retreat - March 5 & 6, 2022 - Global Classroom, CFCE 145 (In-
Person)

•

Learn More Series: Understanding Apprenticeship - March 28, 2022 at
6:00 p.m. (MS Teams)

•

Student Governor Election - March 2022•

Board Evaluation Survey Open - February 28 to March 8, 2022•

12. MOVE TO IN-CAMERA SESSION

13. ADJOURNMENT
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Public Report 

Board of Governors - 1 - February 9, 2022 

Report Number: BOG-2022-04 

To: Board of Governors 

From: Dr. Elaine Popp, Executive Vice president, Academic 

Date of Report: January 17, 2022 

Date of Meeting: February 9, 2022 

Subject: Program Advisory Committees – Semi Annual Report 

1. Purpose

The purpose of this report is to inform the Board of Governors of the activities of
the Program Advisory Committees of Durham College.

2. Recommendation

It is recommended to the Durham College Board of Governors:

That Report BOG-2022-04, providing an update on the College’s Program
Advisory Committees be received for information.

3. Background

The Minister’s Binding Policy Direction 3.0 Programs – Framework for programs
of Instruction, Section C: The Board of Governors is to ensure that an advisory
committee for each program of instruction or cluster of related programs offered
at the college is established. Committees are to be made up of a cross-section of
persons external to the college who have a direct interest in and a diversity of
experience and expertise related to the particular occupational area addressed
by the program. The Board of Governors is to establish in by-law the structure,
terms of reference, and procedures for Program Advisory Committees.

4. Discussion/Options

The semi-annual reports provide an at-a-glance look at the Program Advisory
Committees membership, last meeting date, major recommendations, and
actions to be taken. Additionally, a subjective level of engagement for each
Program Advisory Committee has been indicated.
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  Public Report 

  

Board of Governors - 2 - February 9, 2022 

5. Financial/Human Resource Implications 

There are no financial or human resources implications. 

6. Implications for the Joint Campus Master Plan 

There are no implications for the joint campus master plan. 
 

7. Implications for Ontario Tech University 

There are no implications for Ontario Tech University. 
 

8. Relationship to the Strategic Plan/Business Plan 

This report relates to the “Our Students” pillar of the Strategic Plan, and the goal 
to educate and inspire students to realize success in their careers and 
communities.  
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PAC Semi-Annual Report: February 9, 2022 

School of Business, IT & Management 

PAC - Program / Program Cluster Meeting date during this 
reporting period 

Membership Status1 

Accounting October 20, 2021   9 External 
  2 College Representatives 

Green 

Computer Programmer November 4, 2021   10 External 
  2 College Representatives 

Green 

Computer Systems Technician/Technology November 12, 2021  10 External 
 2 College Representatives 

Green 

Cosmetic Techniques and Management and 
Esthetician – Spa Management 

November 17, 2021  10 External 
 2 College Representatives 

Green 

Emerging Technologies November 11, 2021  8 External 
 4 College Representatives 

Yellow 

Entrepreneurship & Small Business November 2, 2021  7 External 
 3 College Representatives 

Green 

E-Sport November 26, 2021   12 External 
  1 College Representative 

Green 

Finance November 29, 2021  7 External 
 1 College Representatives 

Green 

Human Resources/Graduate Certificate November 9, 2021  9 External 
  2 College Representatives 

Green 

International Business Management Graduate 
Certificate 

November 30, 2021  7 External 
 4 College Representatives 

Green 

1 Green: Very active and engaged PAC with diverse membership representing a cross-section of industry. 
 Blue: Active and engaged PAC; membership requires review. 
 Yellow: Moderately active and engaged PAC with reasonably diverse membership (Did not meet quorum). 
 Red:  PAC that requires attention and review of membership. 
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PAC Semi-Annual Report: February 9, 2022 

PAC - Program / Program Cluster Meeting date during this 
reporting period 

Membership Status1 

Marketing – Business/Marketing – Business 
Administration 

November 15, 2021   9 External 
  3 College Representatives 

Green 

Office Administration (Executive/Medical) October 25, 2021   10 External 
  3 College Representatives 

Green 

Project Management Graduate Certificate November 3, 2021   10 External 
  2 College Representative 

Green 

Recreation & Leisure Services November 22, 2021   9 External 
  2 College Representatives 

Green 

Sports Admin./Sport Management/Sport Business 
Management Graduate Certificate 

October 19, 2021   9 External 
  3 College Representatives 

Green 

Supply Chain and Operations October 26, 2021   9 External  
  2 College Representatives 

Green 
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PAC Semi-Annual Report: February 9, 2022 

Key Recommendations 

Program Area Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 

Accounting Cluster Continue to incorporate 
Power BI and MS Office 
suite into courses 

C. Wilson to provide update for the
Winter 2022 meeting

To be 
completed 

Program Coordinator 

Computer 
Programmer Cluster 

Discuss the possibility of 
extending co-op  

Create package for external 
membership on value of 
collaborating with DC for 
applied research  

S. Forbes, T. MacDonald, C.
Bacaksizlar to explore options

S. Forbes and S. Sagar to collaborate
on developing this package

To be 
completed 

To be 
completed 

Program Coordinator, 
Associate Dean 

Program Coodinator, 
Faculty 

Computer Systems 
Cluster 

Incorporate the Land 
Acknowledgement into all 
future PAC Meetings 

M. Canfield to include this item to
future meeting agendas.

In progress Administrative 
Assistnat 

Cosmetics/Esthetics Provide an update on the 
Spa operations for the 
winter semester. 

Continue to look into 
student mentorships 
opportunities with members 

L. Morrison to provide an update at
the Winter 2022 meeting.

R. Authors to continue to provide an
update at Winter 2022 meeting.

To be 
completed 

To be 
completed 

Spa Manager 

Program Coordinator 

Emerging 
Technologies 

Review the program 
changes presentation 

S. Sagar to provide members with the
presentation for their review

In progress Program Cooridnator 

Entrepreneurship & 
Small Business  

Continue to develop 
partnership between the 
Chamber of Commerce and 
students  

Continue to introduce social 
responsibility into courses 

M. Ford to contact S. Conaby
regarding the Chamber of Commerce,
and reach out to Ian Ellis as well

K. Walcer to continue to work with
faculty to incorporate this into courses

To be 
completed 

To be 
completed 

Elected Faculty 

Program Coodinator 
and Faculty 
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PAC Semi-Annual Report: February 9, 2022 

Program Area Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 

E-Sports Review case study 
component  

Assess IT for E-Sport 
course  

Connect faculty with R. 
Vilaneuva regarding insight 
for sales and sponsorship 
components of courses 

K. Brunton to assess where we are
today and what other opportunities
exist by reaching out to the library.

K. Brunton to identify faculty to
include in the next meeting to discuss
the IT for Esport course and assess
the value it brings to the program.

K. Brunton will reach out to the part-
time faculty and make a connection

To be 
completed 

To be 
completed 

To be 
completed 

Program Coordinator 

Program Coodinator 

Program Coodinator 

Finance Cluster Members asked to consider 
being a guest speaker  

PAC members to email J-P Mann if 
they are available 

In progress Membership 

Human Resources 
Cluster 

Update membership on 
PPL’s Joint Health and 
Safety Committee (JHSC) 
Certification course  

C. Waduck to provide external PAC
members with information on the Joint
Health and Safety Committee (JHSC)
Certification course, prior to the next
meeting.

To be 
complete 

PPL Program 
Manager  

International 
Business 
Management 

Continue with the Global 
Business Management 
Program proposal  

R. ten Kate to provide an update on
the proposal for the next meeting, and
consider if there is an opportunity for
micro-credentials

In progress Program Coordinator 

Marketing Cluster Provide input and guidance 
on new courses for the new 
program of study 

Membership to email J. Carrigan if 
they are interested in providing 
guidance or feedback on the new 
courses  

In progress Membership 
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PAC Semi-Annual Report: February 9, 2022 

Program Area Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 

Office Administration 
(Executive/Medical) 
Cluster 

Recommend moving to a 
five-week placement block 

Conduct a review for any 
repetitive course conent  

J. Labatte to review and provide an
update at the next meeting

J. Labatte to review the curriculum to
find the elements of repetitive content

To be 
completed 

To be 
completed 

Program Coordinator/ 
program team 

Program Coodinator 

Project Management Provide students with an 
information session in the 
transitioning to the 7th 
Edition PMBOK 

Review the Durham 
enrolment for PMI  

R. Cassup to set-up a meeting with R.
Mofid, E. Edwards and E. Catell prior
to the next PAC Meeting to set up an
information session for students.

R. Cassup to email N. Robinson
regarding the opportunities and active
students volunteers.

To be 
completed 

To be 
completed 

Program Cooridnator 
and Membership 

Membership 

Recreation & Leisure Provide membership with 
an update on the CPR 
process 

Election of a new Chair 

K. Webdale will provide additional
information on the Comprehensive
Program Review for the next meeting.

A. Chada will assume the position of
Chair for the spring 2022 meeting

In progress 

Complete 

Program Coordinator 

Membership 

Sport Cluster Election of a new Chair will 
take place at the next 
meeting 

Revisions to Program of 
Study and Program 
Leanring Outcomes 

Members interested in the position 
should discuss it with R. Gill or K. 
Baker. 

N. Lamarche to monitor faculty
continuing to work on PLO and POS
revisions

In progress 

To be 
completed 

Membership 

Program Coordinator 

Supply Chain and 
Operations 
Management Cluster 

Review of the program 
information and videos on 
the website 

Members to view the Supply Chain 
program pages on the Durham 
College website, including the video 
on the program pages, prior to the 
next meeting 

In progress Membership 
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PAC Semi-Annual Report: February 9, 2022 

School of Health & Community Services 

PAC - Program / Program Cluster Meeting date during 
this reporting period 

Membership Status1 

Animal Care November 25, 2021   10 External 
  4 College 
Representatives 

Green 

Behavioural Science Programs (Honours Bachelor of 
Behavioural Science/Autism and Behavioural Science/Behaviour 
Technician) 

November 23, 2021  8 External 
  4 College 
Representatives 

Green 

Child and Youth Worker January 24, 2022   9 External 
  5 College 
Representatives 

Green 

CICE – Community Integration through Cooperative Education October 19, 2021  9 External 
  5 College 
Representatives 

Yellow 

Communicative Disorders Assistant October 21, 2021   8 External 
  5 College 
Representatives 

Yellow 

Community (Addictions and Mental Health/Social Services 
Worker) 

November 4, 2021   8 External 
  9 College 
Representatives 

Green 

Dental Programs (DA/DH/Dental Reception and Administration) October 8, 2021   9 External 
 10 College 
Representatives 

Green 

Developmental Services Worker November 10, 2021   10 External 
  5 College 
Representatives 

Green 

Early Childhood Education November 17, 2021   8 External 
  7 College 
Representatives 

Green 

1 Green: Very active and engaged PAC with diverse membership representing a cross-section of industry. 
   Blue: Active and engaged PAC; membership requires review. 
   Yellow: Moderately active and engaged PAC with reasonably diverse membership. 
   Red:  PAC that requires attention and review of membership. 
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PAC Semi-Annual Report: February 9, 2022 

PAC - Program / Program Cluster Meeting date during 
this reporting period 

Membership Status1 

Fitness & Health Promotion September 22, 2021   10 External 
  6 College 
Representatives 

Green 

Massage Therapy Program October 14, 2021   9 External 
  7 College 
Representatives 

Yellow 

Occupational Therapist Assistant & Physiotherapist Assistant 
(OTA & PTA) 

October 19, 2021   9 External 
  6 College 
Representatives 

Green 

Practical Nursing/Personal Support Worker and Critical Care 
Nursing 

September 21, 2021 11 External 
 9 College 
Representatives 

Yellow 
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PAC Semi-Annual Report: February 9, 2022 

Key Recommendations 

Program area Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 
Animal Care 
(ACAR) 

Need to facilitate discussion for 
students requiring accommodations 

Include the need to be proactive 
and reach out to placement 
hosts to self advocate, as part of 
placement orientation. 

Faculty to be available to 
students to support discussions 
with placement hosts as 
required. 

Completed 

Completed 

Program 
Coordinator 

Program 
Coordinator 

Behavioural Science 
(HBBS/ATBS/BTHN) 

First year HBBS students would 
benefit from mentorship 
opportunities 

Faculty to build connections as 
part of program 

In progress Program 
Coordinator 

Child and Youth 
Care (CYC) 

Meeting rescheduled for January 24, 
2022 with new members recruited 

Community 
Integration through 
Cooperative 
Education  
(CICE) 

No meeting held, quorum not met Executive Dean to work with 
Program Coordinator and team 
to recruit new members 

In process: 
Three new 
members 
recruited to 
date 

Executive Dean 

Communicative 
Disorders Assistant 
(CDA) 

Program of Study change to facilitate 
field placement move to third 
semester 

Submit for PAC endorsement Completed Executive Dean 
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PAC Semi-Annual Report: February 9, 2022 

Program area Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 
Community 
(ADMH/SSW) 

Share student feedback regarding 
placement. 

Summaries of question and 
answer sessions with Placement 
Officers to be shared with 
membership 

Completed Associate Dean 

Dental Programs 
Dental 
Hygiene/Dental 
Assisting/Dental 
Reception and 
Administration 
(DH_DA_DRA) 

Information regarding senior’s 
programming to be shared with 
Clinic clients 

Share revised DRA Leaning 
outcomes with membership. 

Email PAC COVID questionnaire to 
membership for completion and 
return (meeting ran long) 

Students require more experience 
with CDHO website, the IPAC 
competencies and client 
communication 

Investigate new microcredential in 
Orthodontic skills (DH) 

E. Hawkins to send information
to Program Coordinator for
distribution

Recorder to attach Program 
Learning outcomes to minutes 

Recorder to email membership 
for completion and return 

Faculty to take advantage of 
opportunities to build into 
curriculum 

Associate Dean to follow up 
once the requirements for 
training are released.  

Completed 

Completed 

Completed 

In Progress 

In Progress 

Program 
Coordinator 

Recorder 

Recorder 

Program 
Coordinators and 
program team 

Associate Dean 

Developmental 
Service Worker 
(DSW) 

Visual resources to be made 
available to program 

Izabel Wielgosz to share posters 
and videos Program Coordinator 
for use in program. 

Completed Program 
Coordinator 

Early Childhood 
Education (ECE) 

“Pathways to ECE” website to be 
shared with students when available 

Janine Keith to provide Carrie Ann’s 
presentation 

Chris Hall to share with Program 
Coordinator when website is 
available 

Link included in the minutes for 
distribution 

In progress 

Completed 

Program 
Coordinator 

Recorder 
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PAC Semi-Annual Report: February 9, 2022 

Program area Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 
Lindsay Nomm to provide service 
visual for distribution 

PAC membership to be updated 
regarding implementation of 
“Rainbow Plate” into curriculum 

Link included in minutes for 
distribution 

Program Coordinator to update, 
likely Spring 2022 

Completed 

In progress 

Recorder 

Program 
Coordinator 

Fitness and Health 
Promotion   
(FITS_FHP) 

Email PAC COVID questionnaire to 
membership for completion and 
return (meeting ran long) 

Address gaps in curriculum around 
business aspects of the profession 

Recorder to email membership 
for completion and return 

Program Coordinator to 
investigate inclusion of guest 
speakers and mentorship 
opportunities 

Completed 

In progress 

Recorder 

Program 
Coordinator 

Massage Therapy 
(MAST) 

Email PAC COVID questionnaire to 
membership for completion and 
return (meeting ran long) 

Membership to contact Melissa 
Bosomworth (Field Placement 
Officer) regarding potential 
placement opportunities for January 
2022 

Recorder to email membership 
for completion and return 

Membership to contact Melissa 
directly 

Completed 

Completed 

Recorder 

Melissa 
Bosomworth 

Occupational 
Therapist Assistant 
& Physiotherapist 
Assistant 
(OTA_PTA) 

Email PAC COVID questionnaire to 
membership for completion and 
return (meeting ran long) 

Need for students to have greater 
access to Mask Fit testing to support 
field placement 

Recorder to email membership 
for completion and return 

Associate Dean to reach out to 
our Lab Technologist to discuss 
possibility of Mask Fit testing for 
OTPA students 

Completed 

Completed, 
capital request 
made 

Recorder 

Associate Dean 
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PAC Semi-Annual Report: February 9, 2022 

Program area Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 

Students would benefit from 
participating in making of virtual 
workshops. 

Program requires more information 
regarding professional development 
and microcredential needs in the 
community. 

Program needs to be aware of 
revisions to accreditation standards 

Curriculum revisions to several 
courses to further integrate 
functional anatomy and exercise to 
be reviewed. 

Program Coordinator to reach 
out to L. Laing to discuss student 
participation 

Program Coordinator to reach 
out to membership 

Teresa Avvampato to provide 
update once new standards are 
released 

Preceptors to be surveyed in 
Spring 2022 as part of program 
evaluation plan. 

Completed 

Completed 

In progress 

In Progress 

Program 
Coordinator 

Program 
Coordinator 

T. Avvampato

Program 
Coordinator 

Practical 
Nursing/Personal 
Support Worker/ 
Critical Care 
(PN_PNFL_CC) 

Email PAC COVID questionnaire to 
membership for completion and 
return (meeting held during an 
outbreak crisis) 

Recorder to email membership 
for completion and return 

Completed Recorder 
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PAC Semi-Annual Report:  February 9, 2022 

School of Hospitality and Horticultural Science 

PAC - Program / Program Cluster Meeting date during 
this reporting period 

Membership Status1 

Culinary October 18, 2021 7 External 
4 college representatives 

Blue 

Food and Farming November 18, 2021 10 external 
4 college representatives 

Blue 

Horticulture November 9, 2021 5 external 
2 college representatives 

Blue 

Hospitality October 25, 2021 9 external 
2 college representatives 

Green 

Event Planning October 25, 2021 11 external 
2 college representatives 

Green 

1 Green: Very active and engaged PAC with diverse membership representing a cross-section of industry. 
 Blue: Active and engaged PAC; membership requires review. 
  Yellow: Moderately active and engaged PAC with reasonably diverse membership. 
 Red:  PAC that requires attention and review of membership. 
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PAC Semi-Annual Report:  February 9, 2022 

Key Recommendations 

Program area Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 

Culinary Continue to focus on the soft skills of 
adaptability within the program. 

Review Course Outlines to 
determine where to strengthen or 
further introduce soft skills, including 
adaptability, in courses.  

Add this to the agenda for program 
review. 

Ongoing Program 
Coordinator / 
Program Team 

Food and 
Farming 

With the pandemic, review curriculum 
to further emphasize/include how to 
manage COVID-19 protocols and a 
new awareness of how things are 
being done while working in a farming 
operation. 

Review Course Outlines to 
determine opportunities to further 
focus on or introduce this in 
courses. 

Ongoing Program 
Coordinator / 
Program Team 

Horticulture Consider how to further incorporate/ 
emphasize the importance of soft skills 
within the program. 

Provide additional opportunities for 
students to learn how to use tools in 
the program. 

Emphasize the importance of 
technology and make students aware 
of the need for a driver’s licence for 
most job opportunities within the 
industry.  

Review Course Outlines to 
determine where to strengthen or 
further introduce soft skills in 
courses.  

Review Course Outlines to 
determine further opportunities for 
this learning. 

Review current technology/software 
during APR and determine if there 
are gaps and where new technology 
could be added  

Program Team to communicate the 
importance of a driver’s licence. 

Ongoing 

Ongoing 

Ongoing 

Ongoing 

Program 
Coordinator / 
Program Team 

Program 
Coordinator / 
Program Team 

Program 
Coordinator / 
Program Team 

Program Team 

Hospitality / 
Event Planning 

Consider implementing Mental Health 
and de-escalation training to provide 
students with more conflict resolution 
skills and knowledge. 

Review Course Outlines as part of 
APR to see where appropriate 
training could be implemented. 

Ongoing Program 
Coordinators/ 
Program Teams 
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PAC Semi-Annual Report:  February 9, 2022 

Program area Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 

Review curriculum to include more 
material in the areas of information 
technology (web development, social 
media, remote meeting software, 
digital marketing) 

Continue to include information and 
training regarding etiquette and 
decorum skills.  

Review Course Outlines to ensure 
the assess current information 
technology and opportunities for 
new learning. 

Review Course Outlines to 
determine opportunities to add in 
training.  

Ongoing 

Ongoing 

Program 
Coordinators/ 
Program Teams 

Program 
Coordinators/ 
Program Teams 
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PAC Semi-Annual Report:  February 9, 2022 

School of Interdisciplinary Studies 

PAC -  Program / Program Cluster Meeting date during 
this reporting period 

Membership Status1 

General Arts & Science 
Previously General Arts & Science – Liberal Arts 

November 10, 2021 6 External 
3 College Representatives 

Blue 

Pre-Health Sciences  
Previously General Arts & Science – Health and 
Sciences 

November 11, 2021 10 External 
5 College Representatives 

Green 

1Green: Very active and engaged PAC with diverse membership representing a cross-section of industry. 
 Blue: Active and engaged PAC; membership requires review. 
  Yellow: Moderately active and engaged PAC with reasonably diverse membership. 
  Red:  PAC that requires attention and review of membership. 
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PAC Semi-Annual Report:  February 9, 2022 

Key Recommendations 

Program area Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 
General Arts & Science Investigate the possibility 

of experiential learning 
opportunities for the GASC 
program. 

Contact the GAS program 
coordinator at Fanshaw College 
for further information on their 
experiential learning pilot. 

In-process Nathan Wilson 

Pre-Health Sciences Determine which courses 
will introduce clinical 
reasoning and judgement 
models as these concepts 
are required in most 
health-care fields. 

Embed critical reading 
skills and problem 
identification concepts into 
Preparing for Academic 
Success, Critical Thinking 
and Communications 
course modules. 

Program coordinators will 
review a sample math quiz from 
Ontario Tech’s BScN program 
as well as the New Generation 
NCLEX and determine which 
courses can embed clinical 
reasoning and judgement 
concepts. 

Develop and embed critical 
reading skills and problem 
identification concepts in select 
courses. 

In-process 

In-process 

Program Team 

Nathan Wilson & 
Jesse Parsons 
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PAC Semi-Annual Report: February 9, 2022 

School of Justice & Emergency Services 

PAC - Program / Program Cluster Meeting date during 
this reporting period 

Membership Status1 

Court Support Services November 30, 2021 9 External 
6 College Representatives Green 

Fire and Life Safety Systems Technician N/A Program suspended Fall 2021 

Firefighter – Pre-service, Education and Training October 18, 2021 8 External 
9 College Representatives Green 

911 Emergency & Call Centre Communications November 4, 2021 10 External 
8 College Representatives Green 

Law Clerk Advanced Fast Track and 
Office Admin - Legal October 26, 2021 9 External 

7 College Representatives Green 

Conflict Resolution and Mediation October 13, 2021 8 External 
6 College Representatives Green 

Paralegal November 16, 2021 10 External 
10 College Representatives Green 

Paramedic and Emergency Services Fundamentals October 5, 2021 9 External 
7 College Representatives Green 

Police Foundations 
Protection, Security & Investigation 
Advanced Law Enforcement & Investigations 

November 24, 2021 9 External 
12 College Representatives Green 

Victimology November 8, 2021 8 External 
6 College Representatives Green 

Youth Justice & Intervention November 9, 2021 9 External 
4 College Representatives Green 

1 Green: Very active and engaged PAC with diverse membership representing a cross-section of industry. 
 Blue: Active and engaged PAC; membership requires review. 
 Yellow: Moderately active and engaged PAC with reasonably diverse membership. 
  Red:  PAC that requires attention and review of membership. 
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Key Recommendations 

Program area Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 
Court Support Services 
(CTSS) 

Faculty to discuss 
implementation of 
technology into the 
curriculum 

Faculty team to discuss 
CPR results with respect 
to workload and timing of 
assessments and discuss 
at program meetings. 

Faculty will determine whether 
there are any new technologies 
used in the industry to 
implement into the curriculum. 

Ensure that assessments in the 
program are balanced. 

In progress 

In progress 

Program team 

Program team 

Fire Life Safety 
Systems Technician 
(FLST) 

Provide update on the 
development of the 
potential three year 
diploma program 

Provide tour of the new 
FLST lab. 

The proposed new POS was 
reviewed during the PAC 
meeting and feedback obtained 
from PAC members.  Support 
was obtained for the new 
program.  Update on 
development to be provided in 
the fall. 

When permitted due to 
pandemic restrictions, provide 
tour of lab. 

In process 

Delayed due to 
COVID restrictions 

Program 
Coordinator 

Program 
Coordinator and 
External members 

Firefighter- Pre-service, 
Education & Training 
(PFET) 

Review Hazmat course 
curriculum. 

Increase fitness skills for 
students earlier in the 
program. 

Ensure that course curriculum 
is sufficiently preparing 
students for OFM testing. 

Investigate ways to promote 
healthy lifestyle and fitness 
earlier in the program. 

In process 

In process 

Program 
Coordinator/ 
program team 

Program 
Coordinator/ 
program team 
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Program area Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 
911 Emergency & Call 
Centre 
Communications 
(EMCC) 

Connect with J. Wichman 
as a resource for 
technology changes. 

Incorporate information on 
GPS coordinates for 
students. 

Consider any additional 
technology that should be 
incorporated into curriculum. 

Ensure students are capable of 
understanding GPS 
coordinates if technology fails. 

In process 

In process 

Program 
Coordinator/J. 
Wichman 

Program 
Coordinator and 
Program Team 

Law Clerk Advanced 
and Law Clerk 
Advanced Fast Track 
(LCAD/LCAF) 

Review technical skills 
taught in program. 

Investigate implementation 
of database training and 
entity management. 

Ensure technical skills taught 
are keeping pace with industry 
changes. 

Investigate Athennian software. 

In process 

In process 

Program 
Coordinator/Progr
am Team 

Program 
Coordinator/Progr
am Team 

Conflict Resolution and 
Mediation (CRMD) 

Evaluate further 
observational and practice 
opportunities for students. 

Investigate a connection 
between the Community 
HUB and CCRS 

Program team will evaluate 
opportunities to implement 
additional practice. 

D. Burt to investigate creating a
connection for additional
experiential learning
opportunities for students

In process 

Ongoing 

Program Team 

Program 
Coordinator 

Paralegal - Diploma 
and Grad Cert 
(CTA/CTAP) 

Embed information about 
confidentiality and privacy 
in the curriculum. 

Discuss and consider 
impact on Paralegal 
program of move to Digital 
& Hybrid Hearings. 

Assess curriculum to ensure 
this information is included. 

Evaluate how this changes 
paralegal practice and ensure it 
is reflected in the curriculum. 

In process 

In process 

Program Team 

Program 
Coordinators/ 
Program Team 
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Program area Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 
Paramedic (PPC and 
PADV) 
Emergency Services 
Fundamentals (EMSF) 

Determine specific driving 
skills that should be 
targeted. 

Investigate the 
implementation of 
stretcher training. 

Consider ways to 
implement fitness training 
earlier in the program. 

Follow up with paramedic 
services for their input. 

Research the potential of 
incorporating this into the 
program. 

Follow up with fitness 
coordinator. 

In process 

In process 

In process 

D. Button

D. Button

Program 
Coordinator/progr
am team 

Advanced Law 
Enforcement & 
Investigations/Police 
Foundations/Protection, 
Security & Investigation  
- PSI (POFD)

Evaluate the 
implementation of digital 
note taking into the 
curriculum. 

Investigate a partnership 
with the International 
department. 

Assess the possibility of 
including this training into the 
program. 

Create opportunities for 
students to work with and 
support international students 

In process 

In process 

Program 
Coordinators 

Associate 
Dean/Program 
Coordinators 

Victimology (VICT) Evaluate and promote 
opportunities for students 
to continue with 
specialized courses. 

Create opportunities for 
students to connect in 
person. 

Share information about new 
microcredentials and CJIS 
courses. 

Look at ways to strengthen the 
connections between students. 

In process 

Delayed due to 
COVID – will 
implement as 
restrictions permit 

Program team 

Program 
Coordinator/Progr
am Team 
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Program area Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 
Youth Justice & 
Intervention (YJI) 

Promote MS Teams as a 
way for students to stay 
connected. 

Provide an update on the 
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome 
Disorder microcredential. 

Create a space for students to 
connect outside of class time. 

Let members know when this 
microcredential will be available 

In process 

In process 

Program Team 

Associate Dean 
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School of Media, Art & Design 

1 Green: Very active and engaged PAC with diverse membership representing a cross-section of industry. 
 Blue: Active and engaged PAC; membership requires review. 
  Yellow: Moderately active and engaged PAC with reasonably diverse membership. 
 Red:  PAC that requires attention and review of membership. 

PAC - Program / Program Cluster Meeting date during 
this reporting period 

Membership Status1 

Advertising and Marketing Communications/ 
Advertising – Digital Media Management Grad. Cert. 

November 25, 2021 8 External 
5 College Representatives 

Blue 

Animation – Digital Production/Game Art November 17, 2021 10 External 
4 College Representatives 

Green 

Broadcasting for Radio & Contemporary Media September 28, 2021 9 External 
4 College Representatives 

Blue 

Contemporary Web Design/Interactive Media Design 
and Media Fundamentals 

October 21, 2021 8 External 
5 College Representatives 

Green 

Fine Arts – Advanced and Foundations in Art & Design October 13, 2021 7 External 
6 College Representatives 

Red 

Graphic Design November 30, 2021 8 External 
5 College Representatives 

Red 

Journalism – Mass Media November 3, 2021 8 External 
6 College Representatives 

Green 

Music Business Management/Music Business 
Administration 

November 10, 2021 9 External 
6 College Representatives 

Green 

Photography, Video Production October 6, 2021 11 External 
5 College Representatives 

Green 

Public Relations November 18, 2021 10 External 
4 College Representatives 

Blue 
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Key Recommendations 

Program area Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 
Advertising and 
Marketing 
Communications/ 
Advertising – Digital 
Media Management 
Grad. Cert. 

Students should learn how QR codes and AI 
are being used in the advertising industry. 

integrate print and digital design techniques 
in creative application courses. 

Add to AVMC 2nd 
year and grad cert 

Partially completed 

On-going 

On-going 

Faculty 

Faculty 

Animation – Digital 
Production/Game Art 

Review PAC membership. 

Recommend that VFX is explored as a 
micro-credential. 

Explore post-diploma program (for both 
programs) and return for an additional year 
to specialize in a 2nd discipline. 

Add more 2D Animation into the Animation 
courses in 2nd year. 

Purchase 2D Harmony rigs for the 
Animation program. 

Introduce VFX into Game Art courses. 

Before Spring 
meeting 

After current job 
action 

May 2023. 

After current job 
action 

Investigate cost. 

May 2023 

On-going 

On-going 

On-going 

On-going 

On-going 

On-going 

Coordinators 
(PCs) and 
Executive Dean 

Faculty 

Faculty 

Faculty 

Faculty 

Faculty 

Broadcasting for Radio 
& Contemporary 
Media  

Explore vaccination mandates for field 
placement students for the spring 2022. 

Will follow PHO and 
College Policy 

On-going PC and 
Executive Dean 

Contemporary Web 
Design/Interactive 
Media Design  

Introduce EDI into the curriculum. 

Introduce data analytics into the curriculum. 

May 2023 

May 2023 

In process 

In process 

Faculty 

Faculty 
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Program area Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 
Fine Arts – 
Advanced/Foundations 
in Art & Design 

Explore the logistics of having the spring 
meeting electronically and in-person. 

Recommend meeting with Station Gallery to 
discuss the spring student art show. 

Edit the Pandemic Survey to consider fine 
arts culture and not just generic ‘industries’. 

Practice developed 
in other programs 

December 2021 

Edited by PCs and 
Associate Dean 

completed 

completed 

completed 

PC and 
Executive Dean 

Program 
Coordinator 

Associate Dean 

Graphic Design No recommendations – quorum not met. 

Review PAC membership. Before Spring 
meeting 

In-process PCs and 
Executive Dean 

Journalism – Mass 
Media 

Review PAC membership - add 2 members. 

Additional advanced video editing skills. 

Harassment of media personnel needs to be 
addressed within the program. 

Before Spring 
meeting 

May 2023  

Through Winter 
2022 

In-process 

In-process 

On-going 

PC and 
Executive Dean 

Faculty 

Faculty 

Music Business 
Management/Music 
Business 
Administration 

Create marketing video to promote the 
program and increase enrolment. 

PAC to share accounting professor posting. 
https://durhamcollege.ca/about/employment-
opportunities/careers/career/1710. 

Posted to College 
website 

Fall 2021 

Completed 

Completed 

Faculty and 
College C+M 

Membership and 
Associate Dean 

Photography/Video 
Production 

Assign projects that take students out of 
their comfort zone to develop new skills. 

Add assignments on freelance pricing  

Add foundational knowledge for accessibility 

Add 2nd-year assignments on quoting and 
setting time targets before a project starts. 

 Fall 21 & Winter 22 

Fall 21 & Winter 22 

May 2023   

May 2023   

On-going 

On-going 

On-going 

On-going 

Faculty 

Faculty 

Faculty 

Faculty 
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Program area Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 
Public Relations Review membership & add new members. 

Explore industry labour relations. 

Add networking and importance of personal 
connections. 

Explore use of data analytics in industry. 

Explore communication trends for both 
internal and external platforms. 

Add AI into the curriculum and have the AI 
Hub present to PUBL students. 

Allow access to Media Loans equipment 
and studios. 

Explore use of cyber security in industry. 

Introduce simple animation techniques. 

Before Spring 
meeting 

May 2023   

Fall 21 & Winter 22 

May 2023  

May 2023  

Winter 2022 

November 2021. 

May 2022 

Winter 2022 

In-process 

In-process 

On-going 

In-process 

In-process 

In-process 

Completed 

In-process 

On-going 

PC and 
Executive Dean 

Faculty 

Faculty 

Faculty 

Faculty 

Faculty 

Executive Dean 

Faculty 

Faculty 
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Centre for Professional and Part-time Learning 

PAC - Program / Program Cluster Meeting date during 
this reporting period 

Membership Status1 

Mental Health & Addictions PAC December 1, 2021 8 External  
2 College Representatives 

Blue 

1 Green: Very active and engaged PAC with diverse membership representing a cross-section of industry. 
 Blue: Active and engaged PAC; membership requires review. 
 Yellow: Moderately active and engaged PAC with reasonably diverse membership. 
 Red:  PAC that requires attention and review of membership. 
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Key Recommendations 

Program area Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 
Mental Health & 
Addictions 

Continue to assess 
opportunities to offer 
ancillary professional 
development, in the 
following areas: trauma-
informed care; recovery-
based care/approach; de-
escalation techniques; and 
care for clients with dual 
diagnosis, managing 
responsive behaviours, 
crisis prevention/ 
intervention, working in 
forensic care (i.e. 
education for health 
professionals so they 
better understand the 
criminal justice system as 
it may related to 
clients/client 
care)(ongoing). 

Review of membership to 
be completed by next PAC 
meeting as first term of 
membership is nearing 
completion for all 
members.   Recruit one 
new external PAC member 
(one member has 
resigned).    

Develop and launch Managing 
Responsive Behaviours in 
Older Adults Stacked Micro-
credential program (funded via.  
eCampus Ontario Virtual 
Learning Strategy (VLS)). 

Asked PAC members for 
membership recommendations 
and to reflect on interest in 
continuing onto a second term 
on the PAC. 

Managing 
Responsive 
Behaviours in Older 
Adults Stacked 
Micro-credential 
development 
nearing completion.  
Program to be 
launched for Spring 
2022. 

Ongoing - will 
continue to monitor 
(and offer) Ontario 
Learn offerings with 
this focus. 

In progress 

Manager, Health & 
Community/Dean 
Professional and 
Part-time Learning  

Manager, Health & 
Community, 
Professional and 
Part-time Learning 

Manager, Health & 
Community, 
Professional and 
Part-time Learning 
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 School of Science & Engineering Technology 

PAC - Program / Program Cluster Meeting date during 
this reporting period 

Membership Status1 

Architectural Technology October 19, 2021 7 External  
7 College Representatives 

Green 

Biomedical Engineering Technology October 28, 2021 7 External 
7 College Representatives 

Green 

Biotechnology – Advanced & Fast-track October 14, 2021 5 External  
7 College Representatives 

Green 

Chemical Engineering Technology October 27, 2021 9 External  
7 College Representatives 

Green 

Chemical Laboratory Technician September 29, 2021 7 External  
6 College Representatives 

Green 

Civil Engineering Technician/Technology October 21, 2021 10 External  
8 College Representatives 

Green 

Electronics Technician/Technology October 20, 2021 5 External 
5 College Representatives 

Red 

Electromechanical Engineering Technology October 19, 2021 9 External  
5 College Representatives 

Green 

Environmental Technology September 28, 2021 7 External  
8 College Representatives 

Green 

Environmental Health & Safety Management (new) December 8, 2021 6 External 
6 College Representatives 

Green 

Health Care Technology Management October 21, 2021 7 External 
9 College Representatives 

Green 

Mechanical Engineering Technician/Technology September 21, 2021 10 External 
5 College Representatives 

Green 

Mechanical Engineering Technician - Non-Destructive 
Evaluation 

September 30, 2021 7 External 
6 College Representatives 

Green 

Pharmaceutical Science (new) + Pharmaceutical and Food 
Science Technology (phasing out) 

October 19, 2021 9 External 
7 College Representatives 

Green 

1 Green: Very active and engaged PAC with diverse membership representing a cross-section of industry. 
   Blue: Active and engaged PAC; membership requires review. 
 Yellow: Moderately active and engaged PAC with reasonably diverse membership. 
 Red:  PAC that requires attention and review of membership. 
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PAC - Program / Program Cluster Meeting date during 
this reporting period 

Membership Status1 

Water Quality Technician October 7, 2021 8 External  
7 College Representatives 

Green 
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Key Recommendations     

Program area Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 
Architecture Technology  PAC membership review 

 
 
Project management and 
collaboration platforms 

Provide PAC years of service 
to each member. 
 
Program Team to investigate 
collaboration platforms such 
as Reddit where individuals 
collaborate and discuss on 
same projects offline from 
several locations.  Introduction 
to students is recommended 
by industry. 
 

In-process   
 
 
In-process 

Associate Dean / 
Administrative 
Assistant 
 
Program team / 
Program 
Coordinator 

Biomedical Engineering 
Technology 

PAC membership review 
 
 
Feedback for new program 
development, Internet of 
Things 
 
 
 
 
 
Aligning program with 
industry trends/needs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Industry hiring opportunities 
and program graduates 

Provide PAC years of service 
to each member. 
 
Program Coordinator to 
provide requests from SET 
guest full-time faculty for 
information from PAC 
members on what is needed 
for the upcoming Internet of 
Things (IoT) program. 
 
Faculty proposed “What’s new 
out there” segment – 
collaborative discussion 
industry members will bring to 
the table.  Allows the program 
team to be current on industry 
needs are and how to 
incorporate it into the program 
curriculum. 
 
Philips company 
representative, BMTY 
Program Coordinator and 
HCTM Program Coordinator 

In-process 
 
 
In-process 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ongoing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In-process 

Associate Dean / 
Administrative 
Assistant 
 
Program 
Coordinator and 
Administrative 
Assistant 
 
 
 
 
 
Program team and 
External members 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Philips company 
representative, 
BMTY Program 
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Program area Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 
to meet to discuss possible 
candidates to put forth for 
Philips company future 
opportunities presented. 

Coordinator and 
HCTM Program 
Coordinator 

Biotechnology Advanced Industry voice / guest 
speakers 

Membership candidates 

Professional development 
seminars and training 

SET welcomes participation 
from industry members to 
become a guest 
speaker/industry voice in the 
programs. 

Expanding the PAC 
membership: industry 
members are encouraged to 
recommend qualified 
candidates for the committee. 

Faculty professional 
development: industry 
members are encouraged to 
continue sharing 
opportunities. 

Ongoing 

Ongoing 

Ongoing 

External 
membership 

External 
membership 

External 
membership 

Chemical Engineering 
Technology  

Assessing industry cross-
knowledge gap 

WIL student project 
opportunity 

For scientific companies, it is 
valuable when an individual 
with research and 
development background also 
has basic knowledge of 
finance and understands 
general business perspective 
(i.e. soft skills).  PAC 
members and faculty to 
connect and discuss specific 
needs. 

Connect PAC members with 
Research Coordinator to 
discuss the topic of shelf life 

In-process 

In-process 

Program 
team/External 
members 

Research 
Coordinator 
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Program area Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 

Industry research topics 

Faculty professional 
development 

for a project that could be part 
of a work integrated learning 
project.   

Research coordinator to have 
a conversation with PAC 
member about topics to 
explore in terms of of industry 
problems and partnerships.   

External members are asked 
to share names of 
associations faculty can join to 
establish networking 
opportunities and join 
professional development 
seminars. 

In-process 

Ongoing 

Research 
Coordinator 

External members 

Chemical Laboratory 
Technician 

Micro-credentials 

Professional development 
seminars for program 
faculty 

Industry and alumni 
testimonials 

Alumni Night 

PAC membership 

Members interested in micro-
credentials or with 
suggestions are asked to 
communicate with program 
coordinator. 

Industry members are 
encouraged to continue 
sharing professional 
development opportunities 
faculty can participate in. 

Program Team is requesting 
to share industry member and 
alumni testimonials. 

Details will be shared at the 
Spring PAC. 

External members are asked 
to share recommendations of 

Ongoing 

Ongoing 

Ongoing 

In-process 

Ongoing 

External members 

External members 

External members 

Program 
Coordinator 

External members 
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Program area Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 
potential new industry 
members. 

 

Civil Engineering 
Technician/Technology  

Introduction of new faculty 
to Regional Municipality of 
Durham member. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PAC membership review 
 
 
 
Drone licensing 
 
 
 
 

Program Coordinator will 
introduce to Regional 
Municipality of Durham 
member new civil engineering 
faculty regarding connecting 
students with traffic operations 
at the Regional Municipality of 
Durham to attend the traffic 
control centre in the future.  
Pending new facility 
restrictions. 
 
Provide PAC years of service 
to each member. 
 
 
Regional Municipality of 
Durham is utilizing drones for 
site inspections.  Software to 
fly drones over site and take 
measurements requires 
licensing.  Program 
Coordinator to share drone 
licensing information with the 
Associate Dean. 
 

Ongoing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In-process 
 
 
 
In-process 

Program 
Coordinator  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Associate Dean / 
Administrative 
Assistant  
 
Program 
Coordinator 

Electronics Engineering 
Technician /Technology 

PAC membership review 
 
 
PAC Chair 
 
 
 
 

Provide PAC years of service 
to each member. 
 
Industry members are asked 
to send email to Associate 
Dean if interested in becoming 
a PAC Chair. 
 

In-process 
 
 
In-process 
 
 
 
 
 

Associate Dean / 
Administrative 
Assistant 
 
External Members 
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Program area Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 
Ministry of Colleges and 
Universities (MCU) 
Program Review 
 
 
 
Equipment evaluation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Director of Research and 
Innovation introduction 

PAC members will be sent 
MCU Program Review 
presentation and invitation to 
attend online sessions. 
Program Coordinator will 
inform Part-time Faculty 
member, if it would be 
advisable to sell equipment 
not used for curriculum 
delivery anymore. 
 
Co-founder of CEW Systems 
Canada (cyber security 
provider) will be coming to the 
College to recruit students.  
Member’s company has 
invented a high-level 
encryption solution to prevent 
super computers and new 
Quantum computers from 
decoding transmitted data.  
This innovation earned the 
two founders top honours in 
the software invention 
category from the 
International Invention 
Innovation Competition (iCAN) 
held here in Canada.  
Associate Dean will e-
introduce D. Palachik to the 
Director of Research and 
Innovation. 
 

 
Complete 
 
 
 
In-process 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In-process 

Administrative 
Assistant 
 
 
 
Program 
Coordinator and 
Part-time Faculty 
member 
 
 
 
 
Associate Dean 
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Program area Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 
Electromechanical 
Engineering Technology 

Co-op stream overview 

PAC membership overview 

Co-op Education Coordinator 
will share co-op information 
handout further to the PAC 
information sharing. 

Provide PAC years of service 
to each member. 

Complete 

In-process 

Program team 

Associate Dean / 
Administrative 
Assistant  

Environmental 
Technology 

Program co-op stream 

Paris Climate Agreement – 
Climate Change Goals 

Expanding the PAC 
membership 

New radon concentration 
limit for home 

Student recruitment 

Share with the membership 
co-op employer promotion 
details and co-op office 
contact information. 

Review course outlines to 
determine how Paris 
agreement and zero emission 
topic are already or can be 
included in program. 

Industry members are 
encouraged to recommend 
qualified members for the 
committee and asked to 
communicate with the 
Program Coordinator. 

PAC member will confirm with 
his organization and share 
information at the spring 2022 
meeting. 

To assist with student 
recruitment, industry members 
willing to participate in video 
recordings of their work 
environment are requested to 
communicate with the 
Program Coordinator. 

Complete 

In-process 

Ongoing 

In-process 

Ongoing 

Administrative 
Assistant 

Program 
Coordinator 

External members 

External member 

External members 
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Program area Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 

Networking event 

Faculty Professional 
Development (PD) 
opportunities 

Consider launching program-
specific networking event in 
which industry members meet 
with students in a virtual 
platform. Interested members 
are asked to connect with the 
Program Coordinator.   

Industry members are 
encouraged to continue 
sharing PD opportunities with 
faculty. 

Ongoing 

Ongoing 

External Members 
and Program 
Coordinator  

External members 

Environmental Health & 
Safety Management 

Placement students 

Student hands-on 
experience 

Industry members interested 
in placement students at their 
employer are asked to 
connect with Program 
Coordinator. 

Program Team is hoping to 
create a practical experience 
for students. Any employer 
that can accommodate a site 
inspection/project where 
student(s) can participate as 
asked to connect with 
program faculty. 

Ongoing 

Ongoing 

External members 

External members 

Honours Bachelor of 
Health Care Technology 
Management 

PAC membership review 

Marketing strategies for 
reaching the target group of 
potential students 

Provide PAC years of service 
to each member. 

Program Coordinator to send 
out the Communications & 
Marketing survey to gather 
input around what motivates 
potential applicants to want a 
higher education and at what 

In-process 

Complete 

Associate Dean / 
Administrative 
Assistant 

Program 
Coordinator and 
External members 
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Program area Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 

New course development 
for online delivery 

point in their high school 
experience do they need to 
reach them. 

Faculty member to provide an 
update on new course 
development at the spring 
meeting. Course will be to 
create awareness and 
understanding among 
healthcare professionals and 
the role of HCTM. 

In-process Faculty member 

Mechanical Engineering 
Technician and 
Technology 

PAC membership review 

Manufacturing aspects of 
the Program. 

METY/METC 
Comprehensive Program 
Review (CPR) 

Arranging for site visits 

Curriculum overview for 
measurement class 

Gap analysis 

Provide PAC years of service 
to each member. 

Part-time Faculty member to 
attend spring PAC meeting to 
discuss manufacturing 
aspects of the Program. 

Communicate date of the next 
CPR and the role of the PAC 
members in the review. 

Discuss site visit of campus 
facilities and METY industry 
sites when able to do so 
within COVID protocols. 

Provide overview of 
measurement class for 
discussion at next meeting, if 
available. 

Discuss possible gaps 
between industry 
requirements and program 

In-process 

In-process 

In-process 

In-process 

In-process 

In-process 

Associate Dean / 
Administrative 
Assistant 

Part-time Faculty 
member 

Associate Dean 

Associate Dean 
and External 
Members 

Full-time Faculty 
member 
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Program area Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 
 
 
PAC Chair vote 

content and present at the 
spring meeting. 
External members interested 
to be the next PAC Chair are 
asked to connect with the 
Associate Dean.  Vote will 
take place at spring PAC 
meeting. 
 

 
 
In-process 

Program 
Coordinator and 
External members 
 
 
External members 

Mechanical Engineering 
Technician – Non-
Destructive Evaluation 

PAC membership review 
 
 
 
Test samples catalogue 
project 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Student recruitment 

Provide PAC years of service 
to each member. 
 
 
Program Team completed test 
samples catalogue and plan 
to add to the database of CAD 
drawings/samples to be 
archived digitally to use for an 
ongoing basis.  Plan to borrow 
scanner to start the archive.  
Program Coordinator and 
Industry member to 
collaborate to start the project. 
 
E.S. Fox Ltd. has Quality and 
Control Inspection job 
opportunities.  Full-time 
Faculty member, to provide 
the link to the Associate Dean 
for LinkedIn and to Program 
Coordinator to share with the 
alumni group. 
 

In-process 
 
 
 
In-process 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In-process 

Associate Dean / 
Administrative 
Assistant 
 
Program 
Coordinator and 
Industry member 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Faculty and 
Program 
Coordinator 

Pharmaceutical and 
Food Science 
Technology (phasing 
out) + Pharmaceutical 
Science (new) 
 

Faculty professional 
development and seminars 

Industry members are 
encouraged to share with the 
Program Team professional 
development opportunities 
faculty can join to enrich their 
knowledge. 

Ongoing  External members 
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Program area Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 
Water Quality 
Technician 

Part-time Professional 
Learning and training 
opportunities 

Helping build in-house 
eLearning capacity at 
member organizations 

Industry guest 
speakers/industry voice 

Dean will meet with members 
interested in exploring Part-
time Professional Learning 
(PPL) opportunities to support 
training.   

Explore short-term courses 
and opportunities to assist 
member organizations in 
building their eLearning 
capacity in-house.  External 
members will gather feedback 
from their organization and 
send it back to program team. 

Welcoming participation from 
industry members in 
collaborating with SET and 
becoming a guest 
speaker/industry voice.  Ideas 
can be sent to faculty.  

In-process 

In-process 

Ongoing 

Dean, External 
members 

External members 

External members 
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School of Skilled Trades, Apprenticeship & Renewable Technology 

 

  

                                                           
1 Green: Very active and engaged PAC with diverse membership representing a cross-section of industry. 
   Blue: Active and engaged PAC; membership requires review. 
   Yellow: Moderately active and engaged PAC with reasonably diverse membership. 
   Red:  PAC that requires attention and review of membership. 

PAC - Program / Program Cluster Meeting date during 
this reporting period Membership Status1 

Building Construction Technician (BDCT) 
Carpentry and Renovation Technician (RENO) September 29, 2021 8 External 

6 College Representatives Green 

Crane Operation, Rigging & Construction Techniques 
(CORC) November 17, 2021 Under review. Red 

Electrical Technician - Instrumentation and Control and 
Electrical Techniques (EETN/ELEC) December 7, 2021 7 External 

3 College Representatives Green 

Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning Techniques/Gas 
Technician 2 (HVAC/GFIT) October 13, 2021 7 External 

3 College Representatives Green 

Mechanical Technician – Millwright (MTMW) October 27, 2021 9 External 
5 College Representatives Green 

Mechanical Technician – Elevating Devices (MTED) October 20, 2021 8 External 
4 College Representatives Green 

Motive Power Technician (MPTN) December 8, 2021 7 External 
4 College Representatives Blue 

Power Engineering Technician (PETN) November 23, 2021 7 External 
4 College Representatives Green 

Welding Techniques (WETN) October 6, 2021 5 External 
4 College Representatives Blue 
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  Key Recommendations 

Program 
Area 

Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 

Building 
Construction 
Technician 
(BDCT) 
& 
Carpentry 
and 
Renovation 
Technician 
(RENO) 

Provide membership with the program of study for 
Internet of Technology (if available) 

Review programs/course outlines to ensure that 
time is spent on educating the student on clauses 
with respect to cost increases (labour and 
material) to include with their estimates and 
quotes.  

Review course outlines with ways to include more 
information on Net 0 building in the curriculum   

Share with membership 

Review course outlines 

Review course outlines 

In process 

In process 

In process 

L. Ogg

A. Doyle

D. Fishley

Crane 
Operation, 
Rigging & 
Constructions 
Techniques 
(CORC) 

Distribute Ministry of Labour, Training and Skills 
Development document on Consultation on 
Improving Health and Safety Requirements 
relating to Tower Cranes to membership 

Investigate the feasibility of facilitating students to 
write the 0-8 tonne test before leaving the 
program.  

Investigate creating the opportunity for a “shadow” 
day/co-op/field placement day each semester to 
allow the students practical field experience 

Investigate if working on heights training can be 
offered earlier in the program. 

Investigate the feasibility of adding a short/fast 
track program on Cranes for Drill operators  

Share document 

Email and telephone 
inquiries to testing body 

Include in agenda for a 
program team meeting for 
discussion 

Review program of study 
and opportunities to move 
training. 

Review program of study 
and make inquiries of 
training partners 

Complete 

Ongoing 

Ongoing 

Ongoing 

Ongoing 

L. Ogg

L. Buczkowski

L. Buczkowski/
R. McLeod

L. Buczkowski

L. Buczkowski/
R. McLeod

Electrical 
Technician - 

Add ESA Standards to the next meeting agenda Add to PAC agenda. Ongoing L. Ogg/A.
Mittelstaedt
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Program 
Area 

Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 

Instrumentati
on and 
Control and 
Electrical 
Techniques 
(EETN/ELEC) 
 

 
 
J. Clarke to connect with individual committee 
members to provide information regarding 
fundraising projects on campus. 
 
Invite G. Morrison of Canadian Safety Association 
to present on electric vehicles at next meeting 
 

 
 
Email/telephone calls to 
membership  
 
 
Email/telephone call 
 

 
 
Ongoing  
 
 
 
Ongoing  

 
 
 
J. Clarke 
 
 
 
M. Jones/L. Ogg 
 

Heating, 
Ventilation, 
Air 
Conditioning 
Techniques/G
as Technician 
2 
(HVAC/GFIT) 
 

Rod McLeod to confirm if Durham College will 
offer a Residential Refrigeration Mechanics 
License program (313D) and if it’s a seat issue or 
not.  

Email/telephone call 
 
 

Complete 
 
 

R. McLeod 
 
 

Mechanical 
Technician – 
Millwright 
(MTMW) 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Specific members requested information 
regarding offerings and programs related to the 
cannabis industry 

Provide links via email  Complete 
 

S. Brathwaite 

Mechanical 
Technician – 
Elevating 
Devices  
(MTED) 

Reach out to TSSA for new members  Reach out to contacts Ongoing T. O’Reilly  
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Program 
Area 

Recommendation Action Plan Status Responsibility 

Motive Power 
Technician 
(MPTN) 

The committee is required to select a new Chair. 

Add Electric Vehicle Grant information at the next 
meeting. 

Build membership 

Add more information/micro-credentials on electric 
vehicles to the program 

Vote at next PAC meeting 

Add to agenda 

Networking 

Review program of study 
and course outlines 

In process 

Complete 

In process 

In process 

All members 

L. Ogg

L. Ogg/R.
Ruffo/M. Jones
R. Ruffo

Power 
Engineering 
Technician 4th 
Class (PETN) 

Project updates for next meeting: Simulator 
Software. 

Elect New Chair for PETN PAC. 

Rebecca Milburn will provide 
project updates at the spring 
2020 meeting. 

PAC Members to vote in fall 
2021 meeting 

Complete 

In process 

R. Milburn

All members 

Welding 
Engineering 
Technician 
(WETN) 

Recruit New PAC Members for Welding Program. 

Program Coordinator to connect with Sandra 
Taylor to discuss industry speaker events for 
students  

Recruit new members 

Telephone/Email 
conversations 

Ongoing 

Ongoing 

M. Jones/J.
Cacioppo

Program 
coordinator 
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DURHAM COLLEGE OF APPLIED ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY 
BOARD OF GOVERNORS REGULAR MEETING 

DRAFT PUBLIC SESSION MINUTES 
 
Date: Wednesday, December 8, 2021 
  
Location: Hybrid Meeting, Global Classroom (CFCE 145) & MS Teams 
  
Members Present: Kristi Honey, Chair of the Board 
 Lisa Allen 
 Ian Ball (attended virtually) 
 Suzanne Beale  
 Elizabeth Cowie (arrived at 6:04 p.m.) 
 Kelly Doyle  
 Gail Johnson Morris 
 Don Lovisa, President  
 Kenneth Michalko (attended virtually) 
 Ian Murray (attended virtually)  
 Kunal Nagpal  
 Jerry Ouellette (attended virtually)  
 Jennifer Powell  
 Gary Rose, Vice-Chair of the Board  
 Dwight Townsend (attended virtually) 
 Nathan Wilson  
  
Staff Present: Tara Koski, Dean, Students  
 Barbara MacCheyne, Chief Financial Officer  
 Elaine Popp, Executive Vice-President, Academic  
 Melissa Pringle, Corporate and Board Secretary  
 
1. CALL TO ORDER 

With quorum present, the Chair called the meeting to order at 6:00 p.m. 

  

BOG-2022-03
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2. INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS 

The Chief Financial Officer introduced the following guests: 

• Michelle Hutt, Associate Vice-President, Academic (Enrolment & International 
Education) 

• Janine Knight-Grofe, Manager, International Education 

• Rebecca Milburn, Executive Dean, School of START/CFF 

• Stephanie Ball, Executive Dean, School of Justice & Emergency Services and 
School of Interdisciplinary Studies 

• Nikki Samuel, Director, Equity, Diversity and Inclusion  

• Tyler Creces, Sexual Violence Education and Support Coordinator 

3. ADDITIONS/DELETIONS TO THE AGENDA 

None. 

4. CONFLICT OF INTEREST DECLARATIONS 

None. 

5. PRESENTATIONS 

5.1 Michelle Hutt, Associate Vice-President, Academic (Enrolment & 
International Education) & Janine Knight-Grofe, Manager, International 
Education to present an update on international education 

The Associate Vice-President, Academic (Enrolment & International Education) 
and Manager, International Education, addressed the recent news coverage and 
realities of international education in Ontario. Further, the presenters spoke to the 
College’s International and Global Engagement Plan, persistence model, and 
learning community. 

Governor Cowie entered at 6:04 p.m. 

The Board questioned the Associate Vice-President, Academic (Enrolment & 
International Education) and Manager, International Education. 
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6. CHAIR’S REPORT 

The following items were discussed: 

• The Chair advised she was appointed as Board Chair of College Employer Council 
for a one-year term 

• The Chair announced that the Premier’s awards were held on November 18, and 
despite having solid nominees, the College did not win any awards 

• Governors’ Allen, Doyle, Rose, Wilson, and President Lovisa reflected on their 
attendance at the Higher Education Summit  

• Governor Doyle explained the DiSC Work of Leaders assessment for the team 
building event on January 27, 2022 

• Governors were reminded to sign and return their leadership agreement  

7. CONSENT AGENDA 

Moved By Governor Allen 
Seconded By Governor Ball 
“That all items listed under the heading of consent agenda be adopted as 
recommended.” CARRIED 

7.1 Approval of Minutes from October 13, 2021, Board Meeting 

That the public minutes of the Board of Governors meeting on October 13, 2021, 
be approved as read. 

7.2 Durham College Student Association’s 2020-2021 Audited Financial 
Statements and 2021-2022 Operating Budget 

That based on Item BOG-2021-80, the Durham College Student Association’s 
2020-2021 audited financial statements and 2021-2022 operating budget be 
received for information. 

7.3 President’s Report - October to November 2021 

That Report BOG-2021-74, outlining the president’s activities from October to 
November 2021, be received for information. 
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8. DECISION ITEMS 

8.1 Approval to Formalize Programs of Instruction: Ontario College Certificates 
- Apprenticeships  

The Executive Vice-President, Academic and the Executive Dean, School of 
START/CFF, presented several apprenticeship programs to be formally 
recognized as Ontario College certificates. The presenters reported that the 
initiative to formalize apprenticeship programs as Ontario College certificates 
would modernize the skilled trades and apprenticeship system and enable the 
province’s economic recovery by supporting awareness of the skilled trades. 
Further, President Lovisa advised that this initiative is a cumulation of 8 years of 
work with Colleges Ontario, giving the post-secondary sector a competitive 
advantage. 

The Board questioned the Executive Vice-President, Academic and the 
Executive Dean, School of START/CFF.   

Following a brief discussion, the Board requested that the apprenticeship system 
be a topic for a future Learn More session.  

Moved By Governor Beale 
Seconded By Governor Cowie 
“That in accordance with Report BOG-2021-70, the following programs be 
formally recognized as Ontario College Certificates, effective Fall 2022: 

School of Hospitality and Horticultural Sciences (HHS) 

• Culinary Skills – Cook II Apprenticeship, Ontario College Certificate, MTCU 
Code 43107, Trade# 415A 

School of Health and Community Services (HCS) 

• Early Childhood Assistant - Apprenticeship, Ontario College Certificate, 
MTCU Code 41211, Trade# 620C 

School of Skilled Trades, Apprenticeship and Renewable Technology 
(START) 

• Electrical Techniques – Construction and Maintenance Apprenticeship, 
Ontario College Certificate, MTCU Code 45613, Trade# 309A 

• Electrical Techniques – Industrial Electrician Apprenticeship, Ontario College 
Certificate, MTCU Code 45613, Trade# 442A 
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• Manufacturing Techniques – Millwright Apprenticeship, Ontario College 
Certificate, MTCU Code 47000, Trade# 433A 

• Mechanical Techniques – Elevating Devices Mechanic Apprenticeship, 
Ontario College Certificate, MTCU Code 41007, Trade# 636E 

• Mechanical Techniques – Steamfitting Apprenticeship, Ontario College 
Certificate, MTCU Code 41007, Trade# 307A 

• Motive Power Fundamentals – Automotive Service Apprenticeship, Ontario 
College Certificate, MTCU Code 46405, Trade# 310S 

• Plumbing Techniques - Apprenticeship, Ontario College Certificate, MTCU 
Code 41010, Trade# 306A 

• Welding Techniques Apprenticeship, Ontario College Certificate, MTCU Code 
44900, Trade# 456A.” CARRIED 

President Lovisa temporarily left and re-entered the meeting. 

8.2 New Program of Instruction: Fire Protection Technology  

The Executive Vice-President, Academic, assured the Board that the proposed 
Fire Protection Technology program had undergone the full internal approval 
process and complied with the Ministry Binding Policy Directive on Programs of 
Instruction and the credentials framework. 

The Executive Vice-President, Academic and Executive Dean, School of Justice 
& Emergency Services and School of Interdisciplinary Studies reported the Fire 
Prevention Technology Ontario College Advanced Diploma program would offer 
students an opportunity to explore the practical, theoretical, provincial, and 
national legislative aspects of the science and art of fire protection and 
prevention.   

As per the environmental scan conducted by the Office of Research Services, 
the Fire Prevention Technology program would be a solid addition to the 
College’s program offerings for the following reasons: 

• Strong fall enrolment with some international interest; 
• Catchment loss of approximately ten students per year; 
• High employment and related employment rates for graduates; 
• Graduates earn higher wages than average college graduates. 
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The Board questioned the Executive Vice-President, Academic and Executive 
Dean, School of Justice & Emergency Services, and School of Interdisciplinary 
Studies concerning various aspects of the new program. 

Moved By Governor Doyle 
Seconded By Governor Johnson Morris 
“That in accordance with Report BOG-2021-71, the proposed Ontario College 
Advanced Diploma program of instruction listed below be approved: 

• Fire Prevention Technology.” CARRIED 

9. DISCUSSION ITEMS 

9.1 Sexual Violence and Harassment Action Plan Implementation Report (Bill 
132)  

The Director, Equity, Diversity and Inclusion, and the Sexual Violence Education 
and Support Coordinator presented the Sexual Violence and Harassment Action 
Plan Report. They provided an overview of recent amendments to the College’s 
policy to comply with changes to the Sexual Violence and Harassment Action 
Plan Act. Further, they reported nine informal disclosures for the reporting period 
of November 2020 to November 2021. In addition, the presenters highlighted the 
education and awareness campaigns and programming being deployed at the 
College to support this work. 

The Board questioned the Director, Equity, Diversity and Inclusion, and the 
Sexual Violence Education and Support Coordinator. 

Moved By Governor Michalko 
Seconded By Governor Murray 
“That Report BOG-2021-81, presenting disclosure statistics for the reporting 
period of November 2020 to November 2021 as a directive of the Sexual 
Violence and Harassment Plan be received for information.” CARRIED 

9.2 Summary of Collaborative Efforts with Ontario Tech University  

President Lovisa presented a list of ongoing activities and initiatives between 
Durham College and Ontario Tech University to demonstrate cooperation and 
collaboration. Further, President Lovisa provided an update on the Joint 
Institutional Planning Committee that will meet regularly to ensure an effective 
and collaborative partnership. The Committee’s vision is “two institutions with 
distinct strengths on one shared campus,” and the leadership team developed 
guiding principles to support the work of the Committee. President Lovisa 
advised the terms of reference for the Committee would be shared with the 
Board once signed by both institutions. 
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  The Board questioned President Lovisa. 

Moved By Governor Nagpal 
Seconded By Governor Ouellette 
“That Report BOG-2021-73 providing a summary of collaborative efforts between 
Durham College and Ontario Tech University be received for information.” 
CARRIED 
 

9.3 Office of the Auditor General of Ontario: Value-for-Money-Audit - Public 
Colleges Oversight  

President Lovisa provided introductory comments on the findings outlined in the 
Auditor General’s Value for Money Audit, Public Colleges Oversight. 

  The Board questioned President Lovisa. 

Following a brief discussion, the Board requested an information report 
evaluating the College against the findings in the audit report. 

10. UPCOMING EVENTS 

The following events were highlighted: 

• Campus Closure: December 24, 2021, to January 4, 2022 
• Board Team Building Event (DiSC Work of Leaders) - January 27, 2022, from 

6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m., Centre for Food 
• Board Retreat - March 5 to March 6, 2022, Global Classroom 

11. MOVE TO IN-CAMERA SESSION 

Durham College By-law No. 1. provides for the Board of Governors to address, in-
camera, items of corporate business respecting human resources or litigation matters, 
confidential items covered under the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy 
Act, and items that the Board deems to be confidential to the College. 

Moved By Governor Powell 
Seconded By Governor Rose 
“That the Durham College Board of Governors move in-camera after a 10-minute 
recess.” CARRIED 

 The Board recessed at 8:00 p.m. and reconvened in-camera at 8:12 p.m. 

 The Board rose from the in-camera session at 8:56 p.m. 
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During the in-camera session, the Board discussed recommendations from its Standing 
Committees and discussed learnings from recent education sessions. 

11. ADJOURNMENT

With no further business, the meeting ended at 8:57 p.m.
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Report Number: BOG-2022-07 
 
To: Board of Governors 
 
From: Don Lovisa, President 
 
Date of Report: January 21, 2022 
 
Date of Meeting: February 9, 2022 
 
Subject: President’s Report – December 2021 to January 2022  
 

Purpose 
 
The purpose of this report is to provide an update on the President’s activities and 
significant college initiatives from December 2021 to January 2022.  
 
1. Our Students 

Durham College becomes first Canadian post-secondary institution to 
win PCMA North American Student Challenge 
A team of Durham College 
(DC) Event 
Planning students has been 
selected as winners of 
the Professional Convention 
Management Association 
(PCMA) North American 
Student Challenge. In its first 
year participating, DC is the 
only Canadian post-
secondary institution to 
reach the finals in this prestigious competition, bringing distinction to both the 
Event Planning program and the college on an international stage. Emily Last, 
Michelle Corradetti, Naomi Brock, Nicole Rayment and Ryan Windsor – all second-
year Event Planning students – competed against 12 other schools, with 21 
submissions, to proudly bring the winning title home to DC. 
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This year’s theme, Combatting Human Trafficking, tasked competitors with building 
an event proposal that focused on educating the hospitality industry on the impacts 
of this real-life issue. After developing their in-depth proposal, the students virtually 
presented their plans to a committee of event planning professionals, which were 
recorded and shared across the industry globally. 

The success with the competition is the latest connection between the college and 
PCMA. Nicole is president and Emily is vice-president of the only Canadian 
student chapter of the association. Working closely with Christine Baily, 
professor, School of Hospitality & Horticultural Science, the chapter has held a 
number of virtual events that included students and faculty from other Ontario 
colleges, further building industry knowledge for the next generation of Events 
professionals. 

Throughout the course of this project, the students have learned how to use the 
knowledge and experiences they’ve acquired in class to develop meaningful 
events as part of their studies and gained insight into the skills required to succeed 
as industry. View the students’ winning presentation here. To learn more about 
DC’s Event Planning program, follow @DCEVPN on Instagram. 

Global Issues students address human trafficking with competitive 
poster campaign  

Students enrolled in DC’s Global 
Issues: Extremism and Trafficking 
course had an opportunity to address 
a real-life issue when they were asked 
to create an appeal poster to attract 
the attention of a human trafficking 
victim and provide vital contact 
information for immediate assistance. 

The campaign was designed to encourage students to apply their newly developed 
skills in graphics software while considering the issue of human trafficking in their 
community. Led by Murray Rose, professor, School of Justice & Emergency 
Services (JES), and former investigator with the Durham Regional Police Services 
Human Trafficking Unit, the project’s final component asked students to present 
their posters to an expert panel of members of the college community and external 
partners. 

After a difficult deliberation, the panel was able to narrow it down to two finalists, 
Robyn Leger and Julie Potapinski, both post-graduate certificate students in 
the Advanced Law Enforcement and Investigations program. As the finalists, 
Robyn and Julie collaborated to create a combined final poster. 
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DC’s Academic Upgrading office helps Indigenous students pursue 
millwrighting trade  

DC’s Academic Upgrading office is 
delighted to announce the 
successful completion of the 
Introduction to Millwright project at 
the Ontario Power Generation 
(OPG) Darlington Energy Complex. 

The six-week training program was 
delivered to a cohort of eight individuals from Indigenous communities in the area 
who made significant life changes to commit to the program with the goal of being 
successfully indentured into the Millwright Regional Council of Ontario (MRCO) as 
first year apprentices. 

The program consisted of two weeks of in-class academic upgrading to prepare 
students for the communications, math and spatial reasoning segments of the 
Millwright aptitude test, as well as a four-week Introduction to Millwrighting course 
delivered by qualified MRCO sister training instructors with weekly support from 
the Academic Upgrading team. 

In addition to DC’s Academic Upgrading program, the following organizations were 
involved in the creation, funding and delivery of the Introduction to Millwright 
project: 

• Aboriginal Apprenticeship Board of Ontario 
• First Nations Power Authority 
• Indigenous Opportunities Network 
• Kigita Mikam Aboriginal Employment & Training 
• Millwright Local 2309 
• Millwright Regional Council of Ontario 
• OPG 
• Organization of Canadian Nuclear Industries 

This successful partnership between DC, industry, union and community-based 
organizations is a testament to what can be accomplished when there is a 
demonstrated commitment to improving opportunities for Indigenous candidates 
into the trades. 
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FastStart launches the Start Market to showcase DC’s student and 
alumni entrepreneurs 

On December 3, FastStartDC, DC’s on-campus 
entrepreneurship centre launched an online marketplace called 
the Start Market, showcasing some of the incredibly talented 
student entrepreneurs here at DC. 

With the rise in online-based businesses, the FastStart team is 
really excited to launch the Start Market and give the college 

community an opportunity to support our local entrepreneurs. While we have 
hosted holiday markets in the past, this new marketplace will be a year-round 
initiative that highlights student entrepreneurs who sell products as well as those 
that provide services, so if you’re looking for talented photographers, graphic 
designers, social media experts or content creators, Start Market has a dedicated 
section of freelance services offered by our students. 

Last fall, FastStartDC launched a new Maker2Market program to help participants 
get their businesses up and running in six weeks, providing DC’s student 
entrepreneurs an incredible opportunity to share with the world what they have to 
offer in time for the holiday shopping season. We’re excited to feature some of our 
recent Maker2Market program graduates in the online store. 

The Start Market has something for everyone. You can enjoy ethically sourced 
coffee, roasted by Journalism student Andrew Neary from Kettleboy Coffee or 
check out some unique apparel from talented Data Analytics student Rita 
Aboagye-otoo of Aleaza Collections or Sustainable Stitches by our Animal Care 
student Meera Mohindra. If you are looking for art to brighten your space, or 
unique décor for your home or as a gift, check out Art Blizz by Vidhi Mehra, from 
DC’s Data Analytics program and City Lights Studio by Fine Arts student, Josiah 
Chung. Fill your home with warmth and light with a candle by Advertising student 
Shantel Loague-llewellyn at L’Amour Jae and pick up some treats for your furry 
friends from Sassypants Pets Bakery by PR & Strategic Communications student 
Afrika Nieves-Bentley. 

FastStartDC’s alumni entrepreneurs also have some great gift ideas. Check out 
the incredible charcuterie boards from Katherine Polack, beautiful and timeless 
jewelry from Judda, incredible art pieces from Jasmine Rutschhman or sustainable 
apparel from our friends at 3eeHive. 

Built and maintained by students, the Start Market is an innovative way to get first-
hand experience at building an online enterprise. New businesses will be added 
regularly, so visit often to see the incredible offerings of DC’s talented 
entrepreneurs.   
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2. Our People  

Communication and Marketing Team Wins Gold from the Education 
Marketing Awards 

DC received Gold from the Education Marketing Awards for our communications 
and marketing COVID response over the past two years. 

  
Over 1,000 entries were received from colleges, universities and secondary 
schools across North America. The Education Digital Marketing Awards recognizes 
the best educational websites, digital content, electronic communications, mobile 
media and social media. 
 

3. Our Work 

Durham College receives more than $106,000 in funding to support 
first-ever postdoctoral fellowship 
DC’s Office of Research Services, 
Innovation and Entrepreneurship (ORSIE) 
is pleased to announce its first-ever 
postdoctoral fellowship, thanks to a 
Mitacs Accelerate grant totaling 
$106,666, including a contribution and 
collaboration with the City of Oshawa’s 
Fire Services through TeachingCity 
Oshawa. 

Working with principal investigator Dr. Michael Williams-Bell, professor and 
research coordinator in DC’s School of Health & Community Services, 
Postdoctoral Fellow Dr. David Brian Copithorne joins the ORSIE team for a two-
year term to support an innovative new project using virtual reality to simulate 
uncontrolled fire scenarios and improve training for firefighters and other Public 
Safety Personnel using immersive, life-like simulation. 

Thanks to technology found in DC’s Mixed Reality Capture Studio, the 
physiological and psychological responses of firefighters that often occur during 
uncontrolled fire scenarios will be elicited. This will allow participants to be better 
prepared by learning to manage stressors and optimize their performance and 
well-being in real-life emergency situations, without the risk of injury, an outcome 
the City of Oshawa is looking forward to. 

The grant has also funded two undergraduate intern positions, which are being 
overseen by Dr. Williams-Bell. This is the third Mitacs Accelerate grant the college 
has been awarded.  
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Durham College recognized as a Greater Toronto 
Top Employer for eleventh year 

DC is proud to announce it has once again been named one 
of Greater Toronto’s Top Employers for 2022. Awarded to 
organizations for their progressive, forward-thinking 
employee programs, this marks the eleventh time the college 

has received this honour. 

Among the many reasons for selection as a Top Employer, DC was specifically 
recognized for its diversity and inclusion – 65 per cent of its executive team are 
women – as well as its family-friendly policies and excellent maternity and parental 
leave benefits, including paid leave for mothers, 35 weeks of paid leave for 
partners and adoptive parents, and 93 per cent salary top up benefits. 

The selection committee also acknowledged other employee supports offered by 
DC, including tuition assistance for employees and their dependents, a defined 
benefit pension plan with employer-matched contributions and a new remote work 
policy, which supports the option for some roles to continue operating remotely in a 
hybrid capacity beyond the pandemic. 

It was also noted support does not stop once a DC employee retires. From 
retirement planning assistance prior to their departure to maintaining the 
connection between retired employees and the college through the Retiree 
Association, DC encourages and helps its employees at every stage of their 
career, from those just starting out, to those ready to transition into the next 
chapter of their lives. 

Greater Toronto’s Top Employers is an annual competition organized by the 
editors of Canada’s Top 100 Employers. This special designation recognizes 
Greater Toronto Area employers who lead their industries by offering exceptional 
places to work. Organizations are judged on several criteria including physical 
workplace; work and social atmosphere; health, financial and family benefits; 
vacation and time off; employee communications; performance management; 
training and skills development; and community involvement. Employers are 
compared to other organizations in their sector to determine which offer the most 
progressive and forward-thinking programs.  

More information can be found on DC’s Greater Toronto Top Employers profile. 
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4. Our Community 

Durham College announces partnership with Chambers of Commerce 
and Boards of Trade across Durham Region 

DC is pleased to announce a 
region-wide partnership between 
the college’s School of Business, IT 
& Management (BITM) and the 
eight Chambers of Commerce and 
Boards of Trade located in Durham 
Region. Launched in Fall 2021, this 
partnership provides every first-year 
BITM diploma student a 

membership in all Durham Region Chambers and Boards of Trade for the duration 
of their studies, plus an additional year following graduation. 

The goal of this partnership is to enhance their experience by helping students 
jumpstart their careers. Membership to the municipal Chambers of Commerce and 
Boards of Trade will grant students access to events where they can meet local 
professionals and potential future employers, develop key relationships in the 
industry and engage in professional development opportunities. 

Sharing a dedication to fostering business communities through connection, 
learning and leadership, DC is proud to be partnering with the following: 

• Ajax-Pickering Board of Trade 
• Brock Board of Trade 
• Clarington Board of Trade 
• Greater Oshawa Chamber of Commerce 
• Newcastle and District Chamber of Commerce 
• Scugog Chamber of Commerce 
• Uxbridge Chamber of Commerce 
• Whitby Chamber of Commerce 

Speaking to this new partnership and the benefits it brings to the education and 
business communities, the Durham Region joint Chambers and Boards of Trade 
said, “this collaboration with Durham College is precedent setting. The Chambers 
and Boards of Trade in Durham Region are thrilled to participate in this initiative. 
Bringing educators, the business community and students together across 
municipalities to deliver strategic programing supports our collective desire to 
nurture talent in our region. This partnership ensures we have the workforce to 
sustain the continued growth and prosperity of our communities.” 

In addition to increasing their profile and establishing meaningful connections, DC 
students will gain unique business insight prior to entering the workforce, providing 
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them with the necessary skills to face complex challenges and embrace 
opportunities for growth. 

As the first partnership of this magnitude, Durham College is looking forward to 
elevating the student experience and leading the way for future partnerships to be 
developed and explored. 

DC receives $900,000 from Weston Family Foundation to build new 
Centre for Organic Regeneration 
DC is pleased to announce that it 
has received $900,000 in funding 
from the Weston Family 
Foundation to create a new 
Centre for Organic Regeneration 
at the W. Galen Weston Centre 
for Food. 

A 1,500-sq. ft. facility and 
composting system, the Centre for Organic Regeneration will enable DC to 
complete the field-to-fork (and now back-to-field) loop by processing food waste 
from the Whitby campus and returning it to the earth, specifically the W. Galen 
Weston Centre for Food fields. This will reduce food waste on campus by 90 per 
cent while lessening the need for compost from outside sources. 

The new facility will also create research and work-integrated-learning 
opportunities and will be incorporated into the curriculum for related programs. 

This donation represents the Weston Family Foundation’s ongoing commitment to 
ecologically based agriculture practices, and its overall goal of delivering 
measurable impacts to the well-being of Canadians. 

“We are pleased to help bring this world-class facility to life at Durham College,” 
said Emma Adamo, chair, Weston Family Foundation. “We hope the Centre for 
Organic Regeneration will not only significantly reduce food waste on campus, but 
also provide a model for other like-minded institutions to emulate moving forward.” 

DC is proud of the continued growth and innovation at the Whitby campus and 
recognizes the integral link between this success and the generous history of 
support from the Foundation. Past donations have helped establish the W. Galen 
Weston Centre for Food, as well as the vertical and hydroponic facilities and 
expanded greenhouses, in addition to funding scholarships and bursaries for 
students studying programs through DC’s School of Hospitality & Horticultural 
Science. 
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5. Government Relations Update 

• On January 24, 2021, DC met with Whitby MP Ryan Turnbull and staff from 
the Ministry of Innovation, Science and Industry (ISI) to discuss the federal 
ask for an investment in the Whitby campus renovations. The Ministry is 
excited by the proposal, and additional meetings are being scheduled with 
ISI, as well as other relevant ministries. Colleges and Institutes Canada will 
be assisting in scheduling meetings. 
 

• On January 28, 2021, DC presented its 2022 budget submission to the 
provincial Minister of Finance, Peter Bethlenfalvy and Whitby MPP, Lorne 
Coe. The submission focused on DC’s ask for the province to invest in the 
construction of the tower crane field in Whitby. 
 

• On February 8, 2022, Durham Region’s Finance office will present a 
recommendation to council to invest in the Whitby Campus renovation 
backfill. The Region previously invested in the construction of the new 
building, and Regional leadership is supportive of a second investment in 
the second portion of the skilled trades expansion. 

 
6. Key Meetings Involving the President’s Office (December 4 to 

February 8) 

• Committee of Presidents (COP) Meeting – December 17, 2021 

• COP COVID-19 Meeting – January 4, 2022 

• College Employer Council (CEC) Human Resources Steering Committee 
Meeting – January 6, 2022 

• Meeting with Kelly LaRocha, Chief, Scugog First Nation – January 7, 2022 

• Innovation & Disruption Catalyst Group Meeting – January 7, 2022 

• COPEX Teleconference – January 10, 2022 

• Deconstructing Anti-Muslim Hate Sessions – January 12 & 19, 2022 

• CEC Bargaining Update – January 13, 2022 

• Meeting with Farvision Education Group Inc. – January 14, 2022 

• COP Meeting – January 18, 2022 

• CEC Bargaining Update – January 18, 2022 

• Meeting with Ryan Turnbull and Ministry of Innovation, Science and Industry – 
January 24, 2022 

• Meeting with the Black Student Success Network – January 27, 2022 
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• CEC Bargaining Update – January 27, 2022 

• CICan Governance Committee Meeting – February 1, 2022 

• Presentation to Rotary Club of Port Perry – February 2, 2022 

• CEC Management Board Meeting – February 3, 2022 

• CEC Human Resources Steering Committee Meeting – February 3, 2022 

• CEC Bargaining Update – February 3, 2022 

• CICan Executive Committee Meeting – February 4, 2022 

• College Council Meeting – February 8, 2022 
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Executive Summary of Fees 

 

 
 

Historical Fees Information Fees approval by DCSA Board 
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Health and Wellness 

Support Services Fee 
$48.15 $51.52 7.0% $55.13 

DCSA Student Life Fee $46.38 $47.17 10.0% $51.89 

Health Plan Fee $175.67 $175.67 0.0% $175.67 

Dental Plan Fee $108.47 $108.47 0.0% $108.47 

Student Centre Fee $62.31 $63.37 7.0% $67.81 

Campus Radio Station Fee $13.43 $15.78 15.0% $18.15 

Total Fee $454.41 $461.98 3.2% $477.11 

 

 

• Health and Wellness Support Services Fee adjustment will be used to staff a second social 
worker position and an additional student staff position, increasing the counselling ability of the 
support hub office. 
 

• DCSA Student Life Fee adjustment will be used to allow for a transition of the E-Sports gaming 
program over to DCSA from Durham College.  Further, a referendum will be needed to ensure 
transition of the E-Sports team over to DCSA. 
 

• Student Centre Fee adjustment will be used finance the student centre modernization.  
 

• Campus Radio Station Fee adjustment will be used to provide a third staff member and as the 
Riot Radio transitions to become the DCSA Media Hub. 
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Fee Description 

 

Fee Fee description 

Health and Wellness Support 

Services Fee 

The Health and Wellness Support Fee is used to run the DCSA 

Support Hub which provides members with the support services 

including counselling and social services support, food and nutrition 

support, legal advice, equity, and, advocacy services.  

DCSA Student Life Fee 

The DCSA Student Life Fee is used to provide students with student 

life services on campus, this includes clubs and societies, orientation 

events, and student life events throughout the academic year.  

Health Plan Fee 

The Health Plan Fee is used to provide students with a health plan 

which includes a prescription drug benefit, major medical benefit, 

accidental death and dismemberment insurance, and travel insurance.  

Dental Plan Fee The Dental Plan Fee is used to provide students with a dental plan.  

Student Centre Fee 

The Student Centre fee is used to operate and modernize the student 

centre on the Oshawa Campus, and the DCSA office and Student 

Lounge on the Whitby Campus. 

The fee supports the operation of the student centre lounges, 

hospitality spaces, and DCSA service centres.   

Campus Radio Station Fee 
The Campus Radio Station Fee is used fund the DCSA Media Hub, 

which includes Riot Radio. 
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Report Number: BOG-2022-06 
 
To: Board of Governors 
 
From: Don Lovisa, President 
 
Date of Report: January 25, 2022 
 
Date of Meeting: February 9, 2022  
 
Subject: Strategic Mandate Agreement 3 – Preliminary Report for Year Two 

Evaluation 
 

1. Purpose 

The purpose of this report is to provide the Board of Governors with a preliminary 
update on the year two evaluation of the Strategic Mandate Agreement 2020-
2025 (SMA3) with the Ministry of Colleges and Universities. 
 

2. Recommendation 

It is recommended to the Durham College Board of Governors: 
 
That Report BOG-2022-06 providing a preliminary update on the year two 
evaluation of the 2020-2025 Strategic Mandate Agreement, be received for 
information. 
 

3. Background 

In August 2020, Durham College (DC) and the Ministry of Colleges and 
Universities executed DC’s Strategic Mandate Agreement 2020-2025 (SMA3). 
This agreement places a greater emphasis on the College’s performance against 
ten metrics and outcomes-based funding.  

SMA3 is intended to be a key component of the Ministry’s accountability 
framework for the postsecondary education system that supports differentiation 
and improved performance outcomes by: 
 
• Promoting accountability through transparency and improved performance 

outcomes; 
• Creating an appropriate balance between accountability and reporting; 
• Incentivizing colleges to redirect resources and invest in initiatives that result 

in positive economic outcomes; 
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• Encouraging alignment of postsecondary education programming with labour 
market outcomes; and 

• Incentivizing differentiation and specialization to support increased 
efficiencies. 

 
Based on these key objectives, the Ministry has established the following mechanisms 
to assess and assign funding based on differentiated improvement: 

 
 Establishment of priority areas and metrics: 

Metrics have been established across three priority areas: Skills & Job 
Outcomes, Economic & Community Impact, and Productivity, Accountability 
& Transparency. Of these, the performance of ten metrics under Skills & 
Job Outcomes, and Economic & Community Impact will affect funding 
allocations. Two reporting metrics exist in the category Productivity, 
Accountability & Transparency, which are not tied to funding. The ten 
funding-related performance metrics included in SMA3 are activated in 
different years over the five-year period from 2020-2021 to 2024-2025. 

 
 Performance measurement: 

Institutions are measured against themselves. Targets are based on the 
institution’s historical data that are measured as per established criteria. A 
band of tolerance is established for each metric to establish a minimum 
threshold to achieve 100 per cent notional allocation for the given metric. 

 
 Differentiation weighting: 

Institutions assign proportional weightings for each metric for each of the 
five years over the 2020-2025 period. 

 
 Outcomes evaluation: 

Performance is evaluated using a pass/fail approach with bands of tolerance 
and scaling for under-achievement. 

 
4. Discussion/Options 

In its initial development, the SMA3 was intended to increase the proportion of 
funding allocated through the differentiation envelope from 25 per cent in year 
one to 60 per cent by year five of the SMA3 period, based on performance. 
However, given the uncertainty regarding the impacts of the COVID-19 outbreak 
on the SMA3 metrics, the Ministry agreed to delay the planned activation of 
performance-based funding for two years -year one (2020-2021) and year two 
(2021-2022) of SMA3. The Ministry will be analyzing year one and year two 
actual performance results and the broader macroeconomic considerations to 
inform decisions on linking metric performance to funding in the future. As such, 
the SMA3 annual evaluations for years one and two are expected to play an 
important role in assessing COVID-19 impacts on metric performance.  
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 In November 2020, the Ministry initiated the year one annual evaluation process. 
For year one (2020-2021), five metrics were activated for performance 
measurement. For year two (2021-2022), an additional three metrics have been 
activated for a total of eight metrics. For year three (2022-2023), the remaining 
two metrics are expected to be activated for a total of ten metrics to evaluate 
performance.  

 In December 2021, the Ministry initiated the year two annual evaluation process. 
DC’s year two performance for 2022-2023 against the eight metrics that were 
activated this year is as follows: 

YEAR ONE  TARGET  BAND OF 
TOLERANCE 

ALLOWABLE 
PERFORMANCE 

TARGET 

ACTUAL 

1. Graduate Employment 
Rate in a Related Field 

72.94% 2.04% 71.45% 66.08% 

2. Institutional 
Strength/Focus 

35.51% 6.79% 33.10% 38.91% 

3. Graduation Rate 
  

69.03% 1.00% 68.34% 68.72% 

4. Community/Local Impact 
of Student Enrolment 

10.58% 8.93% 9.63% 10.27% 

5. Economic Impact 
(Institution-Specific) 

3,545 16.65% 2,955 3,349 

6. Graduate Employment 
Earnings 

$35,535 3.76% $34,198 $39,093 

7. Experiential Learning 
 

61.57% 3.16% 59.63% 79.36% 

8. Revenue Attracted from 
Private Sector Sources 

$8,550,641 9.15% $7,767,845 $7,808,533 

 
As illustrated above, seven of the eight metrics were achieved. Although the 
graduate employment rate in a related field metric was not met, there is no 
impact on DC’s grant in year two, in accordance with the Ministry’s COVID-19 
response. The graduate employment rate in a related field is based on the data 
gathered from mid-December 2020 to early August 2021 when COVID-19 and 
the corresponding mitigation responses severely impacted the economy and 
employment rate. The College continues to focus on the labour market relevance 
of its programs and graduate competencies, but given the continued adverse 
impact of COVID-19 on the economy, this metric is not expected to improve 
significantly in the near future. 
 
The year two annual evaluation process will provide institutions with the 
opportunity to assess the financial implications, and given the uncertainty of 
COVID-19 impacts on future results, review and adjust the weightings for each 
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metric for next year. Durham College SMA3 fiscal assessments and the 
weighting distribution for the metrics for next year will be presented to the board 
in April 2022.  
 
For years three to five, each of the ten metrics will be activated. Additionally, the 
Ministry has noted key changes to two of the metrics. The graduation rate metric 
calculation will be revised for year three to reflect the use of Ontario Education 
Numbers (OEN) to account for students who transfer between Ontario 
postsecondary institutions. The Ministry has also decided to forgo the Education 
and Skills Online (ESO) tool for the Skills and Competencies metric. Instead, the 
Ministry will develop criteria for metric selection to assist colleges in identifying 
relevant institution-specific metrics in collaboration with the Ministry.  
 
The 2022-2023 estimated targets for the metrics are as follows: 
 
YEAR THREE  TARGET  BAND OF 

TOLERANCE 
ALLOWABLE 

PERFORMANCE 
TARGET 

1. Graduate Employment 
Rate in a Related Field 

71.30% 4.67% 67.97% 

2. Institutional 
Strength/Focus 

33.09% 5.97% 31.12% 

3. Graduation Rate 
  

68.84% 1.00% 68.15% 

4. Community/Local Impact 
of Student Enrolment 

11.09% 9.26% 10.06% 

5. Economic Impact 
(Institution-Specific) 

3,545 10.22% 3,182 

6. Graduate Employment 
Earnings 

$38,975 6.39% $36,483 

7. Experiential Learning 
 

67.75% 20.33% 53.98% 

8. Revenue Attracted from 
Private Sector Sources 

$8,760,568 8.70% $7,998,832 

9. Institution-specific 
(Apprenticeship-related) 

98.62% 3.11% 95.56% 

10. Skills and Competencies 
 

To be developed in collaboration with the 
Ministry 

 
The two reporting metrics, which include faculty compensation and faculty 
activity, are scheduled to be reported starting in year three. The Ministry shared a 
draft reporting template in December 2021 and sought feedback from the 
colleges on the structure. Further instructions are awaited from the Ministry. 
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5. Financial/Human Resource Implications 

There are no immediate financial or human resource implications. The 
performance/outcomes-based funding for years three to five is expected to be 
contingent on the level of target attainment for each of the activated SMA3 
metrics in a given year. Capital and/or other resources may be required to 
implement improvement strategies and factored in future budget and planning 
decisions. 

6. Implications for the Joint Campus Master Plan 

There are no implications for the joint campus master plan. 
 

7. Implications for Ontario Tech University 

There are no implications for Ontario Tech University. 
 

8. Relationship to the Strategic Plan/Business Plan  

This report relates to the “Our Students” pillar of the Strategic Plan, and the goal 
to provide students with the best possible learning experiences by delivering high 
quality programs, and providing experiential opportunities to support strong 
employment outcomes. It also directly related to the “Our Work” pillar of the 
strategic plan which states which emphasizes leadership in teaching and learning 
while responsibly managing resources, and ensuring good governance. 
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Report Number: BOG-2022-17 
 
To: Board of Governors 
 
From: Michelle Hutt. Associate Vice-President Academic (Enrolment and 

International Education)  
 
Date of Report: February 1, 2022 
 
Date of Meeting: February 9, 2022  
 
Subject: Domestic and International Enrolment Update: Winter 2022 
 

1. Purpose 

The purpose of this report is to provide the Board of Governors with an enrolment 
update for Winter 2022 at day 10 of classes.  
 

2. Recommendation 

It is recommended to the Durham College Board of Governors:  

That the Report BOG-2022-17, providing an enrolment update for Winter 2022 at 
day 10 of classes, be received for information.  

3. Background 

Enrolment targets establish the foundation for college budgets and strategic 
planning. Durham College 2021-2022 enrolment targets were set in October 
2020 and are monitored based on enrolment trends, institutional capacity, and 
the changing pandemic climate.  

4. Discussion/Options 

Durham College's total Winter 2022 enrolment at day 10 is 10,584, which is 
comprised of 8,155 domestic and 2,429 international students. Total student 
enrolment is 95% of the budget on day 10 of the semester. 
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Table 1 

 

*Durham College day 10 enrolment reflects full-time post-secondary registrations and does not include  
students in Apprenticeship or Collaborative Nursing (BScN) programs.  
 
Despite the positive shift in the pandemic climate, the insurgence of the Omicron 
variant wave in December generated new complexities for applicants and 
students at the start of the winter term. Table 2 illustrates a snapshot of the 
winter intake over three years. Compared to Winter 2021, the change in Winter 
2022 total enrolment on day 10 is -6%. 
 
  Table 2 

Total Enrolment  Day 10  
 2020 

Day 10  
 2021 

Day 10  
2022 

Change over Winter 2021 

Total   12,015 11,255 10,584 -6% 

 
4.1 Domestic Enrolment  

 
Durham College Winter 2022 total domestic student enrolment is 91% of 
the budget at day 10 of the semester.   As described in Table 3, domestic 
new student enrolment achieved 100% of the budget target while returning 
student enrolment achieved 90% of the budget.  

 
Implementing targeted recruitment and admissions strategies combined 
with an incremental increase to the available seats for highly competitive 
programs enabled domestic new student enrolment targets to be realized 
at day 10 of the Winter 2022 semester. 

 
The shortfall in domestic returning student enrolment on day 10 can be 
partially attributed to the decline of domestic new students in Fall 2021, 
resulting in fewer flow-through enrolments in Winter 2022.   Domestic 
returning student enrolment was impacted by the pandemic-related strain 
on students causing an atypical increase in returning student withdrawals 
at the start of 2022. Preliminary results of an ad hoc student survey 
suggest that returning students face uncertainty and added pressure due 
to the pandemic.  

 
Despite outreach and intervention by the College's financial aid, academic, 
and student support services, an increasing number of students opted not 
to return in Winter 2022. 

Total Enrolment  Budget 
 2022 

Day 10  
 2022 

Percent of  
Budget 

New Students 2,153 2,163 100% 
Returning Students 9,029 8,421 93% 
Total    11,182* 10,584* 95% 
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Table 3 

Budget: Domestic  Budget Winter 
2022 

Day 10 Winter 
2022 

Percent of  
Budget 

New Students 1,354 1,352 100% 
Returning Students 7,570 6,803 90% 
Total 8,924 8,155 91% 

 
Table 4 compares the change in total domestic student enrolment over 
three years. Compared to Winter 2021, total domestic enrolment has 
declined by 11%. When analyzing the change in current domestic 
enrolment over Winter 2021, new and returning enrolment should be 
distinctly considered. 

 
Ministry-driven initiatives to increase graduates in the health care sector 
and domestic enrolment recovery efforts generated an influx of targeted 
new student enrolments in health-related programs, temporarily increasing 
new student registrations in Winter 2021. These initiatives were date-
specific; therefore, Winter 2022 domestic new student enrolment was not 
positively influenced in the same way.   

 
The previously stated change in domestic returning student enrolment 
offers a rationale for the observed decline when compared year-over-year. 
In response to the complex, changing needs of applicants and students 
that are evident across the system, Durham College's academic schools 
are exploring new program delivery models that will afford students the 
flexibility to balance the ongoing pressures of student, personal, and 
professional obligations.   

 
Table 4 

 
4.2 International Enrolment  

 
Durham College Winter 2022 day 10 international enrolment is 2,429 and 
includes students from 80 countries. Day 10 international enrolment is 
trending above target at 108% of the budget. Table 5 describes the 
breakdown of new and returning international student enrolment at day 10.  

  

Year-Over-Year 
Domestic 

Day 10 Winter 
2020 

Day 10 Winter 
2021 

Day 10 Winter 
2022 

Change Over Winter 
2021 

New Students 1,436 1,471 1,352 -8% 
Returning Students 8,394 7,717 6,803 -12% 
Total 9,830 9,188 8,155 -11% 
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Table 5 

 

 
Table 6 describes international student enrollment changes between 
Winter 2020 and Winter 2022. Compared year-over-year, total 
international student enrolment increased by 18% on day 10.  

 
International new student enrolment on day 10 of the Winter 2022 
semester has more than doubled since the pre-pandemic counts in Winter 
2020 and increased by 12% compared to Winter 2021. Returning 
international enrolment is 21% higher in Winter 2022 when considered 
year-over-year.  

 
The sustained growth in international student enrolment mid-pandemic is 
a result of strategic enrolment management and agile and responsive 
academic delivery innovations. The trending growth in international 
enrolment seen on day 10 of the Winter 2022 semester aligns with 
Durham College's long-term enrolment goals. 

 
             Table 6 

Year-Over-Year 
International  

Day 10 Winter 
2020 

Day 10 Winter 
2021 

Day 10 Winter 
2022 

Change Over 
Winter 2021 

New Students  391 727 811 12% 
Returning Students  1,794 1,340 1,618 21% 
Total  2,185 2,067 2,429 18% 
 

4.3 Summary  
 
Durham College's total Winter 2022 enrolment was 10,584, and 95% of 
the overall budget target at day 10 of the semester. This represents a  
- 6% change when compared with Winter 2021 at day 10.  

 
Total domestic enrolment remains 9% lower than the budget target on day 
10, new student enrolment target was achieved, and returning student 
enrolment is reported as a 10% budget shortfall. International new and 
returning student enrolment surpassed targets, and total international 
enrolment is 8% above budget at day 10 of the Winter 2022 semester. 

 
  

Budget: International  Budget Winter  
2022 

Day 10 Winter  
2022 

Percent of  
Budget  

New Students 799 811 102% 
Returning Students  1,459 1,618 111% 
Total 2,258 2,429 108% 
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Durham College student enrolment counts at day 10 of Winter 2022 
remain consistent with system-wide enrolment trends. The enrolment 
pattern suggests a downtrend in domestic enrolment that will be 
addressed through local and provincial response strategies to rejuvenate 
enrolment as part of the pandemic recovery plan.  

 
5. Financial/Human Resource Implications 

Durham College Winter 2022 day 10 total domestic enrolment achieved 95% of 
the budget target. It is estimated that the shortfall in domestic enrolment will 
decrease post-secondary tuition revenue for the Winter 2022 semester.  
 
Day 10 international total enrolment exceeded the budget target by 8%. 
International students have until March 1 to request a refund, which may further 
impact international tuition revenues. Based on day 10 enrolment counts, it can 
be approximated that potential gains in international tuition revenue will offset th
shortfall of domestic tuition revenues. 

e 

6. Implications for the Joint Campus Master Plan 

There are no implications for the joint campus master plan.  
 

7. Implications for Ontario Tech University 

There are no implications for Ontario Tech University.  
 
8. Relationship to the Strategic Plan/Business Plan 

Our students: Our goal is to maintain optimum enrolment to ensure high-quality 
programs can be delivered to capacity classes.  

Our work: Our ability to maintain high-quality programs and services is directly 
tied to enrolment and strategically investing in the future.  
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Report Number: BOG-2022-21 
 
To: Board of Governors 
 
From: Michelle Hutt, Associate Vice-President, Academic (Enrolment and 

International Education) 
 
Date of Report: February 1, 2022 
 
Date of Meeting: February 9, 2022 
 
Subject: 2022-2023 Ancillary Fees – Durham Region Transit UPASS  
 

1. Purpose 

The purpose of this report is to provide an update on ancillary fees for the 
student UPASS for the 2022-2023 academic year.  
 

2. Recommendation 

It is recommended to the Durham College Board of Governors: 

That based on Report BOG-2022-21, the Durham Region Transit UPASS 
ancillary fee for the 2022-2023 academic year, be approved.  

3. Background 

The preparation of this document aligns with the Minister’s Binding Policy 
Directive (MBPD) – 2.0 Finance and Administration Tuition and Ancillary Fees 
Reporting regarding details for establishing tuition and ancillary fees, issued 
according to the Ontario Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology Act, 2002.  
 
Provincial policy (MBPD 2.0) requires that a Compulsory Ancillary Fee protocol 
be negotiated between each college board of governors and the student 
government.  
 

4. Discussion/Options 

Further to the Tuition and Ancillary Fees report provided to Audit and Finance on 
January 10, 2022, Durham Region Transit (DRT) has since notified Durham 
College of an incremental fee increase for the 2022-2023 academic year.  
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In collaboration with DRT, Durham College full-time students receive a U-PASS 
as part of the compulsory ancillary fees. The proposed U-PASS fee increase 
aligns with the 2022-2023 DRT rider fees. 
 
As described in Table 1, it is proposed that the DRT fee increase by 1.9%, 
contributing to a 1% cumulative increase to the total student ancillary fees for the 
2022-2023 academic year.  
 
Table 1 

 
 
 
 

 
5. Financial/Human Resource Implications 

The ancillary fee recommended in this report is a benefit to students and will 
enable the ongoing provision of public transportation services. 

6. Implications for the Joint Campus Master Plan 

There are no implications for the joint campus master plan. 
 

7. Implications for Ontario Tech University 

Fees for shared services are aligned with Ontario Tech University. 
 

8. Relationship to the Strategic Plan/Business Plan 

Ancillary fees have an impact on the following pillars of the strategic plan:  
 

• Our Students: Student success is built on an immersive learning 
experience that is comprised of student life, academic, and support 
services. Recognizing that the fees to provide these services are paid for 
by students, increases are monitored and occur only when absolutely 
required. 

• Our Work: Student fees enable the provision of exceptional ancillary 
services. Ancillary fees are essential to developing the transformational 
services and systems necessary to enhance the student experience. 

 
 

Durham College Ancillary Fees 2021-22 2022-23 Change 
U Pass Transit $289.00 $294.50 1.9% 
Total 2022 – 2023 Student Ancillary Fees $918.08 $928.35 1% 
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Report Number: BOG-2022-01 

To: Board of Governors 

From: Dr. Elaine Popp, Executive Vice-President, Academic 

Date of Report: February 3, 2022 

Date of Meeting: February 9, 2022 

Subject: New Program of Instruction: Cloud Computing 

1. Purpose 

To seek approval from the Board of Governors for the following post-secondary 
program of instruction for September 2023 intake: 

Cloud Computing 

• Credential: Ontario College Graduate Certificate 
• Duration: 2 semesters 
• School: Business, IT & Management 

2. Recommendation 

It is recommended to the Durham College Board of Governors: 

That in accordance with Report BOG-2022-01, the proposed Ontario College 
Graduate Certificate program of instruction listed below be approved: 

• Cloud Computing 

3. Background 

The Cloud Computing Ontario College Graduate Certificate program provides 
students with the knowledge, skills and expertise to contribute to securing and 
managing an organization’s cloud infrastructure. The program emphasizes 
leadership in designing, implementing and deploying services in the cloud by 
utilizing cloud computing, privacy and legal principles and methodology to meet 
system requirements and align with business goals and objectives. 

Graduates of the program have the knowledge and skills required to address 
backend and frontend configuration, administration and troubleshooting 
techniques to manage a cloud environment. The program prepares graduates for 
a fast-paced environment to address the demand for strategies in cloud 
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computing and infrastructure deployment. Upon completion of this program, 
graduates are prepared to write industry standard Cloud Technology 
certifications from three of the largest public cloud service providers, Amazon 
(AWS), Microsoft (Azure), and Google (GCP) cloud. 

Employment opportunities available to the graduate include: Data Analyst; Cloud 
Security Architect; Cloud Database Administrator; DevOps Architect; and Cloud 
Infrastructure Architect in industries such as finance, healthcare, hospitality and 
insurance. 

As per the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities’ Minister’s Binding 
Policy Directive 3.0, Programs, Framework for Programs of Instruction, the Board 
of Governors is responsible for approving programs of instruction the college will 
offer. 

It is the role of the Durham College Board of Governors to ensure that programs 
of instruction are developed and implemented in conformity with the Credentials 
Framework, and are consistent with provincial program standards where they 
exist. It is also the responsibility of the Board to ensure that all new and modified 
post-secondary programs of instruction lead to one of the following credentials:  
Durham College Certificate, Ontario College Certificate, Ontario College 
Diploma, Ontario College Advanced Diploma, Ontario College Graduate 
Certificate or Bachelor Degree. 

We confirm that Durham College (DC) is in compliance with all Minister’s Binding 
Policy Directives as noted above, for this new program of instruction. 

4. Discussion 

The environmental scan prepared by the Institutional Research and Planning 
team in the Office of Research Services, Innovation and Entrepreneurship, 
indicates the proposed Cloud Computing program would be a strong addition to 
the College’s program offerings because of the: 

• Demonstrated international student interest in the program. 
• Emerging IT area and potential for long-term growth. 
• Strong labour market outcomes for graduates with skills similar to those 

taught in the proposed program. 
• Experiential learning opportunities through DC’s Applied Research – AI Hub 

and Centre for Cybersecurity. 

5. Financial/Human Resource Implications 

The Program Summary attached provides a projected five-year budget with 
account of all capital and human resource requirements. The target for new 
contribution breaks even in Year 1. 
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6. Implications for the Joint Campus Master Plan 

There are no implications for the joint campus master plan. 

7. Implications for Ontario Tech University 

There are no anticipated implications for Ontario Tech University resulting from 
the implementation of this new program recommendation. 

8. Strategic Alignment 

8.1 Strategic Fit 

The proposed program aligns with the following objectives/goals of the 
Academic, Strategic, and Business plans. 

Academic Plan 
Goal 1: Ensure Exceptional Quality in our Academic Programs 
Goal 2: Enhance Exemplary Teaching and Learning Practices 

Strategic Plan and Business Plan 
Pillar: Our Students 
Goal: To educate and inspire students to realize success in their careers and 
communities 
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General Program Information 

Proposed Program Title: Cloud Computing 

Proposed Credential: Ontario College Graduate Certificate 

Academic Dean(s): Kevin Baker, Executive Dean, 
Thom MacDonald, Associate Dean 

School(s): Business, IT & Management (BITM) 

Date of Review by PPRC: January 12, 2022 

MTCU Code: 70522 (Program Description) 

Weight and Funding Unit (as per APS table): Weight = 1.1, Funding = 0.9 

Proposed Tuition: Year 1: $6,082 

Proposed Implementation: Fall 2023 

Year 1 Enrolment: 30 

Number of Sections, Y1: 1 

International Students Seat Allocation: 20 

Number of Semesters: 2 + optional work term 

Total Hours:  336 + 294 = 630 (without WIL) 
336 + 294 + 420 = 1050 (with optional WIL) 

New or Replacement Program: New 

Number of New FT Faculty: 1 FT and 5 PT (Year 1) 

Program Delivery Methods: Classroom, lab, online and optional work term; 
remote delivery has also been considered and appropriate courses identified. 

Laptop Requirement: Yes 

New or Renovated Space Requirements: None 

Total Capital Costs: Year 1: None 
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1. Approval Stages 

The following approval stages have been assessed for this program: 
☒ Labour Market 
☒ Student Demand 
☒ Budget reviewed and approved by the Chief Financial Officer and the Vice 

President, Academic 
☒ Presented to the Program Proposal Review Committee (DATE: January 12, 

2022) 
☒ New Program Proposal Summary reviewed by the Associate Dean, Centre for 

Academic and Faculty Enrichment 
☒ New Program Proposal Summary reviewed by the Dean, Centre for Academic 

and Faculty Enrichment 
☒ Approved by Executive Vice-President, Academic (DATE: January 27, 2022) 
☒ Reviewed and approved by President (DATE: January 27, 2022) 

2. Program Overview 
 Program Description 

The Cloud Computing Ontario College Graduate Certificate program provides 
students with the knowledge, skills and expertise to contribute to securing and 
managing an organization’s cloud infrastructure. The program emphasizes 
leadership in designing, implementing and deploying services in the cloud by 
utilizing cloud computing, privacy and legal principles and methodology to meet 
system requirements and align with business goals and objectives. 

Graduates of the program have the knowledge and skills required to address 
backend and frontend configuration, administration and troubleshooting 
techniques to manage a cloud environment. The program prepares graduates for 
a fast-paced environment to address the demand for strategies in cloud 
computing and infrastructure deployment. Upon completion of this program, 
graduates are prepared to write industry standard Cloud Technology 
certifications from three of the largest public cloud service providers, Amazon 
(AWS), Microsoft (Azure), and Google (GCP) cloud. 

Employment opportunities available to the graduate include: Data Analyst; Cloud 
Security Architect; Cloud Database Administrator; DevOps Architect; and Cloud 
Infrastructure Architect, and in industries such as finance, healthcare, hospitality 
and insurance. 

 Career Outcomes 

Job Titles Where Graduates Might Work 
• Cloud systems administrator 
• Cloud systems developer 
• Cloud systems solution architect 

At any employer utilizing one of the 
following cloud platforms: Amazon, 
Microsoft, and Google. 
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Job Titles Where Graduates Might Work 
• Cloud systems security 

professional 
• Cloud systems engineer 
• Development operations 

engineer 
• Data engineer 

 Vocational Program Learning Outcomes (MTCU 70522) 

Vocational program learning outcomes must be consistent with the requirements 
of the Credentials Framework for the proposed credential. The graduate of the 
program has reliably demonstrated the ability to: 

1. Create secure micro-service solutions to support the virtual infrastructure 
and application development needs of the client. 

2. Adopt hybrid cloud environments to respond to changing business 
requirements. 

3. Architect and deploy fault tolerant solutions within cloud computing 
platforms to maximize the availability and reliability of services. 

4. Automate security and resources for applications by using cloud 
computing tools to mitigate risk for organizations and protect assets. 

5. Design and test code- based solutions to cloud computing problems that 
ensure security in depth. 

6. Assess the viability of developing, deploying, maintaining and securing 
cloud computing solutions using a variety of resiliency testing tools. 

7. Create and defend cloud-computing strategies used to solve identified 
business needs on behalf of a client. 

8. Install, monitor, and maintain a database management system on the 
cloud in response to specified requirements. 

9. Assess business processes that impact cloud computing systems to 
ensure current, relevant, secure and responsive practices are 
implemented. 

 Admission Requirements 
• Ontario College Diploma, Advanced Diploma or Degree, or equivalent 

Recommended 

• Courses in mathematics, statistics, computer software, computer 
programming, and enterprise systems are recommended. 
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3. Program of Study 

YEAR 1 

Semester 1 Semester 2 Semester 3 

14 weeks 14 weeks 14 weeks 
Operating Systems and 
Network Infrastructure 

(4) 

Deploying Cloud 
Infrastructure  

(3) 

Optional 
Work Term 

(420) 

Introduction to Cloud 
Computing 

(3) 

Cloud Infrastructure 
(3) 

Cloud Implementation 
(3) 

Capstone 
(3)  

Scripting 
(4) 

Cloud DevOps Solution 
Architect 

(3) 

Database 
(4) 

Implementing DevOps 
Solutions 

(3) 
Ethics, Risk Management and 

Governance 
(3) 

Cloud Security 
(3) 

Cloud Computing Careers 
and Portfolio Development 

(3) 

Cloud Security Administration 
(3) 

24 hours/week 
336 hours/semester 

21 hours/week 
294 hours/semester 420 hours 

336 630 1050 

 

Scripting Networking/ 
Infrastructure Security WIL 
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Semester 1 
Course Title: Operating Systems and Network Infrastructure 
Course description: Students install, configure, manage and deploy virtual 
servers and workstations with a Linux operating system. Emphasis is on creating 
and maintaining Linux instances in the cloud, shell scripting and automation to 
manage file systems, group policies and routine tasks using multiple Linux 
distributions. 
Instructional Setting: Lab 
Total Hours (Semester): 56 
Remote Delivery: Online 

Course Title: Scripting 
Course description: Using Python & JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), 
students implement object-oriented applications and automation. Students get 
hands-on training on using an integrated development environment (IDE) and 
command line interface (CLI) to read, write and maintain scripts for day-to-day 
administration tasks. 
Instructional Setting: Lab 
Total Hours (Semester): 56 
Remote Delivery: Online 

Course Title: Database 
Course description: Students explore the differences between relational and 
non-relational databases to maintain and manage data in the cloud. Students 
design database with table relationships, build tables with different data types, 
and create queries and reports using Structured Query Language (SQL) & 
NoSQL databases. 
Instructional Setting: Lab 
Total Hours (Semester): 56 
Remote Delivery: Online 

Course Title: Ethics, Governance and Risk Management 
Course description: Students explore how to adopt industry standards and best 
practices to maintain legal and ethical compliance. Focus is on maintaining 
governance without compromising agility and innovation in a cloud environment. 
Students examine the Cloud Shared Resource Model (CSRM), Cloud Center of 
Excellence framework (CCoE) and how to adhere to governance standards to 
mitigate risks and remain compliant. 
Instructional Setting: Classroom 
Total Hours (Semester): 42 
Remote Delivery: Online 

Course Title: Introduction to Cloud Computing 
Course description: Students learn how to administer and manage a cloud 
infrastructure by examining the distinguishing characteristics to implement cloud 
solutions for AWS, Azure & GCP. Students examine the similarities and 
differences between Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service 
(PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS) to assess how organizations move 
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from traditional on-premises data centers to the cloud. Central to this discussion 
is how to remove upfront costs and the complexity of owning and maintaining a 
physical infrastructure. 
Instructional Setting: Classroom 
Total Hours (Semester): 42 
Remote Delivery: Online 

Course Title: Cloud Implementation 
Course description: Students implement cloud solutions for AWS, Azure & GCP 
by applying the theory about administering and managing a cloud infrastructure. 
Students explore the difference between Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), 
Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS) to align with 
business and organizational objectives, remove upfront costs and the complexity 
of owning and maintaining a physical infrastructure. 
Instructional Setting: Lab 
Total Hours (Semester): 42 
Remote Delivery: Online 

Course Title: Cloud Computing Careers and Portfolio Development 
Course description: Students develop a personal career plan, and create and 
maintain a professional portfolio and an online presence supporting the launch of 
their career. 
Instructional Setting: Classroom, Online 
Total Hours (Semester): 42 
Remote Delivery: Online 

Semester 2 
Course Title: Cloud DevOps Solution Architect 
Course description: Students learn how to use a DevOps solution in the cloud 
to efficiently manage and maintain software development, and balance service 
reliability and deployment speed. Students examine tools to discuss agile 
methodology when automating continuous integration / continuous delivery 
(CI/CD) software delivery pipelines. 
Instructional Setting: Classroom 
Total Hours (Semester): 42 
Remote Delivery: Online 

Course Title: Implementing DevOps Solutions 
Course description: Students use a DevOps solution in the cloud to efficiently 
manage and maintain software development, and balance service reliability and 
deployment speed. Utilizing tools, students implement agile methodology to 
automate continuous integration / continuous delivery (CI/CD) software delivery 
pipelines. 
Instructional Setting: Lab 
Total Hours (Semester): 42 
Remote Delivery: Online 
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Course Title: Cloud Infrastructure 
Course description: Students explore the skills to design, implement and 
manage solutions in the deployment of a Cloud infrastructure for AWS, GCP & 
Azure.  They examine how to intelligently and programmatically manage 
networks, regardless of the underlaying architecture. Evaluating business needs 
through IT transformation, moving away from traditional architecture to the cloud 
is the focus for student discussion. 
Instructional Setting: Classroom 
Total Hours (Semester): 42 
Remote Delivery: Online 

Course Title: Deploying Cloud Infrastructure 
Course description: Students design, implement and manage solutions to 
deploy a Cloud infrastructure for AWS, GCP & Azure. Utilizing Software Defined 
Network (SDN), students intelligently and programmatically manage networks, 
regardless of the underlaying architecture to meet business needs. 
Instructional Setting: Lab 
Total Hours (Semester): 42 
Remote Delivery: Online 

Course Title: Cloud Security 
Course description: Students use national and industry standard guidelines to 
explore the best practices of cloud security when efficiently designing and 
implementing security for the cloud. 
Instructional Setting: Classroom 
Total Hours (Semester): 42 
Remote Delivery: Online 

Course Title: Cloud Security Administration 
Course description: Students deploy security policies and processes on AWS, 
Azure & GCP. Students utilize tools to monitor and analyze security threats in the 
cloud and implement both detective and preventative measures to secure data 
and protect data privacy. 
Instructional Setting: Lab 
Total Hours (Semester): 42 
Remote Delivery: Online 

Course Title: Capstone 
Course description: Students pursue interests in cloud computing in a project 
and demonstration of the skills and abilities developed in the program. Working 
with a faculty advisor, individually or on a team, students select a project topic 
relevant to cloud technology, submit a proposal and complete the project. 
Instructional Setting: Lab 
Total Hours (Semester): 42 
Remote Delivery: Online 
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4. Strategic Alignment 
4.1 Strategic Fit 

The proposed program aligns with the following goals of the Academic, Strategic, 
and Business plans. 

Academic Plan 
Goal 1: Ensure Exceptional Quality in our Academic Programs 
Goal 2: Enhance Exemplary Teaching and Learning Practices 
Goal 4: Intensify and Strengthen the College’s Applied Research Agenda 

Strategic Plan and Business Plan 
Pillar: Our Students 

Goal: To educate and inspire students to realize success in their careers and 
communities. 

4.2 Fit with Existing Programs 

Durham College (DC) is proposing the option to offer Cloud Computing, within 
the School of Business, IT & Management (BITM). DC has a well-established 
Computer Systems Technician diploma program, as well as an advanced 
diploma in Computer Systems Technology along with three Ontario College 
Graduate Certificates: Artificial Intelligence Analysis, Design and Implementation, 
Cybersecurity, and Data Analytics for Business Decision Making. The curriculum 
of the proposed Cloud Computing Ontario College Graduate Certificate program 
focuses on preparing graduates to take additional cloud computing certifications 
through vendors and organizations such as Amazon Web Services, Azure and 
Google. 

In the Computer Systems Technology Ontario College Advanced Diploma 
program, students exit with practitioner level proficiency using one platform. With 
the introduction of modifications to the program of studies (POS), there will be 
more cloud computing competency using this platform in many of the computer 
systems and programming programs but this will not compete with the proposed 
program. 

The difference between the proposed program and the Cybersecurity Ontario 
Graduate Certificate program are courses related to cloud security but not to the 
same depth. 

A Cloud Computing Ontario College Graduate Certificate is currently offered at 
four CAAT colleges under the MTCU code 70522. Graduates of these programs 
are prepared for careers in cloud computing. 
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5. Labour Demand and Graduate Employment Possibilities 
5.1 Labour Market Analysis 

Institutional Research and Planning prepared a comprehensive environmental 
scan. The following is a summary of the information and data from the scan. 

After a review of the need for a cloud computing program, Durham College (DC) 
determined it would be valuable to add this Ontario College Graduate Certificate 
program to its postsecondary offerings because of the: 

• Demonstrated international student interest in the program. 
• Emerging IT area and potential for long-term growth. 
• Strong labour market outcomes for graduates with skills similar to those 

taught in the proposed program. 
• Experiential learning opportunities through DC’s Applied Research – AI Hub 

and Centre for Cybersecurity. 

Cloud computing is comprised of the managed, shared applications, 
development platforms and computing infrastructure accessible via the internet. 
Broadly speaking, cloud computing is an umbrella term that refers to the 
application of technology to employ a cloud utility and includes virtualized IT 
infrastructure, servers, operating systems, software and networking. In other 
words, it is the IT infrastructure existing in a virtual space off the physical site. 
Compared to traditional, on-site IT infrastructure, this virtual configuration 
enables cloud providers to make maximum use of their data center resources 
while providing cost savings to consumers. 

This shift to cloud computing has been transformational for IT services and 
primarily driven by the private sector – as more IT companies have made their 
services virtual, consumers have adjusted accordingly. For example, it is 
increasingly rare for software vendors to provide customers with a copy of a 
program on a physical storage device. Rather, software programs are 
downloaded from a vendor managed website or portal and updates are prompted 
and occur in the same virtual space. 

The change from physical to virtual delivery of IT services effectively transforms 
IT services from infrastructure to a utility. Companies can ‘plug into’ this IT 
service via the internet and utilize computing resources without the need to install 
and maintain them on premises1. This ‘plug and play’ configuration promises 
adopters cost savings when compared to traditional IT infrastructure which must 
be purchased, maintained and updated. This eliminates the capital expense 
associated with buying hardware and software and setting-up/administering on-
site data centres on which to run software; eliminating the need to 
update/purchase new servers and other IT infrastructure required to maintain 
security and performance; freeing up the time of IT professionals who would 
ordinarily maintain, patch and install IT infrastructure; and other costs borne by 

                                            
1 International Business Machines. 
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the cloud provider and shared across multiple clients, such as the cost of power 
to run servers and data centres, cooling and IT support. 

Cost reductions accrued by moving to a cloud environment have little impact on 
computing performance. Cloud providers are constantly updating their servers, 
data centres and networks with the latest iteration of computing hardware. The 
costs associated with updating this hardware are shared among a number of 
clients instead of being borne by a single organization making the latest 
computing hardware more broadly accessible. Organizations are also able to 
scale down their IT expenditures through a reduction in redundant technology by 
purchasing only the required IT resources when needed. This enables 
organizations to effectively use technology in real time and removes the lag 
associated with lengthy procurement processes required to obtain physical IT 
resources. Cloud computing also makes data backups and disaster recovery 
easier and less expensive compared to traditional physical IT administered on 
premises2. 

There are a variety of deployment models for cloud computing, public (3rd party 
providers), private (used exclusively by a single business or organization) and 
hybrid (combines the benefits of public and private). The most popular service 
deployment model is hybrid. By allowing data and applications to move between 
public and private clouds, a hybrid model provides more flexibility, deployment 
options and supports existing infrastructure, security and compliance. Hybrid also 
offers resilience to outages and no capacity ceiling making it an attractive option 
for many enterprises. 

Beyond the models described above, there are four main service models or 
deployments of cloud computing:  Infrastructure as a service (IaaS), Platform as 
a service (PaaS), Serverless computing and Software as a service (SaaS). Each 
of these service models will be explored in greater detail in the sections to follow.  

Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) 

Infrastructure as a service refers to the ability to access computing, storage and 
networking resources on demand in a pay-as you-go format. This could include 
virtual data storage that expands as an organization’s warehousing needs 
increase3. The global market size for IaaS was valued at $38.94 billion in 2019 
and is expected to grow to $201.83 billion by 20274. 

The major market for IaaS is the enterprise segment which leverages IaaS to 
avoid the high cost and complexity associated with managing and purchasing 
physical IT infrastructure. Finance, healthcare, manufacturing and IT have been 

                                            
2 Microsoft. (N.D.) What is Cloud Computing: A beginner’s guide. Retrieved from: 
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/overview/what-is-cloud-computing/  
3 Azure. (2021). What is infrastructure as a service? Retrieved from: https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/overview/what-is-iaas/  
4 Allied Market Research. (2019). Infrastructure as a Service Market by Component Type. Retrieved from: 
https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/infrastructure-as-a-service-IAAS-market  
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early adopters of IaaS in North America. Future growth is expected to come from 
Asia and Europe as IaaS is adopted in other countries and industries. 

Platform as a service (PaaS) 

Platform as a service refers to cloud computing services that supply an on-
demand environment for developing, testing, delivering and managing software 
applications. PaaS is designed to make it easier for developers to quickly create 
web or mobile apps without worrying about setting up or managing the underlying 
infrastructure of servers, storage, network and databases needed for 
development. 

Globally, the PaaS market was estimated to be worth $12.1 billion in 2018 and is 
forecast to be worth $32 billion by 20225. PaaS is a smaller segment of the 
overall cloud computing market. Overall PaaS accounts for roughly 20 per cent of 
the global cloud computing market6. This market is dominated by four 
companies, IBM, Azure, Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Google, who taken 
together make up more than 50 per cent of the global IaaS and PaaS market. 

Serverless computing 

Similar to PaaS, serverless computing focuses on building application 
functionality without spending time continually managing the servers and 
infrastructure. The cloud provider handles the setup, capacity planning and 
server management. Serverless architectures are highly scalable and event-
driven, only using resources when a specific function or trigger occurs. 

Serverless computing is the smallest segment of the overall cloud computing 
market with a global market worth $9.3 billion in 20217. The outlook for this 
segment is extremely positive with a projected growth rate of 23 per cent to 2027. 
Compared with IaaS/PaaS, serverless computing is expected to witness the 
greatest share of growth in the North American market. 

Software as a service (SaaS) 

Software as a service is a method for delivering software applications over the 
Internet, on demand and typically on a subscription basis. With SaaS, cloud 
providers host and manage the software application and underlying infrastructure 
and handle any maintenance, such as software upgrades and security patching. 
Users connect to or access the application over the Internet, usually with a web 
browser on their phone, tablet or PC. 

                                            
5 Miltz, K. (2021). Global Public Platform as a Service (PaaS) Market Size. Statista. Retrieved from: 
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1122749/paas-spending-by-segment-worldwide/  
6 Miltz, K. (2021). Global Public Platform as a Service (PaaS) Market Size. Statista. Retrieved from: 
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1122749/paas-spending-by-segment-worldwide/  
7 Market Digits. (2020). Serverless Computing Market: Information and communication technology. Retrieved 
from: https://marketdigits.com/serverless-computing-market/  
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SaaS is the largest market for global cloud computing. As of 2020, the estimated 
size of the global SaaS market was $157 billion8. Big technology companies such 
as Salesforce, Microsoft and IBM are the primary leaders in this market. Software 
packages in the Human Capital Management and Customer Relationship 
Management have the highest penetration rate. For example, the majority (39 
per cent) of Salesforce’s net sales of $13.28 billion in 2019 came from their 
subscription and support segment. 

Employment Projections 
Labour Market Outlook 

Those employed in cloud computing require a diverse skill set to support the 
needs of clients at an enterprise level. Job titles and descriptions relevant to the 
field of cloud computing were culled from a variety of labour market reports. The 
National Occupation Classifications (NOC) provides a standardized framework 
for organizing the labour force in a coherent system. Based on the titles and 
descriptions, four key four-digit NOC codes were identified: 2171, 2174, 2172 
and 2282. Cloud computing is a modality that has functions across a wide range 
of occupations in the field of Information Technology. 

These four codes are: 

2171 – Systems Analyst (e.g., computer systems analyst; informatics consultant), 

2174 – Web Programmer (e.g., application programmer; software programmer),  

2172 – Database Analyst (e.g., database analyst; database architect), and 

2282 – Technical Support (e.g., software technical support analyst; hardware 
installation technician). 

National Outlook 

Table 1 displays wages, occupation statistics and employment outlooks for 
relevant occupations in Canada. According to the table below, the median wage 
for relevant occupations is high. A labour shortage is projected for three of the 
four occupations presented through to 2028, meaning the labour supply is not 
expected to meet demand. 

  

                                            
8 Miltz 2021 
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Table 1 
Wages, Occupational Statistics and Employment Outlook (National) 

NOC Code - 
Occupation  

Median 
Wage9 

Employment  
in 2018 

Median 
Age in 
2018 

Average 
Retirem
ent Age 
in 2018 

Outlook 
to 202810 

2282 – Technical 
Support $29.74 117,000 40 61.0 Balance 

2172 – Database 
Analyst $35.00 36,300 41 61.0 Shortage 

2174 – Web 
Programmer $37.95 167,900 39 61.0 Shortage 

2171 – Systems 
Analyst $39.42 216,000 43 61.0 Shortage 

Source: Employment and Social Development Canada www.jobbank.gc.ca/marketreport/outlook 
Accessed: July 2021 

Provincial Outlook 
Occupational Classification: Provincial and Local 

Figure 1 displays the provincial job outlook rating for the relevant occupations, as 
well as median income. According to the figure below, the outlook for relevant 
occupations is especially favourable for User support technicians (NOC 2282) 
and Database analysts & data administrators (NOC 2172), and the median 
income for each is significantly higher than the Ontario average of $55,121. 

  

                                            
9 Average Wages - All occupations = $21.00 based on Working in Canada (2006, Statistics Canada Census) 
10 Definitions correspond to national labour market data taken from the Department of Employment and 
Social Development Canada (ESDC) and are based on the Canadian Occupational Projections System 
(COPS). 
Balance Labour demand and labour supply are expected to be broadly in line for this occupation group over 
the 2019-2028 period. 
Surplus This occupational group is expected to face labour surplus conditions over the period of 2019-2028 
period. 
Shortage This occupational group is expected to face labour shortage conditions over the period of 2019-
2028. 
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Figure 1  
NOC 2282 –  

User Support 
Technicians 

NOC 2172- 
Database analysts 

and data 
administrators 

NOC 2174– 
Computer 

programmers 
& interactive 

media 
developers 

NOC 2171 –  
Information systems 

analysts & 
consultants 11 

    
Median Income 

 
$62,941 

Median Income 
 

$83,370 

Median Income 
 

$81,405 

Median Income 
 

$82,224 

Source: iaccess Job Profiles, accessed: July 2021 

Table 2 presents summary job profile statistics provided by the Government of 
Ontario for the relevant occupations. According to the table below, employment is 
primarily full-time and males occupy the majority of the positions in the relevant 
occupations. There is a higher than average proportion of self-employment for 
Information systems analysts and consultants (NOC 2171). 

Table 2 
Provincial Summary Job Profile Statistics 

NOC Code - Occupation Males Females Full-
Time 

Part- 
Time 

Self-
Emplo

yed 
2282 – User support 
technician 

77% 23% 73% 27% 3% 

2172 – Database analysts and 
data administrators 

65% 34% 78% 22% 5% 

                                            
11 Below Average conditions mean that it is more difficult to find stable work or employment prospects are 
not attractive or are deteriorating relative to those in other industries or occupations. “Below Average” labour 
market conditions mean a relatively low probability of finding stable work in this occupation and lower 
potential for rising pay 
Above Average labour market conditions usually mean that, relative to the employment situation overall, 
there is a better likelihood of finding stable work in this occupation, and employment prospects are attractive 
or improving. 
Average labour market conditions indicate that jobs are expected to be more difficult to find; the probability 
of unemployment is higher; and wages and salaries have recently increased at a slower pace than those 
occupations rated as "Above Average." On the other hand, jobs are easier to find; unemployment is less 
likely; and wages and salaries have recently increased at a faster pace than in those occupations rated 
"Below Average". 
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Provincial Summary Job Profile Statistics 

NOC Code - Occupation Males Females Full-
Time 

Part- 
Time 

Self-
Emplo

yed 
2174 – Computer 
programmers and interactive 
media developers 

81% 19% 75% 25% 10% 

2171 – Information systems 
analysts and consultants 

72% 28% 77% 23% 14% 
Source: iaccess Job Profiles, accessed: July 2021 

Table 3 displays the education level of employees in relevant occupations in 
Ontario. According to the table below, the relevant occupations largely employ 
graduates with College certificates, diplomas and bachelor’s degrees. 

Table 3 
Educational Attainment 

Education Level 
2282 – User 

support 
technician 

2172 – 
Database 

analysts and 
data 

administrators 

2174 – 
Computer 

programmers 
and interactive 

media 
developers 

2171 – 
Information 

systems 
analysts and 
consultants 

No certificate, diploma 
or degree: 

2% 0% 0% 0% 

Secondary (high) school 
diploma or equivalency 
certificate 

19% 9% 10% 10% 

Apprenticeship or trades 
certificate or diploma 

2% 1% 1% 1% 

College, CEGEP or 
other non-university 
certificate or diploma 

39% 23% 19% 23% 

Bachelor's degree 27% 42% 46% 42% 
Degree in medicine, 
dentistry, veterinary 
medicine or optometry 

0% 0% 0% 0% 

Master's degree 6% 18% 17% 17% 

Earned doctorate 1% 2% 2% 1% 

Other 4% 6% 5% 6% 
Source: iaccess Job Profiles, accessed: July 2021 

Table 4 presents provincial employment opportunities for each relevant 
occupation. Within each column, the percentages indicate the distribution of all 
individuals employed in the corresponding occupation across the select census 
divisions. According to the table below, the share of Ontario’s employment of 
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User support technicians (NOC 2282) is highest in the Durham census division (6 
per cent) compared to Durham’s share of employment in all occupations (5 per 
cent). The employment share in Toronto (21 per cent) is high across all the 
relevant codes in the NOC, indicating a high concentration of these jobs in the 
city. 

Table 4 
Employment Share by Census Division 

Census Division All 
Occupations 

2282 – User 
support 

technician 

2172 – 
Database 

analysts and 
data 

administrators 

2174 – 
Computer 

programmers 
and interactive 

media 
developers 

2171 – 
Information 

systems 
analysts and 
consultants 

Durham 5% 6% 4% 3% 5% 

Toronto 21% 23% 28% 28% 27% 

Peel 10% 13% 12% 18% 15% 

York 9% 11% 16% 14% 15% 

Peterborough 1% 1% 0% 0% 0% 

Northumberland 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Kawartha Lakes 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Source: iaccess Job Profiles, accessed: July 2021 

Relevant Sectors 

Figure 2 displays the sectors in which the relevant occupations are employed. 
According to the figure, relevant occupations are prevalent in Professional, 
Scientific & Technical Services and Finance & Insurance. 

Figure 2 

2282 – User support technician 
 2172 – Database analysts & data 

administrators 

28% Professional, scientific and 
technical services 

 29% Professional, scientific and 
technical services 

15% 
Information and cultural 
industries 

 18% Finance and insurance 

11% Finance and insurance  16% Public administration 

11% Public administration 
 

10% 
Information and cultural 
industries 
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2174 – Computer programmers & 
interactive media developers 

 2171 – Information systems analysts 
& consultants 

53% Professional, scientific and 
technical services 

 43% Professional, scientific and 
technical services 

12% 
Information and cultural 
industries 

 20% Finance and insurance 

12% Finance and insurance  13% Public administration 

10% Public administration 
 

7% 
Information and cultural 
industries 

Source: iaccess Job Profiles, accessed: July 2021 

Table 5 presents the combined number of jobs that are expected to be created in 
Ontario and select census divisions across all four relevant occupations. According 
to the table, 25,466 jobs are expected to be created in Ontario by 2025 across the 
four relevant NOC codes. Most jobs are anticipated to be created in the Toronto 
census division. 

Table 5 
Occupation Summary (Ontario and Select Census Divisions) – 2020 & 2025 

Region 2020 Jobs 2025 Jobs Change % 
Change 

Median 
Hourly 
Wages 

Ontario 229,863 255,330 25,466 11% $38.35 

Durham 6,166 6,991 825 13% $38.73 

Toronto 146,117 165,669 19,552 13% $38.91 

Peel 29,676 33,890 4,214 14% $38.72 

York 24,042 27,371 3,328 14% $38.80 

Peterborough 669 692 23 3% $36.12 

Northumberland 170 179 9 5% $37.33 

Kawartha Lakes 227 239 12 5% $37.28 
Source: Labour Force Survey, EMSI Analyst 2021.1, accessed: July 2021 

Local Outlook 
Occupational Classification: Region of Durham 

Table 6 presents the number of jobs and hourly wages for all relevant 
occupations within the Durham census division. Job counts are presented for 
2020, in addition to a projection of the number of jobs in 2025. According to the 
table, the greatest number of jobs created in the Durham census division will be 
in the occupations categorized as Information systems analysts and consultants 
(NOC 2171). 
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Table 6 
Durham Region Employment Outlook - 2020 & 2025 

NOC 2020 
Jobs 

2025 
Jobs Change % 

Change 
Median 

Hourly Wages 
2282 – User support 
technician 

1,165 1,255 90 8% $29.77 

2172 – Database 
analysts and data 
administrators 

663 760 97 15% $39.50 

2174 – Computer 
programmers and 
interactive media 
developers 

1,625 1,784 159 10% $40.04 

2171 – Information 
systems analysts and 
consultants 

2,714 3,192 478 18% $41.61 

Total 6,166 6,991 825 13% $38.73 
Source: Labour Force Survey, EMSI Analyst 2021.1, accessed: July 2021 

6. Analysis of Competition 

The one-year proposed program will provide students with an understanding of 
the cloud computing field. The graduates from this program will be prepared to 
design and deploy cloud-computing architecture and systems, and design and 
implement applications in support of web services, databases, automation and 
security processes. 

Cloud computing is a newly emerging area and hence most Cloud Computing 
programs are recently offered at Ontario CAAT colleges. A Cloud Computing 
Ontario College Graduate Certificate program is currently offered at five CAAT 
colleges under the MTCU code 70522. Graduates of these programs are 
prepared for careers in cloud computing. 

Suspensions and Cancellations 

There have been no cancellations of the Cloud Computing Ontario College 
Graduate Certificate programs at Ontario CAAT colleges. 

7. Student Interest 

Figure 3 displays system-wide applications, first choice applications and 
confirmed acceptances to the Fall intake of Information Technology Infrastructure 
programs in Ontario (MTCU 70522). Please note, the 2020-21 application cycle 
needs to be considered within the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

According to the figure, domestic applicant interest overall in this program is 
limited for the first four years that the program has been offered but has 
increased significantly in the 2021-22 partial cycle. In addition, one program is 
listed as “international” and has not received domestic applications over the last 
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three application cycles. Average year-over-year growth is presented to assess 
the overall trend of applicant interest: 

• The average growth12 between 2017 and 2021 for total applications was: 
254%. 

• The average growth between 2017 and 2021 for first choice applications 
was: 373%*. 

Figure 3 

    2021-22p indicates a partial and incomplete application cycle 

System-wide, enrolment in Information Technology Infrastructure programs 
(MTCU 70522) has increased in the most recent year for both the Fall and Winter 
intakes. The winter intake is popular and recently a spring intake was added. 

Also, of note, another college has received an additional program approval in the 
same MTCU code (70522) for a virtualization and cloud computing program. 
Currently all student applications and enrolment are attributed to the Information 
Technology Infrastructure steam. However, it will be important to continue 
monitoring this new program to see if student interest shifts from one program to 
another. One final development worth noting is the recent approval (September 
2021) of a Cloud Architecture and Administration program at another college. 
This program provides students with knowledge and skills necessary to support 
cloud computing infrastructure and design and implement information security 
architecture. 

                                            
12 Average Growth refers to the average change each year. 
* Average Growth only computed over 4 years. 
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8. Target Market 

The target market for this program is domestic and international students 
possessing a diploma, advanced diploma, degree or equivalent in the following 
disciplines: computer systems, computer programming, and cyber security. 

9. Operating Revenue and Expenses 

The following tables summarize the net contribution for the proposed Cloud 
Computing Ontario College Graduate Certificate program. 

Student 
Enrolment 

2023-24 
Projection 

2024-25 
Projection 

2025-26 
Projection 

2026-27 
Projection 

2027-28 
Projection 

Projected 
enrolment (Y1) 30 30 30 30 30 

Total 30 30 30 30 30 
 

Net 
Contribution 

2023-24 
Projection 

2024-25 
Projection 

2025-26 
Projection 

2026-27 
Projection 

2027-28 
Projection 

Total Direct 
Program 
Expenses 

199,104 202,980 209,234 213,267 217,380 

Total Revenue 
For Program 287,439 287,439 287,439 287,439 287,439 

Net Contribution 
$ 88,335 84,459 78,205 74,173 70,059 

Net Accumulated 
Contribution / 
(Deficit) 

88,335 172,794 251,000 325,172 395,232 

Net Contribution 
- % of Gross 
Revenue 

30.7% 29.4% 27.2% 25.8% 24.4% 

Target Net 
Contribution 
(*may be different 
from actual 
breakeven point) 

n/a Breakeven 40.0% 40.0% 40.0% 

Capital 
Requirement 0 0 0 0 0 

 

Revenue 2023-24 
Projection 

2024-25 
Projection 

2025-26 
Projection 

2026-27 
Projection 

2027-28 
Projection 

Tuition Fees per 
academic year $6,082 $6,082 $6,082 $6,082 $6,082 
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Revenue 2023-24 
Projection 

2024-25 
Projection 

2025-26 
Projection 

2026-27 
Projection 

2027-28 
Projection 

Set-Aside Fee 
Removed $608 $608 $608 $608 $608 

Tuition Fee 
realized by 
college  

$5,474 $5,474 $5,474 $5,474 $5,474 

Total Tuition 
Fees 164,214 164,214 164,214 164,214 164,214 

Other Revenue 
(Contract 
Training) 

0 0 0 0 0 

Total Other 
Revenue 0 0 0 0 0 

Program Wtd 
Funding Unit  0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 

Grant - MTCU 
Operating 
(Assume 
$4160/wfu) 

$123,225 $123,225 $123,225 $123,225 $123,225 

Total Revenue $287,439 $287,439 $287,439 $287,439 $287,439 
 

Expenditures 2023-24 
Projection 

2024-25 
Projection 

2025-26 
Projection 

2026-27 
Projection 

2027-28 
Projection 

Salaries - 
Faculty (FT) 105,273 107,378 109,526 111,717 113,951 

Salaries - Co-
ordinator 
Allowance 

0 0 0 0 0 

Salaries - PT 
Teaching 28,560 29,131 29,714 30,308 30,914 

Salaries - PL 
Teaching 0 0 0 0 0 

Salaries - 
Sessional 
Teaching 

0 0 0 0 0 

Contract 
Teaching 0 0 0 0 0 

Total Teaching 
Salaries 133,833 136,510 139,240 142,025 144,865 
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Expenditures 2023-24 
Projection 

2024-25 
Projection 

2025-26 
Projection 

2026-27 
Projection 

2027-28 
Projection 

Benefits - 
Faculty - FT   
26% 

27,371 27,918 28,477 29,046 29,627 

Benefits - 
Faculty - PT 
14% 

3,998 4,078 4,160 4,243 4,328 

Benefits - SS 
(FT) 29% 4,182 4,265 4,351 4,438 4,527 

Total 
Employee 
Benefits 

35,551 36,262 36,987 37,727 38,482 

Total Labour 183,804 187,480 191,230 195,054 198,956 
Instructional 
Supplies 10,000 10,200 10,404 10,612 10,824 

Instructional 
Other Costs 0 0 0 0 0 

Field Work 0 0 0 0 0 

Membership & 
Dues 0 0 0 0 0 

Professional 
Development 1,000 1,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 

Travel/accomm
odation/meals 1,300 1,300 2,600 2,600 2,600 

Promotion/ 
Public relations 

0 0 0 0 0 

Maintenance- 
Equipment 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 

Telecommunica
tions 0 0 0 0 0 

Software Costs 0 0 0 0 0 

Office 
supplies/Other 
Expenses 

0 0 0 0 0 

Rental  0 0 0 0 0 

Total Other 
Expenditure 15,300 15,500 18,004 18,212 18,424 
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Report Number: BOG-2022-02 

To: Board of Governors 

From: Dr. Elaine Popp, Executive Vice President, Academic 

Date of Report: February 3, 2022 

Date of Meeting: February 9, 2022 

Subject: New Program of Instruction: Recreation Therapy 

1. Purpose 

To seek approval from the Board of Governors for the following post-secondary 
program of instruction for January 2024 intake: 

Recreation Therapy 

• Credential: Ontario College Diploma 
• Duration: 4 semesters 
• School: Health & Community Services 

2. Recommendation 

It is recommended to the Durham College Board of Governors: 

That in accordance with Report Number BOG-2022-02, the proposed Ontario 
College Diploma program of instruction listed below be approved: 

• Recreation Therapy 

3. Background 

The Recreation Therapy Ontario College Diploma program prepares students for 
a rewarding career providing meaningful activities that improve the quality of life 
and access to healthy leisure activities for people of all abilities and all stages of 
life. The program prepares students to examine, discuss and apply the 
theoretical foundations of recreation therapy and the five domains of health: 
physical, emotional, cognitive, social, and spiritual to support the development 
and delivery of person-centred recreation programs. Students will examine 
knowledge and expertise in various health disciplines such as health sciences, 
recreation, kinesiology, physiotherapy, occupational therapy and psychology. 
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Students will explore strategies and techniques to assess, develop, implement 
and evaluate recreation and educational programs. 

Graduates of the program will be able to develop and deliver recreation and 
leisure activities to people living with physical, mental, cognitive, emotional, or 
social limitations. They will be skilled therapeutic recreation practitioners with 
experience in utilizing a variety of assessment techniques and interventions to 
support independent functioning and deliver education to promote safe leisure 
time pursuits. 

Employment opportunities for graduates span many industries and facilities, 
including, long term care homes, retirement living, acute or chronic care 
hospitals, mental health settings, community living organizations, municipal 
recreation departments, day programs and community-based agencies serving 
people of all abilities. Graduates can find employment as recreation therapists, 
life enrichment managers, activity aides, exercise therapists, and program 
leaders. 

As per the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities’ Minister’s Binding 
Policy Directive 3.0, Programs, Framework for Programs of Instruction, the Board 
of Governors is responsible for approving programs of instruction the college will 
offer. 

It is the role of the Durham College Board of Governors to ensure that programs 
of instruction are developed and implemented in conformity with the Credentials 
Framework, and are consistent with provincial program standards where they 
exist. It is also the responsibility of the Board to ensure that all new and modified 
post-secondary programs of instruction lead to one of the following credentials:  
Durham College Certificate, Ontario College Certificate, Ontario College 
Diploma, Ontario College Advanced Diploma, Ontario College Graduate 
Certificate or Bachelor Degree. 

We confirm that Durham College is in compliance with all Minister’s Binding 
Policy Directives as noted above, for this new program of instruction. 

4. Discussion 

The environmental scan prepared by the Institutional Research and Planning 
team in the Office of Research Services, Innovation and Entrepreneurship, 
indicates the proposed Recreation Therapy program would be a strong addition 
to the College’s program offerings for the following reasons: 

• Strong Fall and Winter enrolment with growing international interest.  
• High employment rate for graduates. 
• Ageing population likely to create more recreational therapeutic 

opportunities  
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• Strong graduate employment rates. 

5. Financial/Human Resource Implications 

The Program Summary attached provides a projected five-year budget with 
account of all capital and human resource requirements.  

The proposed program, Recreation Therapy, will be submitted in the Request for 
Approval for Funding Form to the Ministry of Colleges and Universities (MCU). 

The target for new contribution breaks even in Year 1. 

6. Implications for the Joint Campus Master Plan 

There are no implications for the joint campus master plan. 

7. Implications for Ontario Tech University 

There are no anticipated implications for Ontario Tech University resulting from 
the implementation of this new program recommendation. 

8. Strategic Alignment 

8.1 Strategic Fit 

 The proposed program aligns with the following objectives/goals of the 
Academic, Strategic, and Business plans. 

Academic Plan 
Goal 1: Ensure Exceptional Quality in our Academic Programs 
Goal 2: Enhance Exemplary Teaching and Learning Practices 

Strategic Plan and Business Plan 
Pillar: Our Students  
Goal: To educate and inspire students to realize success in their careers 
and communities 
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General Program Information 

Proposed Program Title: Recreation Therapy 

Proposed Credential: Ontario College Diploma 

Academic Dean(s): Ralph Hofmann, Executive Dean 

School(s): Health & Community Services 

Date of Review by PPRC: January 12, 2022 

MTCU Code: 52206 (Program Description) 

Weight and Funding Unit (as per APS table): Weight = 1.1, Funding = 1.7 

Proposed Tuition: Year 1: $2,722.05 

Proposed Implementation: January 2024 

Year 1 Enrolment: 30 

Number of Sections, Y1: 1 

International Students Seat Allocation: 5 

Number of Semesters: 4 

Total Hours: 868 + 490 (Field Placement 1 and 2) = 1358 

New or Replacement Program: New 

Number of New FT Faculty: 1 (Year 2) 

Program Delivery Methods: Classroom, lab, field placement. In case of remote 
delivery, online opportunities have been identified. 

Laptop Requirement: No 

New or Renovated Space Requirements: None 

Total Capital Costs: Year 1: None 
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1. Approval Stages 

The following approval stages have been assessed for this program: 
☒ Labour Market 
☒ Student Demand 
☒ Budget reviewed and approved by the Chief Financial Officer and the Vice 

President, Academic 
☒ Presented to the Program Proposal Review Committee (DATE: January 12, 

2022) 
☒ New Program Proposal Summary reviewed by the Associate Dean, Centre for 

Academic and Faculty Enrichment 
☒ New Program Proposal Summary reviewed by the Dean, Centre for 

Academic and Faculty Enrichment 
☒ Approved by Executive Vice-President, Academic (DATE: January 24, 2022) 
☒ Reviewed and approved by President (DATE: January 25, 2022) 

2. Program Overview 

 Program Description 

The Recreation Therapy Ontario College Diploma program prepares students for 
a rewarding career providing meaningful activities that improve the quality of life 
and access to healthy leisure activities for people of all abilities and all stages of 
life. The program prepares students to examine, discuss and apply the 
theoretical foundations of recreation therapy and the five domains of health: 
physical, emotional, cognitive, social, and spiritual to support the development 
and delivery of person-centred recreation programs. Students will examine 
knowledge and expertise in various health disciplines such as health sciences, 
recreation, kinesiology, physiotherapy, occupational therapy and psychology. 
Students will explore strategies and techniques to assess, develop, implement 
and evaluate recreation and educational programs. 

Graduates of the program will be able to develop and deliver recreation and 
leisure activities to people living with physical, mental, cognitive, emotional, or 
social limitations. They will be skilled therapeutic recreation practitioners with 
experience in utilizing a variety of assessment techniques and interventions to 
support independent functioning and deliver education to promote safe leisure 
time pursuits. 

Employment opportunities for graduates span many industries and facilities, 
including, long term care homes, retirement living, acute or chronic care 
hospitals, mental health settings, community living organizations, municipal 
recreation departments, day programs and community-based agencies serving 
people of all abilities. Graduates can find employment as recreation therapists, 
life enrichment managers, activity aides, exercise therapists, and program 
leaders. 
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 Career Outcomes 

Job Titles Where Graduates Might Work 
• Recreation Therapist 
• Recreation Therapy Assistant 
• Therapeutic Recreationist 
• Activity Aide 
• Recreationist 
• Recreation Assistant 
• Life Enrichment Coordinator 
• Recreation Aide 

• Long-Term Care Facilities / 
Hospitals 

• Acute or Chronic Care Hospitals 
• Inpatient/Outpatient Rehabilitation 

Programs 
• Mental Health Settings 
• Municipal Recreation Departments 
• Day Program/Day Hospitals 
• Addiction Treatment Centres 
• Community-Based Agencies serving 

people with disabilities 
• Private Practice 
• Children’s Treatment Centres 
• Palliative Care 
• Social Service Agencies 

 Vocational Program Learning Outcomes 

Vocational program learning outcomes must be consistent with the requirements 
of the Credentials Framework for the proposed credential. The graduate of the 
program has reliably demonstrated the ability to: 

1. Assess the interests, strengths, needs, and social, physical and mental 
health challenges of individuals and groups utilizing a person-centred 
approach when designing healthy leisure opportunities and improving 
quality of life. 

2. Collect, record and report comprehensive client information, in verbal, 
written and electronic formats in accordance with current ministry 
guidelines and professional standards. 

3. Evaluate the design and delivery of recreational and educational programs 
in meeting client needs and improving quality of life. 

4. Design and deliver therapeutic recreation programs, leisure education 
programs and services by utilizing technology to promote personal, social, 
economic and health related benefits of recreation therapy services. 

5. Develop and maintain collaborative relationships with clients, families, 
inter-professional teams and community service providers in the 
development and delivery of safe and effective recreation therapy 
services. 

6. Assist in the development of administrative, marketing, financial and 
human resource strategies that enhance the delivery of services and 
promote small business objectives and goals. 

7. Implement strategies for ongoing personal and professional development 
to support the growth of therapeutic recreation as a profession. 
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 Admission Requirements 
• Ontario Secondary School Diploma (OSSD) or Mature Student Status 
• Grade 12 English (C or U) 
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3. Program of Study 
YEAR 1 YEAR 2 

Semester 1 (winter) Semester 2 (spring/summer) Semester 3 (winter) Semester 4 (spring/summer) 
14 weeks 14 weeks 7 weeks & 7 weeks 7 weeks & 7 weeks 

Introduction to Recreation 
Therapy 

(3) 

Professional Practice for 
Recreation Therapy 

(3) 

Interpersonal Skills in 
Recreation Therapy 

(3) 

Entrepreneurship in 
Recreation Therapy 

(3) 
Introduction to Person Centred 

Support 
(3) 

Program Planning for 
Recreation Therapy 

(3) 

Assessment and Therapeutic 
Interventions 1 

(4) 

Assessment and Therapeutic 
Interventions 2 

(4) 
Principles of Health Conditions 

and Management 1 
(3) 

Principles of Health Conditions 
and Management 2 

(3) 

Evaluating Recreation Therapy 
Programming 

(3) 

Therapeutic Recreation for 
Diverse Populations 

(3) 

Developmental Psychology 
(3) 

Field Placement Preparation 
(3) 

Field Placement 1 
(245) 

Field Placement 2 
(245) 

Positive Psychology 
(3) 

Technical Writing 
(3)   

COMM 1100 
Communication Foundations 

(3) 

GNED 
(3)   

GNED 
(3) 

GNED 
(3)   

21 Hours/week 
294 Hours/semester 

7 courses 

21 Hours/week 
294 Hours/semester 

7 courses 

20 Hours/7 weeks 
140 + 245 = 385 
Hours/semester 
3 courses + 1 FP 

20 Hours/7 weeks 
140 + 245 = 385 
Hours/semester 
3 courses + 1 FP 

294 588 973 1358 

Professional Development Health & Wellbeing 
Science of the Body 

Designing for Recreation Therapy 
Design, Plan & Evaluation 

Design Lifecycle 
Theoretical Approach 
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Semester 1 
Course Title: Introduction to Recreation Therapy 
Course description: Students explore the goals and theoretical foundations of 
Recreation Therapy and service delivery. Emphasis is on the helping nature of 
the role of the recreation therapist and the importance of self-awareness for the 
profession. Students discuss the importance of leisure activities, and the 
disabilities, medical conditions, and common barriers to recreation participation. 
Students explore settings where Recreation Therapist work and explore career 
opportunities.  
Instructional Setting: Classroom 
Total Hours (Semester): 42 
Remote Delivery: Online 

Course Title: Developmental Psychology 
Course description: Students explore human development across the lifespan, 
from conception to death, including, the nature-nurture debate, the special role of 
early experience, and behaviour patterns. Students examine theories of child and 
adult development and the research that bears on these theories and explore 
development across the physical, social, emotional, and cognitive domains. 
Instructional Setting: Classroom 
Total Hours (Semester): 42 
Remote Delivery: Online 

Course Title: Introduction to Person Centred Support 
Course description: Students explore the application of the key concepts, 
characteristics and principles of person-centred support for the practicing 
recreation therapist. Students examine the legal and ethical aspects to support 
the delivery of care that improves healthcare services and the quality of life.  
Instructional Setting: Classroom 
Total Hours (Semester): 42 
Remote Delivery: Online 

Course Title: Positive Psychology 
Course description: Students explore various pathways to well-being, as they 
learn evidence-based strategies in the science of Positive Psychology. Students 
discover tools to improve mindset, increase self-awareness and self-
understanding, cultivate flourishing relationships, practice self-care, and align life 
with values and purpose.  
Instructional Setting: Classroom 
Total Hours (Semester): 42 
Remote Delivery: Online 

Course Title: Principles of Health Conditions and Management 1 
Course description: Students explore common illnesses and disease 
pathophysiology, common pharmaceutical interventions used to treat various 
illnesses and the documentation requirements for the recreation therapist. 
Emphasis is on students’ exploration of cellular mechanisms in disease, 
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inflammatory processes, the pathophysiology of cancer, the cardiovascular 
system and the respiratory system.  
Instructional Setting: Classroom 
Total Hours (Semester): 42 
Remote Delivery: Online 

Course Title: Communication Foundations 
Course description: This course invites students to practice and develop the 
foundational skills and competencies necessary to communicate in a variety of 
contexts. Students will be challenged to reflect upon questions that include, but 
are not limited to: What is the purpose of communication? How does one 
communicate effectively and professionally? How can I improve communication 
to meet the needs of my audience? Students will learn to analyze different 
audiences and their needs and adapt their messages to ensure written, verbal, 
and visual communication is effective. The course will introduce communication 
theories, techniques, and models for interpersonal relationships, group dynamics, 
public communication, and intercultural environments. 
Instructional Setting: Classroom 
Total Hours (Semester): 42 
Remote Delivery: Online 
Semester 2 
Course Title: Professional Practice for Recreation Therapy 
Course description: Students explore the roles, competencies, and 
expectations of an emerging professional across a variety of settings. Emphasis 
is on developing a professional profile for distribution to potential field placement 
agencies and employers, and completing the preliminary requirements for the 
field placement. 
Instructional Setting: Classroom 
Total Hours (Semester): 56 
Remote Delivery: Online 

Course Title: Program Planning for Recreation Therapy 
Course description: Students apply the methods used in systematic program 
design and development, in accordance with the professional standards in 
Ontario. Emphasis is on students designing, implementing and evaluating needs-
based programming and leisure education programs and services for clients, 
families and other health care professionals. 
Instructional Setting: Classroom and Lab 
Total Hours (Semester): 42 
Remote Delivery: Online 

Course Title: Principles of Health Conditions and Management 2 
Course description: Students explore the systems of the body and diseases of 
the peripheral and central nervous systems. Emphasis is on students’ ability to 
describe human disease and common pharmaceutical interventions to support 
developing the skills to interpret medical charts and engage in effective clinical 
documentation.  
Instructional Setting: Classroom 
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Total Hours (Semester): 42 
Remote Delivery: Online 

Course Title: Field Placement Preparation 
Course description: This course prepares students to gather documentation for 
a successful field placement experience. Students examine the placement 
requirements and assessment process, discuss the roles, responsibilities, and 
expectations, and set goals.  
Instructional Setting: Classroom 
Total Hours (Semester): 42 
Remote Delivery: Online 

Course Title: Technical Writing 
Course description: Students develop verbal and written communication skills 
necessary to function professionally and collaboratively in the field of recreation 
therapy. Students’ writing will reflect the legal requirements, be purposeful and 
sensitive to the audience and respond to the context of the communication. 
Emphasis is on the importance of academic integrity, accurate citation 
referencing, and professional electronic communication. Students use available 
technology to research and prepare reports and presentations, both individually 
and collaboratively. 
Instructional Setting: Classroom 
Total Hours (Semester): 42 
Remote Delivery: Online 
Semester 3 
Course Title: Interpersonal Skills in Recreation Therapy 
Course description: Students develop effective skills to work with clients, 
professional colleagues, and key stakeholders in a collaborative manner. 
Emphasis is on interprofessional collaboration and personal support skills.  
Instructional Setting: Classroom 
Total Hours (Semester): 42 
Remote Delivery: Online 

Course Title: Assessment and Therapeutic Interventions 1 
Course description: Students explore standardized assessment tools and 
activity interventions, explore the benefits and risks for different populations and 
apply evidence-based strategies in various settings. Students demonstrate 
leadership and organizational skills by leading activities in the learning 
environment.  
Instructional Setting: Classroom 
Total Hours (Semester): 56 
Remote Delivery: Online 

Course Title: Evaluating Recreation Therapy Programming 
Course description: Students explore the best practices for evaluating the 
effectiveness of recreational and leisure programming. Emphasis is on using a 
person-centred support approach as criterion to determine success for persons 
of all abilities.  
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Instructional Setting: Classroom 
Total Hours (Semester): 42 
Remote Delivery: Online 

Course Title: Field Placement 1 
Course description: Students practice, in a safe field placement environment, 
skills in planning, implementation and evaluation of recreational and leisure 
activities and programs. Students develop skills to facilitate inclusion and 
promote health and well-being in accordance with the values and goals of the 
client.  
Instructional Setting: Field 
Total Hours (Semester): 245 
Remote Delivery: Online Independent Project Based (asynchronous) 
Semester 4 
Course Title: Entrepreneurship in Recreation Therapy 
Course description: Students explore self-employment and entrepreneurship as 
a viable employment opportunity for recreational therapists. Emphasis is on 
identifying the characteristics of a successful entrepreneur and the requirements 
to start a business.  
Instructional Setting: Classroom 
Total Hours (Semester): 42 
Remote Delivery: Online 

Course Title: Assessment and Therapeutic Interventions 2 
Course description: Students develop the skills to conduct assessments, 
interpret and analyze results, and deploy therapeutic interventions for physical, 
cognitive, emotional, and social programs for different populations. Students 
explore standardized assessments and utilizing the results to develop, plan, 
implement, and evaluate interventions and outcomes.  
Instructional Setting: Classroom 
Total Hours (Semester): 56 
Remote Delivery: Online 

Course Title: Therapeutic Recreation for Diverse Populations 
Course description: Students learn how to design recreational and leisure 
programs for diverse populations. Students explore how to adapt programs and 
activities to ensure accessibility to people of all abilities.  
Instructional Setting: Classroom 
Total Hours (Semester): 42 
Remote Delivery: Online 

Course Title: Field Placement 2 
Course description: Students engage in this supervised placement to 
responsibly and progressively build on existing skills and competencies to plan, 
develop, implement and evaluate recreational and leisure activities and 
programs. Emphasis is on developing professional practice and teamwork skills 
to facilitate person-centred supports for various populations.  
Instructional Setting: Field 
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Total Hours (Semester): 245 
Remote Delivery: Online Independent Project Based (asynchronous) 

4. Strategic Alignment 

4.1 Strategic Fit 

The proposed program aligns with the following goals of the Academic, Strategic, 
and Business plans. 

Academic Plan 

Goal 1: Ensure Exceptional Quality in our Academic Programs 
Goal 2: Enhance Exemplary Teaching and Learning Practices 
Goal 4: Intensify and Strengthen the College’s Applied Research Agenda 

Strategic & Business plans 

Pillar: Our Students  

Goal: To educate and inspire students to realize success in their careers and 
communities. 

4.2 Fit with Existing Programs 

Durham College is proposing the option to offer Recreation Therapy, within the 
School of Health & Community Services (HCS) which complements the existing 
program offerings at the college. While the title of this proposed program may 
suggest similarities to many program areas, this program is distinct in that a 
diploma in Recreation Therapy enables graduates to develop and administer 
specific programs and therapeutic interventions to target audiences (for example, 
people with developmental disabilities and those in Long Term Care). It extends 
the knowledge in kinesiology that graduates typically acquire in a program such 
as Fitness and Health Promotion (FITS) into a specific therapeutic application. 

A program in Recreation Therapy is an excellent complement to the 
Developmental Services Worker (DSWK) and Personal Support Worker (PSWK) 
programs delivered in the School of Health & Community Services (HCS), and 
Recreation and Leisure Services delivered in the School of Business, IT & 
Management (BITM). This proposed program will bridge a gap in HCS’s offerings 
for applicants interested in applying knowledge and skills in community services 
and recreation and leisure therapy. 

Recreation Therapy diploma programs are currently offered at five CAAT 
colleges under the MTCU code 52206. Graduates of these programs are 
prepared for careers in the fields of therapeutic recreation, exercise therapist and 
life enrichment. 
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5. Labour Demand and Graduate Employment Possibilities 

Institutional Research and Planning prepared a comprehensive environmental 
scan. The following is a summary of the information and data from the scan. 

After a review of the need for a Recreation Therapy program, Durham College 
determined it would be valuable to add this Ontario College Diploma to its 
postsecondary offerings because of the: 

• Strong Fall and Winter enrolment with growing international interest. 
• High employment rate for graduates. 
• Ageing population likely to create more recreational therapeutic 

opportunities  
• Strong graduate employment rates. 

5.1 Labour Market Analysis 

Recreation therapy, also referred to as therapeutic recreation, is the systematic 
use of recreation and activity-based interventions to address the needs of 
individuals with illness or disabling conditions. The aim is to improve 
psychological and physical health as part of a persons’ overall well-being.  
Certified recreation therapists provide a range of services to clients from 
assessment of needs, the development of programs, goal-setting, program-
intervention, group facilitation and the evaluation of interventions. 

In Canada, Therapeutic Recreation professionals often work alongside allied 
health professionals, such as Occupational/Physical Therapy Assistants, 
Personal Support Workers and Kinesiologists. Therapeutic Recreation 
professionals focus on improving quality of life through engagement with leisure 
activities rather than the activities required for daily living, which is the purview of 
the other allied health professionals. Skilled recreation therapists create, 
supervise and support programs to improve and maintain health, or prevent 
declines in health for clients. Utilizing a variety of assessment techniques and 
interventions, they promote independent functioning and deliver education to 
clients about the resources required to participate safely in leisure pursuits. 
Working with a recreation therapist enables clients to achieve improvements in 
their quality of life and work towards optimal health. 

Therapeutic Recreation professionals work with individuals to support specific 
goals, or, with groups to support a wide range of clients who have physical, 
mental, social, behavioural, or emotional limitation.  In Ontario, access to the 
services provided by recreation therapists are available in a variety of settings, 
including hospitals, mental health centres, long term care facilities, day programs 
and other community-based programs.   The majority of therapeutic recreation 
services are accessed through institutional settings such as long term/acute care 
facilities, with some select services being accessed through community care 
facilities or educational settings.  The services provided by recreation therapists 
are overwhelmingly (75 per cent) used by adults and older adults according to a 
2014 study by the National Council for Therapeutic Recreation Certification. 
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The primary client for recreation therapy services in Ontario tends to be seniors. 
The demand for recreation therapy services in senior populations has been 
driven by the Long-Term Care Homes Act R.S.O 2007. According to s.10 of the 
Act, all long-term care homes are required to ensure that recreation and social 
activities are available to the residents. In addition, these services are required to 
be provided by a staff member who has a post-secondary degree or diploma in 
recreation and leisure, recreation therapy, or kinesiology. The impact of this 
legislation has resulted in a large number of recreation therapy professionals 
being employed in long term care homes that serve a primarily elderly 
population. 

As of 2019, the Ontario Government estimates there are over 4.5 million seniors 
representing 22.2 per cent of the total population in Ontario, this is expected to 
increase until 2041 at which point seniors will represent 25 per cent of the 
population.  In order to meet the needs of this ageing population, the Ontario 
Government has invested $14.1 million to support 300 active living centre 
programs in communities across the province.  These services are intended to 
have a specific focus on preventing declines in health through active, socially 
engaged and healthy recreational activities. These programs have the added 
benefit of providing social opportunities to a senior’s population, 30 per cent of 
which is at risk of social isolation.  Funding announcements such as these have 
the potential to reduce the burden that an ageing population will have on the 
healthcare system in the province. 

Other funding announcements include $2 billion specifically devoted to long-term 
care to increase direct support to seniors, including nurses and personal support 
workers. In addition to the funds set aside by the province, municipalities are 
increasingly supporting the health of senior residents through offering local 
programming. One such example of this shift toward more local programming is 
evident in the provincial government’s Seniors Community Grant program which 
establishes a $5 million grant program for communities to provide grassroots 
programming for older Ontarians.  

In addition to the provincial funding announcements and programs offered 
through the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care, many municipalities already 
offer taxpayer-funded or subsidized recreational programs for seniors and 
individuals with disabilities. As these programs continue to grow to meet the 
needs of the ageing population and diverse client groups in Ontario, the demand 
for skilled therapeutic recreation professionals will continue to grow.  

The Ministry of Community and Social Services has recently begun to explore 
the option to provide individuals with disabilities greater autonomy over the 
services they access by expanding the availability of direct funding to eligible 
adults. This increased autonomy could enable individuals with intellectual 
disabilities to choose programming that fits their individual needs. As a result, the 
Ministry expects a shift from day programming delivered in a congregate setting 
to more individualized service offered in a community-based setting.  This shift 
could have the potential to increase the need for skilled recreation therapy 
professionals beyond the provinces’ current supply. 
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In order to staff newly funded therapeutic recreation programs, skilled therapeutic 
recreation practitioners with experience in assessment, program development, 
implementation and evaluation will be needed. In addition, the province will 
continue to require skilled professionals in the field of therapeutic recreation to 
staff its long-term care homes and community-based programs intended to serve 
the growing population of seniors and individuals with disabilities. In order to 
meet these needs, Ontario’s postsecondary institutions will be called to support 
the training and education of these professionals. 

There is limited available information to assess the number of recreation therapy 
professionals currently employed in the jurisdictions of Ontario or Canada. 
Therapeutic Recreation Ontario (TRO) is an organization that represents more 
than 1,800 practitioners, educators and students in Ontario, however, registration 
with TRO is voluntary.  The United States Department of Labor estimates that 
there are over 19,000 certified recreational therapists serving the population.  
This number is expected to grow by seven per cent over the next seven years. 
The statistics indicate a demand for skilled recreational therapists to increase 
with an ageing population and it is expected that Canada could face similar 
growth in demand. 

Table 1 presents the top in-demand hard skills for a selection of occupations 
related to Recreation Therapy.  These in-demand hard skills are collated on the 
basis of relevant jobs posted from January to September 2021. According to the 
table below, the majority of job postings require skills in recreational therapy, 
recreation and leisure and Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR). 

Table 1 
Occupation Summary of In-demand Hard Skills 

In Demand Skills Job Postings 
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) 1,296 
Recreational Therapy 823 
Leisure and Recreation 699 
Social Work 446 
Gerontology 441 

Source: Job Posting Analytics, EMSI Analyst 2021.1, accessed: October 2021 

Job titles and descriptions relevant to the field of Recreation Therapy were 
culled from a variety of labour market reports. The National Occupation 
Classifications (NOC) provides a standardized framework for organizing the 
labour force in a coherent system. Based on the titles and descriptions, 
three key four-digit NOC codes were identified: 

• 3144 – Other professional occupations in therapy and assessment 
(e.g., exercise therapist; recreational therapist), 

• 3414 – Other assisting occupations in support of health services 
(e.g., health aide), 
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• 5254 – Program leaders (e.g., Fitness leaders), and 
• 4212 – Social and community service workers (e.g., Social 

Workers). 

Employment Projections 

Labour Market Outlook 
National Outlook 

Table 2 displays wages, occupation statistics and employment outlook for 
relevant occupations in Canada. According to the table below, the median wage 
for relevant occupations are slightly above average. A balanced labour market is 
projected for these occupations through to 2028, meaning the labour supply is 
expected to meet demand. 

Table 2 

Wages, Occupational Statistics and Employment Outlook (National) 

NOC Code -
Occupation 

Median 
Wage15 

Employmen
t in 2018 

Median Age 
in 2018 

Average 
Retirement 
Age in 2018 

Outlook to 
202816 

3144 – 
Exercise 
therapist 

$24.00 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

3414 – 
Health aide $20.00 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

4212 – 
Social and 
community 
services 
workers 

$22.20 132,200 39 63.0 Balance 

5254 – 
Program 
leaders 

$16.00 148,800 29 64.0 Balance 

Source: Employment and Social Development Canada www.jobbank.gc.ca/marketreport/outlook 
Accessed: June 2021 

Provincial Outlook 
Occupational Classification: Provincial and Local 

Figure 1 displays the provincial job outlook rating for the relevant occupations, as 
well as median income. According to the figure below, the outlook for relevant 
occupations are favourable for occupations in Exercise Therapist (3144) and 
Social & Community Services Worker (4212), and the median income for these 
two occupations is below the Ontario average or $55,121. 
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Figure 1 
NOC 3144 – 

Exercise Therapist 
NOC 3414- 
Health Aide 

NOC 4212 –  
Social & Community 

Services Worker 

NOC 5254 –  
Program Leaders17 

 

 

 

 

Median Income 
$42,277 

Median Income 
$41,379 

Median Income 
$30,786 

Median Income 
$50,932 

Source: iaccess Job Profiles, accessed: June 2021 

Table 3 presents summary job profile statistics provided by the Government of 
Ontario for the relevant occupations. According to the table below, employment is 
primarily full-time and women hold the majority of positions in the relevant 
occupations. A higher proportion of self-employment exists for those employed 
as Exercise Therapists (3144) and Program Leaders (5254). 

Table 3 
Provincial Summary Job Profile Statistics 

NOC Code - 
Occupation Males Females Full-Time Part- Time Self-

Employed 
3144 – Exercise 
therapist 22% 78% 60% 40% 18% 

3414 – Health aide 20% 80% 53% 47% 3% 

5254 – Program 
leaders 41% 59% 20% 80% 17% 

4212 – Social and 
community services 
workers 

21% 79% 58% 42% 2% 

Source: iaccess Job Profiles, accessed: June 2021 

In terms of educational attainment in these occupations, graduates are employed 
with College certificates or diplomas. A high proportion for Exercise Therapists 
(57 per cent) requires a Bachelor’s degree while a similar proportion for Social & 
Community Services Workers (45 per cent) require a diploma. 

The share of Ontario’s employment is highest for health aides (6 per cent) in the 
Durham census division. In general, the employment distribution is equal (5 per 
cent) across each of the three other occupational areas. 

Table 4 displays the most common job titles for the selection of occupations 
above. According to the table below, Activities Aides, Camp Counsellors and 
Recreation Therapists were the most common job titles. Two of the titles, 
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Activities Aides and Life Enrichment Managers tend to be more significantly 
associated with care for seniors. 

Table 4 
Provincial Summary Job Profile Statistics 

Job Title #of Job Posts 
Activities Aides 315 

Camp Counsellors 200 

Recreation Therapists 160 

Life Enrichment Managers 148 
Source: Job Posting Analytics, EMSI Analyst 2021.1, accessed: October 2021 

Employment sectors where these jobs are found 

Figure 2 displays the sectors in which the relevant occupations are employed. 
According to the figure below, occupations relevant to the proposed Recreation 
Therapy program are prevalent in Healthcare & Social Assistance, Public 
administration, and Educational services. 

Figure 2 

3144 – Exercise therapist 

 

3414 – Health aide 

85% Healthcare and social 
assistance 

 

92% Healthcare and social 
assistance 

5% Educational services 

 

2% Other services (except 
public administration) 

3% Arts, entertainment and 
recreation 

 
1% Public administration 

1% Other services (except 
public administration) 

 

1% Professional, scientific 
and technical services 

5254 – Program leaders 

 
4212 – Social and community 
services workers 

42% Arts, entertainment and 
recreation 

 

65% Healthcare and social 
assistance 

22% Educational services 

 

13% Public administration 
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19% Public administration 

 

8% Other services (except 
public administration) 

6% Healthcare and social 
assistance 

 
8% Educational services 

Source: iaccess Job Profiles, accessed: June 2021 

Table 5 presents the combined number of jobs that are expected to be created in 
Ontario and select census divisions across all four relevant occupations. 
According to the table below, a total of 11,079 jobs are expected to be created in 
Ontario by 2025 across the four relevant NOC codes. Most jobs are anticipated 
to be created in the Toronto census division. 

Table 5 

Occupation Summary (Ontario and Select Census Divisions) – 2020 & 2025 

Region 2020 Jobs 2025 Jobs Change % Change 
Median 
Hourly 
Wages 

Ontario 103,284 114,363 11,079 11% $20.43 
Durham 3,793 4,148 355 9% $19.56 
Toronto 23,426 24,989 1,563 7% $20.44 
Peel 7,488 8,138 649 9% $19.81 
York 7,503 8,294 791 11% $19.10 
Peterborough 1,247 1,458 210 17% $20.92 
Northumberland 592 699 107 18% $21.38 
Kawartha 
Lakes 526 617 91 17% $20.85 

Source: Labour Force Survey, EMSI Analyst 2021.1, accessed: June 2021 

Local Outlook 
Occupational Classification: Region of Durham 

Table 6 presents the number of jobs and hourly wages for all relevant 
occupations within the Durham census division. Job counts are presented for 
2020, in addition to a projection of the number of jobs in 2025. According to the 
table below, the greatest number of jobs created in the Durham census division 
will be in the occupations categorized as Program Leaders followed closely by 
Social & Community Service Workers. 
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Table 6 
Durham Region Employment Outlook – 2020 & 2025 

NOC 2020 Jobs 2025 Jobs Change % Change 
Median 
Hourly 
Wages 

3144 – Exercise 
therapist 98 123 25 26% $21.43 

3414 – Health 
aide 411 439 28 7% $18.28 

5254 – Program 
leaders 2,082 2,234 152 7% $16.26 

4212 – Social 
and community 
services workers 

1,202 1,351 149 12% $25.51 

Total 3,793 4,148 355 9% $19.56 
Source: Labour Force Survey, EMSI Analyst 2021.1, accessed: June 2021 

6. Analysis of Competition 

Recreation and Leisure academic programs are situated in the business of 
running recreation and leisure programming and include courses such as, event 
management, marketing, human resources, communication in addition to 
courses in programming, leadership and recreation. Recreation Therapy 
academic programs, by distinction, are uniquely situated in business and science 
and typically include courses such as psychology, sociology, anatomy and 
physiology while also including courses on programmatic and practical business 
aspects of recreational therapy. Recreation Therapy diploma programs are 
currently offered at five CAAT colleges under the MTCU code 52206. 

Fitness and Health Promotion academic programs are typically offered as 2-year 
diploma programs. The focus of these programs includes facility management, 
anatomy and nutrition.  Students from Fitness and Health Promotion programs 
are eligible for bridging into honours bachelor degrees in Kinesiology at many 
Ontario universities. Kinesiology academic programs are typically offered as a 4-
year, honours bachelor degree and offer course work in the scientific attributes of 
human movement and physiology, course work often covers motor learning, 
neuroscience, physiology and biomechanics. 

There are two degree programs in the college system that are comparable 
programs, one in Therapeutic Recreation and Kinesiology and Health Promotion. 

7. Student Interest 

The following table presents first year enrolment over the last five years and 
across the college system in programs with the MTCU code 52206. 
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Source: OCAS Data Warehouse, accessed June 2021 

• The average growth between 2017 and 2021 for total applications was: -
2.0 per cent. 

• The average growth between 2017 and 2021 for first choice applications 
was: -1.4 per cent. 

• The average growth between 2017 and 2021 for confirmations was: -1.5 
per cent. 

While there was a slight decline in 2021-22 due to pandemic impacts, overall, 
domestic applicant interest in this program have been stable over the reporting 
period. 

8. Target Market 

The target market for this program is domestic and international students 
possessing a high school diploma or equivalent. 
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9. Operating Revenue and Expenses 

The following tables summarize the net contribution for the proposed Recreation Therapy, Ontario College Diploma 
program. 

Student 
Enrolment 

2023-24 
Projection 

2024-25 
Projection 

2025-26 
Projection 

2026-27 
Projection 

2027-28 
Projection 

Projected 
enrolment (Y1) 30 30 35 35 35 

Projected 
enrolment (Y2) 0 26 26 30 30 

Total 30 56 61 65 65 
 

Net Contribution 2023-24 
Projection 

2024-25 
Projection 

2025-26 
Projection 

2026-27 
Projection 

2027-28 
Projection 

Total Direct 
Program 
Expenses 

90,738 213,061 220,167 225,089 230,130 

Total Revenue 
For Program 189,875 351,268 382,914 409,813 409,813 

Net Contribution 
$ 99,136 138,208 162,747 184,724 179,683 

Net Accumulated 
Contribution / 
(Deficit) 

99,136 237,344 400,091 584,815 764,498 

Net Contribution 
- % of Gross 
Revenue 

52.2% 39.3% 42.5% 45.1% 43.8% 
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Net Contribution 2023-24 
Projection 

2024-25 
Projection 

2025-26 
Projection 

2026-27 
Projection 

2027-28 
Projection 

Target Net 
Contribution 
(may differ from 
actual 
breakeven point) 

n/a Breakeven 40.0% 40.0% 40.0% 

Capital 
Requirement 0 0 0 0 0 

 

Revenue 2023-24 
Projection 

2024-25 
Projection 

2025-26 
Projection 

2026-27 
Projection 

2027-28 
Projection 

Tuition Fees per 
academic year1 $2,722 $2,722 $2,722 $2,722 $2,722 

Set-Aside Fee 
Removed $272 $272 $272 $272 $272 

Tuition Fee 
realized by 
college 

$2,450 $2,450 $2,450 $2,450 $2,450 

Total Tuition Fees 73,495 135,966 148,216 158,627 158,627 

Other Revenue 
(Contract 
Training) 

0 0 0 0 0 

Total Other 
Revenue 0 0 0 0 0 

                                            
1 Tuition fees are held constant.  The Ministry will be providing an updated Tuition Fee Framework, once these rates have been communicated, the 
above will be updated to reflect the new policy. 
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Revenue 2023-24 
Projection 

2024-25 
Projection 

2025-26 
Projection 

2026-27 
Projection 

2027-28 
Projection 

Program Wtd 
Funding Unit 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 

Grant - MTCU 
Operating 
(Assume 
$4160/wfu) 

$116,379 $215,302 $234,699 $251,186 $251,186 

Total Revenue $189,875 $351,268 $382,914 $409,813 $409,813 
 

Expenditures 2023-24 
Projection 

2024-25 
Projection 

2025-26 
Projection 

2026-27 
Projection 

2027-28 
Projection 

Salaries - Faculty 
(FT) 0 105,273 107,378 109,526 111,717 

Salaries - Co-
ordinator 
Allowance 

0 0 0 0 0 

Salaries - PT 
Teaching 70,560 57,120 58,834 60,599 62,417 

Salaries - PL 
Teaching 0 0 0 0 0 

Salaries - 
Sessional 
Teaching 

0 0 0 0 0 

Contract 
Teaching 0 0 0 0 0 

Total Teaching 
Salaries 70,560 162,393 166,212 170,125 174,133 
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Expenditures 2023-24 
Projection 

2024-25 
Projection 

2025-26 
Projection 

2026-27 
Projection 

2027-28 
Projection 

Benefits - Faculty 
- FT   26% 0 27,371 27,918 28,477 29,046 

Benefits - Faculty 
- PT 14% 9,878 7,997 8,237 8,484 8,738 

Benefits - SS (FT) 
29% 0 0 0 0 0 

Total Employee 
Benefits 9,878 35,368 36,155 36,961 37,785 

Total Labour 80,438 197,761 202,367 207,085 211,918 
Instructional 
Supplies 5,000 10,000 10,200 10,404 10,612 

Instructional 
Other Costs 0 0 0 0 0 

Field Work 0 0 0 0 0 

Membership & 
Dues 0 0 0 0 0 

Professional 
Development 1,000 1,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 

Travel/accommod
ation/meals $1,300 $1,300 $1,300 $1,300 $1,300 

Promotion/Public 
relations 0 0 0 0 0 

Repair/Maintenan
ce- Equipment 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 
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Expenditures 2023-24 
Projection 

2024-25 
Projection 

2025-26 
Projection 

2026-27 
Projection 

2027-28 
Projection 

Telecommunicati
ons 0 0 0 0 0 

Software Costs 0 0 0 0 0 

Office 
supplies/Other 
Expenses 

0 0 0 0 0 

Rental 0 0 0 0 0 

Total Other 
Expenditure 10,300 15,300 17,800 18,004 18,212 
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Report Number: BOG-2022-20 

To: Board of Governors 

From: Dr. Elaine Popp, Executive Vice President, Academic 

Date of Report: February 3, 2022 

Date of Meeting: February 9, 2022 

Subject: Approval to Formalize Programs of Instruction: Ontario College 
Certificates - Apprenticeships - Mobile Crane & Tower Crane 

1. Purpose 

To obtain approval from the Board of Governors to recognize apprenticeship 
programs under the credential: Ontario College Certificate, effective September 
2022.  

2. Recommendation 

It is recommended to the Durham College (DC) Board of Governors: 

That in accordance with Report BOG-2022-20: 

a) The following program be formally recognized as an Ontario College 
Certificate, effective Fall 2022:  

School of Skilled Trades, Apprenticeship and Renewable Technology 
(START) 
 
• Hoisting Techniques and Mobile Crane Operation – Apprenticeship, 

Ontario College Certificate, MTCU Code 48202, Trade# 339A, C; and, 

b) The following program be formally recognized as an Ontario College 
Certificate, pending validation from the Credential Validation Service 
(CVS), effective Fall 2022:  

School of Skilled Trades, Apprenticeship and Renewable Technology 
(START) 
 
• Hoisting Techniques and Tower Crane Operation – Apprenticeship, 

Ontario College Certificate, MTCU Code 48202, Trade# 339B 
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3. Background 

The initiative to recognize the apprenticeship programs as Ontario College 
Certificates modernizes the skilled trades and apprenticeship system and 
enables the province’s economic recovery by supporting awareness of the skilled 
trades and contributing to the college approach to modernize and branding 
apprenticeship as the third pillar of post-secondary education. 

The Building Opportunities in the Skilled Trades Act, 2021 received Royal Assent 
on June 3, 2021. This legislation will transform the system and make it more 
efficient and easier to navigate. This legislation will: 

• establish a new Crown agency called Skilled Trades Ontario that would 
enable tradespeople to get certification in one place, with enhanced digital 
services; 

• assign the Minister of Labour, Training and Skills Development 
responsibility for regulatory decisions for the skilled trades and the Ministry 
responsibility for inspections; and 

• enhance the services provided to apprentices, skilled trades workers and 
their employers. 

Skilled Trades Ontario (January 2022), the new Crown agency replacing the 
Ontario College of Trades, is responsible for skilled trades certification in Ontario 
and includes: 

• establishing apprenticeship programs, including training standards, 
curriculum standards and certification exams; 

• assessing experience and qualifications of individuals who have not 
completed an apprenticeship program in Ontario; 

• issuing Certificates of Qualification in all trades with certifying exams; 
• renewing Certificates of Qualification in compulsory trades; 
• maintaining a Public Register of people authorized to work in compulsory 

trades; and 
• conducting research in relation to apprenticeship and the trades1. 

The Ministry of Labour, Training and Skills Development has oversight of trades 
legislation and regulation, including prescribing / de-prescribing trades, scopes of 
practice, trade classifications and ratios. The Ministry has also assumed 
responsibility for compliance and enforcement through its Occupational Health 
and Safety Inspectorate. 

                                            
1 Mandate – Skilled Trades Ontario 
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4. Discussion 

4.1 Hoisting Techniques and Mobile Crane Operation – Apprenticeship 
Ontario College Certificate 
MTCU Code: 48202, Trade# 339A, C 
Program Hours: 480 
NOC Code: 7371 Crane Operators 
CVS Validation: January 18, 2022 

4.2 Hoisting Techniques and Tower Crane Operation – Apprenticeship 
Ontario College Certificate 
MTCU Code: 48202, Trade# 339B 
Program Hours: 360 
NOC Code: 7371 Crane Operators 

  CVS Validation:  TBD 

5. Financial/Human Resource Implications 

There are no human resources implications with the decision to recognize the 
programs noted above as the faculty complement teaching in the programs has 
been established. 

6. Implications for the Joint Campus Master Plan 

There are no implications for the joint campus master plan. 

7. Implications for Ontario Tech University. 

There are no implications for Ontario Tech University. 

8. Relationship to the Strategic Plan/Business Plan 

The proposal to recognize the programs noted above supports the college’s 
vision and plans to deliver high-quality programs that reflect labour markets, are 
responsive to emerging economies and provide mobility for graduates to continue 
with their education. 
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Report Number: BOG-2022-18 

To: Board of Governors 

From: Don Lovisa, President 

Date of Report: February 1, 2022 

Date of Meeting: February 9, 2022 

Subject: Second Update on the 2021-2022 Business Plan 

1. Purpose

The purpose of this report is to provide the second update on the 2021-2022
business plan.

2. Recommendation

It is recommended to the Durham College Board of Governors:

That Report BOG-2022-18, providing the second update on the 2021-2022
business plan, be received for information.

3. Background

Consistent with the Board of Governors’ Board Policy and expectations of the
Minister’s Binding Policy Directive for business plans, the college president is
required to bring business plan reports to the Durham College (DC) Board of
Governors throughout the year. This report is the second of three to be shared
with the Board of Governors.

The business plan allows DC to plan its operations for the fiscal year (April 1 –
March 31) within its Strategic Plan (2020-2023) framework to support its mission,
vision, and values. The business plan identifies the operational outcomes that the
College expects to achieve in the fiscal year to the public and provincial
government. The Ministry of Colleges and Universities uses the information
provided in college business plans for government planning and policy-making
purposes.
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The Board approved the 2021-2022 business plan at its meeting on May 12, 
2021 (Report BOG-2021-35). The business plan was developed with input, 
direction, review, and guidance from all departments, schools, and areas of 
operation. 
 

4. Discussion/Options 

The 2021-2022 business plan was developed during the COVID-19 
pandemic. As such, the plan may change as the College develops an 
organizational recovery plan, inclusive of our students, our people, our 
work, and our community. Priorities and ‘we will’ statements may be 
changed, altered, or eliminated based on what actions are required to 
return to normal operations within a post-pandemic environment. 
 
The accompanying 2021-2022 business plan scorecard describes the progress 
made on each objective.  
 
Most activities for the 123 actions are tracking well for completion, with forty-two 
(42) items completed to date. There are six (6) items marked as ‘on hold,’ seven 
(7) items ‘delayed,’ and one (1) item that is no longer applicable. The items 
marked as ‘on hold’ or ‘delayed’ have been impacted by the lingering effects of 
COVID-19, which continues to put pressure on key initiatives and many in-person 
events and programming. The cancelled item was an action to develop a 
repository of key messages. Due to recent staff changes and the creation of a 
‘figures’ dashboard on the DC website, a separate repository is redundant.  

 
Highlights from the scorecard are as follows: 
 
4.1 Our Students 

• Deliver high-quality programs that reflect labour markets and are 
responsive to emerging economies. 

o Launched in winter 2022, DC now offers nine micro-credentials 
through the School of Professional and Part-Time Learning: 
 Construction Jobsite Safety 
 Using Construction Tools 
 Interior Residential Construction Techniques 

• Provide exceptional learning experiences in and out of the 
classroom. 
o Successfully launched the new MyCampus portal.  

• Be a champion of experiential learning, global engagement and applied 
research opportunities. 
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o To date, more than 300 students have secured co-op positions 
this academic year across more than 24 programs. 

• Develop and create opportunities to build student resilience, 
competence, personal capacity and life-enhancing skills. 

o Hosted twenty question and answer sessions during Career 
Month (November), including virtual employer and alumni 
conversations. Some examples include: 
 Deloitte Tech Talk Series 
 Entrepreneurial Coffee Chats 
 Virtual Job Fair Walkthrough Q&A 

4.2 Our People 

• Attract and retain highly qualified, creative and collaborative 
employees: 
o Achieved GTA’s Top Employers designation (11th year in a row) 

and Canada’s Greenest Employers for 2022. 
• Be a positive and inclusive work environment that is diverse, 

respectful and representative of our community: 
o Hosted a campus-wide virtual session centered on the Black 

experience in the context of gender-based violence, in which 66 
participants attended. 

o Hosted two (2) virtual sessions on deconstructing anti-muslim 
hate. 

• Empower and support employees to be entrepreneurial, innovative and 
strategic: 

o Fourteen (14) faculty completed the Fundamentals of Applied 
Research Course in fall 2021. The courses provide faculty with 
an overview of the research process to encourage more 
participants in research projects going forward. Following 
positive feedback from participants, plans are underway to 
deliver the course again soon. 

• Strengthen our organizational culture to prioritize the health and 
wellness of our employees. 

o The Wellness Committee completed the Campus Framework on 
Wellness in partnership with Human Resources and the 
Campus Health and Wellness Centre. The framework was 
presented to DC leadership and the Board. 
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4.3 Our Work 

• Create an environment that inspires idea generation, bold 
leadership and purposeful innovation that aligns with the evolution 
of work: 
o Employee Awards of Excellence awarded at a ceremony in the 

fall: 
 Faculty: Clayton Rhodes 
 Support Staff: Megan Pickell 
 Administrative staff: Holly Stringer 
 Team: International Education  

• Maximize resources and processes in all aspects of our business: 
o Seven (7) additional programs in the School of Business, IT & 

Management and the School of Justice & Emergency Services 
have launched courses in the Hired Portal for field placement 
management for a total of nine (9) programs to date. Additional 
programs will be added in the winter semester. 

• Support effective college governance:  
o Presentation to the Board on the results of the self-identification 

survey occurred in November– supporting ongoing equity, 
diversity, and inclusion initiatives. 

4.4 Our Community 

• Establish and strengthen sustainable partnerships locally and 
internationally with industry, government, community and alumni: 
o Completed phase 1 of the Young Africa Works project, which 

includes new Electrical Level 3 curriculum, gender equity 
workshop series, and IT equipment upgrades at Eldoret 
National Polytechnic (work completed remotely). 

• Leverage and grow our positive impact on the communities we 
serve: 
o Young Women in Science, Technology and Trades event was 

held virtually on October 26, 2021. Over 1,000 participants 
participated in the event. 

• Guide students in making meaningful connections with their 
communities: 

o Finalized agreement with local boards of trade and chambers of 
commerce to provide students in the School of Business, IT & 
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Management with a membership while in school and one-year 
post-graduation. Lots of potential for events, networking, and 
placement opportunities. 

• Strengthen our relationships with Indigenous communities: 
o The Paramedic Diploma Program was successfully delivered in 

partnership with Seven Generations Education Institute (SGEI) 
this past fall with 13 students. 

o The program will continue to run as per the agreement with 
Seven Generations. 
 

5. Financial/Human Resource Implications 

There are no financial or human resource implications at this phase of the 
business plan update. 

6. Implications for the Joint Campus Master Plan 

There are no implications for the joint campus master plan. 
 

7. Implications for Ontario Tech University 

There are no implications for Ontario Tech University. 

8. Relationship to the Strategic Plan/business plan 

The 2021-2022 business plan supports the 2020-2023 Strategic Plan including 
the Mission, Vision and Values outlined in the Strategic Plan. Further, this 
Business plan supports the four pillars of the strategic plan, specifically: 

1. Our Students – To educate and inspire students to realize success in their 
careers and communities. 

2. Our People - To invest in our employees and empower them to be 
entrepreneurial, innovative and strategic. 

3. Our Work - To be a leader in teaching and learning while responsibly 
managing resources, ensuring good governance and strategically investing in 
the future. 

4. Our Community - To drive the economic, social and environmental success 
of our community, locally and globally. 
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NOTE:  
 
The 2021 – 2022 business plan was developed during the pandemic. Details may change as the college develops an organizational recovery plan, which will be 
inclusive of our students, our people, our work and our community. Priorities and We Will statements may also be altered or eliminated based on what actions 
are required to return to normal operations in the post-pandemic environment.  
 
OUR STUDENTS 

Goal:  To educate and inspire students to realize their success.  
 

We will Action Measurement/Milestone Lead Update on Actions Status 

1. Deliver high-
quality programs 
that reflect labour 
markets and are 
responsive to 
emerging 
economies. 
 

Launch new programs: 

 Behavioural Science 
Technician diploma 

 Pharmaceutical Science 
graduate certificate 

 Honours Bachelor of Artificial 
Intelligence degree 

 Honours Bachelor of 
Construction Management 
degree 

 Tower Crane Operator (339B) 
apprenticeship 

 Steamfitter (307A) 
apprenticeship 

 Industrial electrician 
apprenticeship (442A) 

Launch new micro-credentials: 

 Retail and Commercial Meat 
cutting (HHS & PPL) 

 Successfully launch programs.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Executive vice president, 
Academic 

 

Six new programs successfully launched 
in Fall 2021:  
 Behavioural Science Technician 

diploma (Enrolment: 27 students) 

 Pharmaceutical Science graduate 
certificate (Enrolment: 70 students) 

 Honours Bachelor of Artificial 
Intelligence degree (Enrolment: 16 
students)  

 Honours Bachelor of Construction 
Management degree delayed to 
launch September 2022 due to delay 
in receiving approval from the MCU 
resulting in low enrolment for fall 
2021. 

One program will launch in October 2021:  

 Steamfitter (307A) apprenticeship 
(Enrolment: 6 students) 

One program will launch in January 2022: 

On Track 
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We will Action Measurement/Milestone Lead Update on Actions Status 

 Construction Fundamentals 
(START/PPL) 

 Construction Jobsite Safety 
(START/PPL) 

 Using Construction Tools 
(START/PPL) 

 Interior Residential 
Construction Techniques 
(START/PPL) 

 
 

 Industrial electrician apprenticeship 
(442A) 

The following has been delayed pending 
CLOCA approval.  

 Tower Crane Operator (339B) 
apprenticeship 

Micro-credentials: 

 Retail and Commercial Meat 
cutting (HHS & PPL) development 
pending MC challenge 

 This credential was not awarded 
funding in the MC challenge. 

The following micro-credentials are 
complete and being phased-in Winter 
2022. 

 Construction Jobsite Safety 
(START/PPL) 

 Using Construction Tools 
(START/PPL) 

 Interior Residential Construction 
Techniques (START/PPL) 

 Note: the original two 
construction-related micro-
credentials have been reorganized 
into three micro-credentials. 

 Complete the development 
of six new micro-credentials 
by the end of the fiscal year, 
created in partnership with 
other colleges under the 
eCampus Ontario Virtual 
Learning Strategy 
opportunity. 

 By March 31, 2022, the 
development of six new 
programs will have been 
completed. 

 Executive vice president, 
Academic 
 

 The following six micro-credentials 
are in the final quality assurance 
stage. They will be fully complete 
(including uploading to the 
eCampusOntario Repository) by the 
end of February. 

 Corporate Training Specialization 
(5-course stacked micro-credential) 

On Track 
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We will Action Measurement/Milestone Lead Update on Actions Status 

 
 

 Sales for Small Businesses (4-
course stacked micro-credential) 

 Establishing a Construction 
Contracting Small Business in 
Ontario (4-course stacked micro-
credential) 

 Managing Responsive 
Behaviours in Older Adults (3-
course stacked micro-credential) 

 French (5-course certificate, 
which replaces the existing 
French program) 

 Cybersecurity Course Bundle (2 
courses) 

 Launch at least two new 
safety or technical 
certifications/recertification 
courses that anticipate and 
meet the emerging needs of 
industry. 

 A minimum of two new courses 
published and open to 
enrolments on Corporate 
Training Services website. 

 Executive vice president, 
Academic 
 

 Two new technical programs 
launched: Scissor Lift and Aerial Lift. 

Completed 

 Develop a program video 
strategy that includes 
updating creative content 
and the theme of Durham 
College’s (DC) program 
videos and producing new 
videos focusing on the 
college’s signature and 
priority programs. 

 Support the delivery of high-

 Completion and approval of 
the video strategy by June 
2021. 

 Endorsement of the new video 
concept/theme by June 2021. 

 Completion of 10-12 program 
videos by March 2022. 

 Videos promoted on program 
pages, through open houses 
and other digital advertising 

 Chief administrative officer 

 AVP, Communications and 
Marketing 

 

Program videos 

 Strategy/endorsement 
approved by VPA 

 Identified 11 target programs 
[Oct 2021] 

 Current status [Jan 2022]: 
o 2 programs in draft stage 
o 7 programs in 

capturing/interview 
stage 

On Track 
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We will Action Measurement/Milestone Lead Update on Actions Status 

quality programs by 
increasing awareness and 
reputation through strategic 
marketing of signature, 
priority and degree 
programs, and the 
development of a 
comprehensive recruitment, 
content marketing and trade 
media strategies for 
implementation.  
 

 

platforms, ongoing. 
Degree marketing 

 Generate 80,000 visits to the 
four-degree program web 
pages.   
o Bachelor of Artificial 
Intelligence (HBAI): 20,000. 
o Bachelor of Behavioural 
Science (HBBS): 20,000. 
o Bachelor of Construction 
Management (HBCM): 20,000. 
o Bachelor of Healthcare 
Technology Management 
(HCTM): 20,000. 

Recruitment strategy 

 Implement a strategic and 
comprehensive plan that is 
adaptable to both in-person 
and virtual tactics by October 
2021.  

 Increase attendance at all 
recruitment initiatives 
including open houses, 
secondary school 
presentations, virtual webinars, 
student appointments and 
tours by seven per cent over 
the previous year. This may 
include both virtual and in-
person activities from April 1, 
2021 to March 31, 2022. 

o 2 in planning stage 
Degree marketing 

 Q1 through Q3 generated a total 
of 103,452 unique visits to our 
four-degree program web pages. 
The following is a breakdown of 
web page visits by degree:  

 HBAI – 28,194 

 HBBS – 23,359 

 HBCM – 26,188  

 HCTM – 25,711 
Recruitment strategy  

 The 2021-2022 recruitment 
strategy is currently in affect and 
considers current and evolving 
effects of the pandemic on our 
activities.  

 Successfully implemented virtual 
and in-person recruitment 
activities to meet stakeholder 
needs, including virtual open 
houses, program information 
sessions, one-on-one and group 
consultations.  

 Q1 through Q3 2021 connections 
and participation for all in-person 
and virtual recruitment activities 
totaled 28,000 contacts versus 
14,000 in Q1 through Q3 2020. An 
increase of 200 per cent. The 
introduction of Live Chat had a 
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Content marketing: 

 Generate 7,500 impressions on 
average per blog/content piece 

 Generate 300 webpage views 
on average per blog/content 
piece. 

 Generate 275 engagements on 
average per blog/content 
piece. 
 

 

significant impact on recruitment 
efforts this year. 

Content marketing: 
Completed 17 blog posts which have 
generated the following results: 

 An average of 3,629 impressions 
per blog 

 An average of 218-page views per 
blog 

An average of 185 engagements per 
blog. 

2. Provide 
exceptional 
learning 
experiences in 
and out of the 
classroom. 
 
 

 Launch co-op opportunity in 
the Mechanical Engineering 
Technology advanced 
diploma program. 
 
 

 Successfully launch co-op.  Executive vice president, 
Academic  

 Mechanical Engineering Technology 
has launched for co-op for 2021-22 

Completed 

 Maintain and leverage 
TeachingCity Oshawa and 
CityStudio Durham 
partnerships to create Work 
Integrated Learning (WIL) 
opportunities for DC 
students.  

 Support efforts to extend 
TeachingCity partnership.  

 Collaborate with CityStudio 
partners to improve project 
processes and support 
project opportunities with 

 1. Target: six City Idea Lab 
courses by March 2022. 

 2. Target: ten CityStudio 
projects, including one with a 
new municipal partner by 
March 2022. 

 Executive vice president, 
Academic 

 Teaching City partnership has been 
officially renewed and extended. 

 Three City Idea Lab courses took 
place during Fall semester. Seven 
City Idea Lab courses are scheduled 
for winter 2022. 

 Six CityStudio projects were 
launched during Spring and Fall 
semesters (3 completed; 3 ongoing), 
including one with Ajax. 1 additional 
project scheduled for Winter 
semester with others being 
explored. 

On Track 
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‘new’ lower-tier 
municipalities. 

 

 Instead of 10 individual single-
semester CityStudio projects, several 
projects have proceeded as longer 
term multi-phase projects that 
include several EL opportunities (e.g. 
a co-op component and a classroom 
component).  

 Further develop Faculty Led 
Classroom Abroad (FLCA) 
initiatives. 

 Develop a plan for two new 
virtual FLCA's by March 2022.   

 Diversify faculty participation in 
FLCAs. 

 If travel opens up, develop one 
new FLCA by March 2022. 

 Executive vice president, 
Academic 

 FLCA away pending revision to 
Canadian travel advisory.  Three 
proposals submitted; not approved 
due to travel restrictions. 
FLCA@Home - Storytelling (GSO) 
underway. 

On Track 

 Redesign the current 
student portal, MyCampus, 
based on internal 
stakeholder feedback to 
improve effectiveness for 
students.  

  Successfully migrate the student 
portal to a Communications and 
Marketing managed platform.  

 Communicate internally to key 
stakeholders in advance of the 
MyCampus launch by June 2021. 

 Communicate the launch of the 
new MyCampus to students and 
employees, August 2021. 

 Launch the new MyCampus 
portal by August 2021. 

 

 Chief administrative officer  

 AVP, Communications and 
Marketing 

 Project is completed.  

 New MyDC launched in November, 
2021. 

 Delay occurred due to Ontario 
Tech’s request to delay, limited 
resources with a managerial 
resignation, and COVID-19 
priorities. 

Completed 
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3. Be a champion 
of experiential 
learning, global 
engagement and 
applied research 
opportunities. 
 
 
 
 
 

 Incorporate authentic 
assessments within new 
Professional and Part-time 
Learning (PPL) courses to 
ensure that students have 
opportunities to apply their 
skills to real-world 
situations. 

 A minimum of 50 per cent of 
new PPL courses will 
incorporate authentic 
assessments. 

 Executive vice president, 
Academic 

 Authentic assessments are being 
incorporated into all micro-
credentials (i.e. all new development 
activities this year). This action will 
be achieved by March 31, 2022. 

On Track 

 Support more than 200 
students in securing and 
completing co-operative 
education and work term 
opportunities. 

 Students appropriately 
supported by the completion of 
their co-op/work terms by 
September 2021. 

 Executive vice president, 
Academic 

 Eighty-nine students completed co-
op/work terms during the 
Spring/Summer semester.  

 To date 37 students have 
successfully secured co-op/work 
term opportunities for the Fall 
semester and 26 students 
successfully completed work terms. 

 10 students are completing work 
terms during the Winter 2022 
semester. The EL Office is 
supporting an additional 197 
students with job search activities 
for the Spring/Summer 2022 
semester, including resume, cover 
letters, interview, and job search 
strategy support, and outreach to 
employers supporting job 
development. 

 In total, more than 330 students 
have been supported. 

On Track 
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 Complete three Co-operative 
Education and Work-
Integrated Learning Canada 
(CEWIL) iHub-funded 
projects. 

 Final reporting submitted by 
April 2021. 

 Executive vice president, 
Academic 

 Three CEWIL iHub-funded projects 
were successfully completed. Final 
reporting was submitted on time in 
May 2021. 

Completed 

 Develop a rubric for 
eLearning tools evaluation to 
support faculty in selecting 
and implementing 
technology tools. 

 Rubric is developed for 
eLearning Tools Evaluation. 

 Executive vice president, 
Academic 

 Draft rubric created. Reviewed 
rubric with Academic Leadership 
Team and IT Services and 
collaborate to ensure usability and 
consistency with Durham College 
policies, practices, and procedures 
consideration of revisions 
underway. 

On Track 

 Explore, develop, and submit 
one or more CEWIL iHub 
proposals to support new 
WIL initiatives in Round 2 or 
3. 

 A minimum of one proposal 
submitted by August 2021. 

 Executive vice president, 
Academic 

 In Rounds 2 and 3, ORSIE worked 
with project leads in Health and 
Community Sciences (HCS), Media, 
Art and Design (MAD), and Science, 
Engineering and Technology (SET) 
to submit a total of five proposals, 
four of which were awarded. Of 
these, three awards were accepted. 
One project is complete and two 
are ongoing. 

Completed 
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 Connect students with global 
partners through project-
based WIL opportunities 
using Riipen.  

 Explore opportunities to 
promote these remote 
international WIL 
opportunities to students. 

 Target: one project with an 
international partner by March 
2022. 

 Executive vice president, 
Academic 

 To date 12 courses have been 
published in Riipen for the 2021-
2022 year. 1+ international (USA) 
partners have participated to date. 
Detailed interim report on 
international partners will be 
provided later in January 2022.  

Completed 

 Re-launch the International 
Opportunities Development 
Fund (IODF) in collaboration 
with the International 
Education Office to create 
opportunities focused on 
applied research, 
experiential learning, and 
entrepreneurship. 

 IODF launched and proposals 
approved and supported. 

 Executive vice president, 
Academic 

 Forms updated. Launched on ICE.  
Intake is ongoing while funding is 
available. 

On Track 

 Collaborate with Ontario 
Tech University to study the 
short and long-term effects 
of early medical intervention 
with international students 
by intentionally engaging 
new students with 
International Wellness 
Checks. 

 Use data collected for program 
planning and to address the 
needs of the international 
student population. 

 Chief administrative officer 

 Dean, students 

 During the COVID-19 pandemic the 
Research Ethics Board has asked the 
CHWC to pause actively recruiting 
students, but to include them if 
they initiate an appointment with a 
specific concern.  We anticipate this 
direction to be rescinded soon. 

On Track 
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4. Develop and 
create 
opportunities to 
build student 
resilience, 
competence, 
personal capacity 
and life 
enhancing skills. 
 

 Expand International 
Education Week (IEW) 
activities (face-to-face if 
possible or virtual).  

 Increase number of 
schools/faculty engaging in IEW.   

 Increase number of students 
engaging in IEW. 

 Executive vice president, 
Academic 

 Sub-committee of I&GE formed to 
support IEW 

 Successful IEW was held in 

November 2021, which included 

four virtual sessions, and 60 

students and employees 

participated. The sessions were 

recorded and made available to 

those interested but unable to 

attend. 

 Sub-committee will begin planning 
in spring of 2022 for the Fall 2022 
IEW.  

On Track 

 Launch the global 
competency framework to 
ensure that every DC 
student has the opportunity 
to obtain a global 
competency badge. 

 Launch a pilot of the global 
competency framework in 
spring 2021.   

 Assess the pilot and launch an 
expanded pilot in September 
2021. 

 Executive vice president, 
Academic 

 Pilot underway fall 2021 to winter 
2022; anticipated completion for 
launch end winter 2022.  

On Track 

 Review content for PREP 
1000 to support student 
transitions and resiliency and 
increase student completion 
rates. 
 

 Update Prep 1000 to include a 
module on mental health 
awareness and supports. 
 

 Chief administrative officer 

 Dean, students 

 Launched an enhanced PREP 1000 in 
August 2021 which now 
incorporates information pertaining 
to mental health and wellness, as 
well as information about campus 
and community resources. 

 PREP 1000 was modeled around the 
Indigenous Medicine Wheel, 
categorizing content into the four 
parts (physical, mental, emotional 
and spiritual). 

Completed 
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 Revise orientation and 
transition programming to 
include second year students 
arriving on campus to learn 
in-person for the first time 
due to the pandemic. 

 Develop online/virtual 
orientation events to support all 
students with their transition to 
campus. 

 Chief administrative officer 

 Dean, students 

 41 virtual orientation sessions were 
offered throughout August and 
September 2021. 

 28/41 sessions were facilitated by 
the Student Development office. 

 Recordings of each session were 
uploaded to PREP 1000 for 
asynchronous viewing. 

 Campus tours provided by Student 
Development included both first- 
and second-year students. 

 Campus Kits were provided to both 
first- and second-year students who 
had not already received one. 

Completed 

 Provide student leadership-
development sessions and 
volunteer opportunities to 
build personal capacity and 
life skills. 

 Increase student involvement 
with the Institute of Student 
Leadership to enhance their 
personal development. 

 In addition to the current 
sessions, provide five new 
relevant sessions/opportunities 
to continue to engage students 

 Engage DC expertise to provide 
new topics 
 
 

 Chief administrative officer 

 Dean, students 

 The ISL program expanded to 
include a 5th theme – Mental 
Health and Wellbeing.  This theme 
will introduce a variety of new 
sessions pertaining to wellness and 
resiliency and will utilize facilitators 
from the CHWC. 

 New sessions being offered include: 
Defining Leadership, Problem 
Solving Culturally, ABC’s of EDI. 

On Track 
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 Enhance programming 
focused on supporting 
students in equity seeking 
populations enhancing their 
career resiliency needed for 
today’s labour market. 

 Increase online and social media 
resources for students, alumni 
and faculty use. 

 Secure funding to increase 
support for underserved 
student populations. 

 Conduct targeted social media 
campaign to engage 
underserved student 
populations. 

 Chief administrative officer 

 Dean, students 

 Developed a career-focused 
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion 
resource page for BIPOC, single 
parents, Indigenous, International, 
Persons with Disabilities, 2SLGBTQ+ 
and financially marginalized 
individuals via Hired portal 

 Created a Career Resilience 
Webinar 

 Collaborated with OPG to support 
the hiring of people with disabilities 
and the BIPOC community. 

 Collaborated with EDI to offer an 
Instagram Live session regarding 
Diversity in the Workplace and the 
appropriate use of pronouns. 

Completed 

 Engage students and alumni 
in career-oriented events to 
expand their industry 
connections and networking 
skills. 

 
 
 
 

 Deliver 10,000 Coffees program 
online mentoring program 
sponsored by RBC in 
collaboration with Alumni 
Office. 

 Facilitate virtual employer 
sessions for students/alumni. 

 Associate vice-president, 
Development and Alumni 
Affairs  

 Chief administrative officer 

 Dean, Students 
 

 Career Development webinars are 
advertised on the DC Coffee 
Conversations platform, exploring 
mentoring program shell for use in 
other departments. Currently 767 
members on the platform. 

 Nine individual virtual employer 
information sessions are scheduled 
for Fall 2021. 

 Creation of a Fall 2021 “Healthcare 
Recruitment page” for the high 
recruitment needs due to COVID-
19.  

Completed 
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 Hosted 20 Q&A sessions during the 
month highlighting either “career, 
industry or company”. 

 Facilitated virtual employer and 
alumni conversations during Career 
Month (November) through Q&Q 
sessions 

 Launch the Better Together 
series: Fostering social 
connectedness and 
mitigating grief caused by 
COVID-19  in collaboration 
with Ontario Shores and 
Ontario Tech University. 

 Measure outcome ratings with 
students after participating in 
workshops, education sessions 
or activity-based group work. 

 Measure pre and post-
qualitative data regarding level 
of perceived connectedness by 
students. 

 Chief administrative officer 

 Dean, students 

 The Better Together Series is 
continuing with virtual workshops, 
education sessions and activity-
based group work. 

On Track 

 Develop a student mental 
health framework. 

 Through the participation of the 
College Wellness Committee, 
(CWC), the Campus Wellness 
and Health Centre will use 
College Student Alliance 
standards to conduct a gap 
analysis of services and 
supports available to students. 

 Chief administrative officer 

 Dean, students 

 CWC analyzing current supports and 
potential synergies. 

 Committee meets next in October 
2021. 

On Track 

 Participate in the Canadian 
Campus Well-being Survey. 

 Launch survey in September 
2021. 

 Use results to inform mental 
health and wellness service 
delivery. 

 Chief administrative officer 

 Dean, students 

 New target of Winter 2022 launch of 
survey. 

On Hold 
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 Conduct a fundamental 
review and update of 
orientation program and 
deliver an enhanced Varsity 
101 Orientation for all DC 
student athletes. 

 Focus orientation program on 
current mandated requirements 
both provincially and nationally, 
as well as incorporating a new 
approach to education on all 
Equity, Diversity and Inclusion 
topics.  

 Measurables will focus on 
student athletes’ academic 
success and overall education of 
core orientation topics. 

 Chief administrative officer 

 Dean, students 

 A revised Varsity 101 took place this 
fall.  

 Separate PD sessions are being 
arranged to educate athletes and 
coaches on Sexual 
Violence/Harassment and EDI this 
fall via Zoom.   

 Student-athletes are required by 
OCAA and CCAA to complete on-line 
training modules for Sexual 
Violence, CCES Anti-Doping, Sport 
Canada Drug Education program, 
Rowan’s Law Concussion Protocols, 
and CAT education. 

On Track 

5. Foster the 
development of 
durable skills that 
transfer across all 
industries and 
workplaces 
including 
collaboration, 
entrepreneurial 
and critical-
thinking, digital 
literacy, 
communication 
and creativity. 

 Introduce a new FastStart 
workshop series with a focus 
on Intellectual Property 
Literacy, with the support of 
Intellectual Property (IP) 
expert. 

 Host one to two IP literacy 
sessions between October 2021 
– March 2022. 

 Executive vice president, 
Academic 

 Planning for this series is on hold 
while faculty Collective Agreement 
bargaining continues. 

On Hold 

 Provide the opportunities for 
students across the college 
to enhance their creativity 
skills by embedding related 
content into curriculum and 
offering creativity-focused 
General Education (GNED) 
courses. 

 Schedule two offerings of the 
GNED creativity courses. 

 Executive vice president, 
Academic 

 GNED creativity courses scheduled 
for both academic semesters. 

Completed 
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 Expand Riipen use by 
promoting DC Project 
Marketplace to local 
employers/organizations. 
 

 Host a workshop for community 
partners by April 2021. 

 Executive vice president, 
Academic 

 Hosted workshop for community 
partners in April 2021. Presented 
DC Project Marketplace and other 
EL opportunities for business 
through Whitby Economic 
Development YouTube channel. 
Promotion to individual 
organizations is ongoing. 

Completed 

 Offer four student-centric 
events: AI-boot 
camps/workshops, 
workshops for other 
technical skills, event based 
on community challenge, 
and an event to raise 
awareness of research 
opportunities. 

 Offer four events (one in social 
innovation) in the academic 
year. 

 Executive vice president, 
Academic 

 Social Impact Hub student focused 
session planned for February/March 
2022; Centre for Craft Brewing 
Innovation is discussion with Mill 
Street Brewing Co. Technical skills 
training workshops; Ontario Good 
Road Association Road Rating 
Protocol placement is running with 
Civil Engineering program for three 
student teams. CityStudio Durham 
hosted two “Hubbub” events this 
year, one in April and one in 
November, to celebrate the work 
completed by students, faculty, 
researchers, and municipal partners 
through the CityStudio Durham 
partnership. 

On Track 
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6. Cultivate 
relationships with 
students that 
extend beyond 
graduation. 

 Develop strategies to track 
and further engage 
international alumni, who 
can become important brand 
ambassadors. 

 A pilot event is planned for April 
2021. Plan developed by 
September 2021 for launch in 
spring 2022. 

 Executive vice president, 
Academic 

 Successful alumni engagement event 
held in April 2021, featuring two 
Durham College international 
student alumni; framework in place 
so that the event can be repeated in 
spring 2022. 

On Track 

 Increase purposeful career 
conversations and 
engagement with current 
students and alumni. 

 Deliver/provide meaningful 
online resources and tools to 
students and alumni. 

 Increase student engagement 
with social media accounts to 
maintain relationships beyond 
graduation. 

 Chief administrative officer 

 Dean, students 

 Career Development - Implemented 
the use of Slido and Articulate into 
resource tools and webinars. 

 Created an Articulate Guide for self-
guided Career Resources such as 
resume and cover letter 
development, LinkedIn, job search.  
Knowledge checks are included in 
each guide. 

 Creation of Career Development 
webinars delivered synchronously in 
class and outside of class time via 
MS Teams/Zoom or asynchronously 
via Instagram. 

 Hosted two external speakers 
focused on equity, diversity, 
inclusion and workplace success. 

Completed 
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 Increase alumni 
engagement. 

 Work with Durham College 
Alumni Association to develop 
strategic vision and plan to 
ensure continued relevance for 
students and alumni. 

 Evaluate return on investment 
for traditional events and 
develop strategic engagement 
opportunities. 

 Realign priorities based on 
evaluation and new reality. 

 Continue and build upon virtual 
opportunities. 

 Develop strategy to engage 
alumni who are also DC 
employees. 

 Implement measurable metric 
for alumni engagement for the 
purpose of benchmarking and 
report. 

 Work with International Office 
to conduct at least one event 
with international alumni. 

 Associate vice-president 
Development and Alumni 
Affairs 

 New strategic plan for DCAA 
complete. 

 Determined little ROI for traditional 
events – mostly attended by staff. 
Pivoting to more strategic events – 
both virtual and in-person. 

 Realigned team to better capitalize 
on strengths and new priorities like 
virtual; social media and inability to 
participate in community events. 

 Hosted several virtual events 
including AGM and networking 
events.  Planning a DC Talks for 
February. 

 Social media presence has increased 
substantially including weekly 
“Alumni in Focus” features, contests 
and app discount suppliers. 

 Developed codes for various types 
of engagement – development of 
“scoring” mechanism continues. 

 Conversations with International 
Office are ongoing. 

 Increased number of DC Alumni app 
users by 735 – now at over 4,000. 

On Track 
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7. Champion the 
necessity and 
value of life-long 
learning. 

 Continue to capitalize on 
successful experiences, 
realized as a result of COVID-
19, through the 
development of alternate 
delivery opportunities for 
students, including hyflex 
options.  

 Plan for hy-flex delivery in some 
courses of two programs. 
Planning to be completed 
March 2022, for program 
delivery fall 2022. 

 

 Executive vice president, 
Academic 

 The Advertising and Marketing 
Communications diploma and 
Advertising - Digital Media 
Management graduate certificate 
programs are delivered using a 
flexible delivery format. Over the 
past year, faculty have continued to 
refine and improve their approaches 
enabling students to develop 
portfolios and reels equal or better 
than those achieved with 
conventional program delivery. 
Adding asynchronous learning to 
make some courses hy-flex is the 
next evolution in these programs. 

On Track 
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OUR PEOPLE  
Goal:  To build upon the expertise of our employees so that they can make the best contribution to student success.   
 

We will Action Measurement/Milestone Lead Update on Actions Status 

1. Attract and 
retain highly 
qualified, creative 
and collaborative 
employees. 
 

 Achieve Top GTA 
Employer and Greenest 
Employer designations. 

 Strategically identify Durham 
College (DC) initiatives and 
milestones for inclusion in 
award applications. 

 Select employee testimonial 
representatives. 

 Promote application to all DC 
employees through electronic 
view book. 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 Achieved GTA's Top Employers 
designation, and Canada's Greenest 
Employers for 2022. 

 Article and publication released in 
Globe and Mail for GTA's Top 
Employers announcement, article in 
process for Canada's Greenest 
Employer announcement 

 Prepping for 2023 application, but 
have not received application 
outline yet 

 Working with C&M on a new 
method to gain employee 
testimonials. 
 

On Track 

 Develop tiered professional 
development (PD) session 
and launch a minimum of 
four new educational 
technology-focused PD 
sessions to support and 
advance exemplary teaching 
across a faculty's career. 

 Tiered PD sessions which cater to 
faculty's experience and expertise 
of EdTech Tools and DC Connect 
Tools, promoting professional 
development across their careers. 

 Four new educational technology 
focused PD sessions. 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 Developed and delivered levelled 
series 100 - 300 to denote 
introductory, intermediate, and 
advanced topics for all PD 
Workshops. Six new PD Workshops: 
Tool Synergies: DC Connect (300), 
Using our Advanced Interactive 
Elements (300), How to use Zoom: 
Basics (100), Zoom Level-Up Q&A 
(300), Digital Storytelling through 
Sway (200), Interactive Teaching 
with Kahoot (200), and Interactive 

Completed 
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Teaching with Miro (200). 

 Build targeted 
recruitment campaigns 
for high growth program 
areas of the college. 

 Work with Academic leadership 
to identify areas for expected 
growth. 

 Develop a promotional 
campaign for work at the 
college. 

 Track conversion of application 
hires. 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 AVP, Communications 
& Marketing 

 In collaboration with 
Communications + Marketing, a 
process was developed to 
coordinate Social Media recruitment 
campaigns. 

 Outreach to schools for Spring and 
Fall semester recruitment needs. 

 Postings for part-time teaching 
opportunities have been updated 
for all Academic Schools.  

 Applicant screening questions 
updated in the Applicant Teaching 
System (SilkRoad). 

 In person job fair on-hold. 

On Track 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Develop teams 
whose work 
exemplifies our 
mission, vision 
and values. 

 Revitalize employee PD 
sessions. 

 Implement new employee 
online training platform 
(Brightspace). 

 Redevelop mandatory training 
and ensure employees complete 
it. 

 Deliver a variety of professional 
development and wellness 
webinars for all employee 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 AVP, Human 
Resources 

 
 
 

 Brightspace platform launched in 
October 2021.  Platform 
development continues, including 
reporting capabilities. 

 Updated modules available in 
Brightspace platform. 

 Management Development Series 
delivery underway. 

 Online asynchronous Professional 

On Track 
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groups. Development opportunities and 
Wellness modules available in 
Brightspace as well as on ICE. 

 

 Respond to employee 
engagement survey 
results. 

 Develop and launch a pulse 
survey that will be delivered to 
employees three times per year 
to track engagement and 
identify areas for improvement. 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 The pulse survey project has been 
put on hold due to COVID-19. 

On Hold 

3. Be a positive 
and inclusive 
work 
environment that 
is diverse, 
respectful and 
representative of 
our community. 

 Prepare reports for 
multiple stakeholders for 
2020-2021 Equity, 
Diversity and Inclusion 
(EDI) student and 
employee surveys. 

 Create and Implement 
action plan based on Self-
Identification (self-ID) 
Survey. 

 EDI reports developed and 
provided to EDI Director in 
spring 2021. 

 Obtain, analyze and 
communicate survey results.                                      

 Develop action plans that align 
with commitments under the 
Black North Initiative, and 
include educational components 
for both staff and students. 

 Create and implement an EDI 
policy, inclusive of feedback 
from the self-ID surveys. 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 Analysis of result completed, 
development of communication and 
strategy to support institutional 
priorities related to EDI are on-going.  

 Plans to distribute the results of the 
Self-ID results are underway. 

 Director continues to work with 
Manager of C+M to support the 
distribution of results 

 Three sessions campus wide sessions 
have been held to date. 

 Two additional sessions are 
scheduled for mid-January and 
February 2022. 

 Plans are underway to present the 
results of Self-ID survey data to the 
EDI working group in February 2022 

On Track 
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 Continue to support and 
promote participation in 
the seven Indigenous 
modules, offered through 
the Centre for Teaching 
and Learning. 

 More than 50 faculty have 
completed at least one module 
by March 2022.  
 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 Dean, Students 

 333 new registrants totalling 781 
registrants overall. A total of 172  
have completed at least one module, 
and 249 completed all modules. 

Completed 

 Develop Indigenous 
Histories and 
Reconciliation course for 
faculty and staff. 

 New Indigenous Histories and 
Reconciliation course is posted 
to public domain. 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 Dean, Students 

 In development as an 
eCampusOntario VLS project with 
expected completion date of March 
2022. 

 Currently, working on finalizing the 
audio and adding it to the modules. 
It will be completed by mid-February 
2022. 

On Track 

 Provide learning 
experiences that embrace 
the Indigenous ways of 
knowing and 
acknowledge the history 
of Indigenous Peoples in 
Canada. 

 Increase employee engagement 
in workshops and training on 
the Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission of Canada: Calls to 
Action. 

 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 Dean, students 
 
 

 First Peoples Indigenous Centre 
(FPIC) is supporting CTL with 
updating and developing Indigenous 
learning modules for eCampus 
project. 

 Employees have been invited to 
participate in the Durham Indigenous 
Voices – a five-part series which 
addressed reconciliation, resistance, 
resilience, resurgence, and 
relationship building. 

 Participated in an employee dialogue 
session facilitated by the Social 
Justice Committee on Anti-
Indigenous and Anti-Muslim racism 

 Participated in a ceremony 

On Track 
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honouring the children who did not 
make it home from Indian 
Residential, Day and Industrial 
Schools in Canada. 

 DC employees have been invited to 
participate in bi-weekly Indigenous 
Learning Circles which are offered 
year-round. 

 Promote the Intercultural 
Awareness Modules to 
faculty and staff. 

 Goal is 50 percent faculty/staff 
participation in Module 1 by 
March 30, 2022. 

 Launch Module 2 in virtual 
format in May 2022. 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 Dean, Students 

 Successfully launched virtual module 
one of Intercultural Awareness 
Modules. 

 Will facilitate two Module 2 sessions 
during the winter reading week.  
Launch Modules 3-5 in May, 2022. 

On Track 

 Support the Black North 
Initiative (BNI). 
 

 Provide organizational 
leadership for the Black North 
Initiative. 

 Continue to support faculty 
involvement in: Black Student 
Success Network (BSSN) and 
Social Justice Week. Implement 
a minimum of three additional 
initiatives: (i) offer two 
unconscious bias training 
sessions for faculty; (ii)  pilot 
two unconscious bias training 
sessions for students;  (iii)  
support faculty professional 
development activities which 
address diversity, equity and 

 President’s Office 
 

 Faculty SWF’d for participation in 
BSSN. 

 Social Justice Week ran from January 
25 to 27 with events exploring timely 
social issues including homelessness, 
disability advocacy, harm reduction, 
human trafficking, and mental 
health.  

 On-going consultation provided to 
BSSN to support BNI and institutional 
priorities in addressing anti-Black 
racism. 

 Initial meetings with BSSN are 
complete, including 
recommendations on strategies for 
upcoming years’ activities and new 

On Track 
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inclusion. 
 

training sessions for all employee 
groups on the duty to accommodate 
religious observances, as well as 
preventing harassment and 
discrimination in the workplace. 

 Continue to build 
community connections 
in support of EDI. 
resources for employees 
and students. 

 Identify academic programs to 
partner with for RISE students. 

 Identify community 
organizations that align with 
supporting employee and 
student resource groups. 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 AVP, Human 
Resources 

 Preliminary conversations have 
commenced with Durham 
Community Aid Services (CAS) and 
Region of Durham to discuss possible 
partnership opportunities for RISE 
students. 

 Three (3) community outreach 
meetings were held by the Director 
to meet institutional and BNI 
strategic priorities. 

 Preliminary meetings were held with 
Woodgreen Community Services, 
Durham CAS and Region of Durham 
to support RISE program and explore 
avenues for student placement. 

On Track 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Empower and 
support 
employees to be 
entrepreneurial, 
innovative and 
strategic. 

 Initiate an applied 
research mentoring 
program for faculty. 
 

 Initiate mentoring program for 
faculty for launch in winter 
2022. 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 Draft manual has been finalized and 
approved by ALT. Mentor-Mentee 
application forms to be finalized, 
along with communications plan for 
roll-out. 

 Launch will be delayed until Fall 
20222. 

Delayed 
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 Create a series of seven 
research modules aimed at 
faculty to provide an 
overview of the research 
process. 

 To be delivered in at least one 
semester in 2021-2022. 
Targeting a minimum 
participation of eight faculty per 
semester.    

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 Fourteen participants successfully 
completed the Fundamentals of 
Applied Research course in the Fall 
2021 session, during seven 2-hour 
workshops delivered bi-weekly.  
Content was made available in DC 
Connect and workshops were 
delivered by Research Coordinators 
and a manager. Upon completion, 
feedback from participants was very 
positive and plans are underway to 
deliver the course again in the near 
future.   

Completed 

 Develop and maintain a 
repository of key 
messages, facts and 
figures that can be 
leveraged by employees 
across the organization. 

 Develop a centralized set of key 
messages will ensure a 
consistent approach to the 
language and examples used to 
demonstrate the college’s 
successes and achievements, as 
well as clearly articulate our 
positioning, goals and objectives 
by September 2021. 

 Communicate new information 
repository to all staff for use by 
October 2021. 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 AVP, Communications 
& Marketing 

 Due to the furlough process, as well 
as the fact that other areas in the 
organization are developing facts and 
figures dashboard to be included on 
the website, this action item is no 
longer required. 

Cancelled 
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 Encourage Student Affairs 
employees to develop 
innovative ways to 
support students by 
supporting new ideas. 

 Review service delivery models 
to utilize technology and other 
creative ways to serve students 
during the pandemic. 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 Dean, students 

 Access and Support Centre (ASC) is 
using Teamviewer for virtual 
installations and training software 

 Career Development – Implemented 
the use of slido and Articulate into 
resource tools and webinars. 

 Developed new COVID-19 screening 
process at CES offices to ensure a 
safe work environment.  e.g. QR 
code created and linked to the DC 
COVID-19 screening tool. 

 Created Career webinars delivered 
synchronously in class and outside 
of class time via MS Teams/Zoom or 
asynchronously via Instagram. 

 Moved fully to Live Chat to provide 
students with daily access to 
Financial Aid experts. 

 Moved to “paperless” office by 
encouraging uploading of all OSAP 
related supporting documentation. 

 Implemented Electronic BSWD 
application adjudication and 
approval. 

Completed 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Strengthen our 
organizational 
culture to 
prioritize the 
health and 
wellness of our 
employees. 

 Develop an integrated 
college mental health 
wellness framework for 
employees. 
 

 Through the participation of the 
college wellness committee, 
Human Resources will work with 
the Campus Health and Wellness 
Centre using the Psychological 
Health and Safety in the Workplace 
National Standard of Canada to 
conduct a gap analysis and develop 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 Dean, students 

 Developed in partnership between 
Human Resources and Campus 
Health and Wellness Centre, and 
through the Wellness Committee, 
the campus Framework on Wellness 
is complete. 

 Framework has been presented to 

Completed 
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goals to begin implementation of 
the new framework for employees.  

 

the Board of Governors, and to DCLT.  
Scorecard to capture and measure 
initiatives in development. 

 Fully implement a 
Remote Work Policy 

 Finalize the policy and develop a 
guide for supervisors and 
employees on remote work 
arrangements. 

 Hold information sessions with 
staff to review the policy and 
guide. 

 Review feedback and adjust as 
needed. 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 AVP, Human 
Resources 

 Remote Work Policy updated and 
posted in June. 

 In collaboration, Human Resources 
and IT lead discussion on the future 
of work, and the Remote Work 
Policy, during Leadership planning 
day. 

 PD session for managers and staff to 
follow. 

Completed 
 
 

 

 Promote the provision of 
massage therapy 
treatments for employees 
by students enrolled in 
the college’s Massage 
Therapy program to 
enable students to 
achieve the hands-on 
requirements for their 
programs, as public 
health requirements 
allow. 

 Promote the massage therapy 
services across the campus 
community. 

 Deliver five treatment hours per 
week to employees in the fall 
2021 and winter 2022 
semesters. 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 SPA closed in December 2021 with a 
reopening target of January 31, 2022. 
Service will be promoted to 
staff/faculty on reopening. 

On Track 
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OUR WORK 
Goal:  To be leaders in teaching and learning while responsibly managing resources, ensuring good governance and strategically investing in our future.  
 

We will Actions Measurement/Milestone Lead Update on Actions Status 

1. Create an 
environment that 
inspires idea 
generation, bold 
leadership and 
purposeful 
innovation that 
aligns with the 
evolution of work. 
 

 Share and celebrate 
employee 
accomplishments across 
the institution as we 
highlight innovative 
approaches to, and 
excellence in, teaching for 
individuals and teaching 
teams and program teams 
that includes all staff and 
departments. 

 Development of a video 
presentation to be shared on 
the Centre for Teaching and 
Learning (CTL) website. 

 President’s Office 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 Associate vice-
president, 
Development and 
Alumni Affairs 

 Faculty Spotlight videos posted on 
the CTL website that celebrates 
faculty practices.  The website is 
updated monthly. 
https://durhamcollege.ca/ctl/blog/bl
og-posts/ 

Completed 

 The international 

recruitment team will 

continue to develop a 

virtual recruitment 

strategy for international 

students. The strategy will 

determine how virtual 

recruitment will play a 

part of our recruitment 

moving forward. 

 The plan will be finalized by June 
30, 2021.  

 A secondary plan will also be 
developed by June 30, 2021 in 
case return to in person 
activities can resume by the fall 
intake. 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 Finalized and implemented (virtual 
recruitment).  Application, 
confirmation, and payment targets 
were exceeded.  Recorded 36% 
increase in application processing 
during the fall and winter semester 
intakes. 

Completed 
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 Fully integrate virtual 
appointments for 
counselling, accessibility 
coaching, assistive 
technology, and peer 
coaching to decrease 
barriers for students to 
ensure increased access. 

 Monitor no-show appointments 
for virtual appointments to 
compare to in-person no-show 
rates. 

 Gather feedback from students 
regarding the new practices and 
impact of support services. 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 Dean, students 

 Virtual appointments are fully 
integrated into all areas of ASC. 

 Survey has been developed and 
distributed to students to gather 
feedback.  

 Monitoring ‘no show’ rates 
compared to when appointments 
offered only face-to-face. 

Completed 
 

 Host a conference 
focusing on the future 
and technology for the 
information technology 
organizations of the 
Ontario postsecondary 
sector. 

 Select a platform for a virtual 
conference.  

 Identify and contract keynote 
speakers. 

 Work with colleges to get 
college presentations. 

 Work with vendors to get 
vendor presentations. 

 Host virtual conferences in June 
2021. 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 The conference was hosted 
successfully in June 2021. 
Approximately 770 people attended 
the conference. 

Completed 

 Promote internal and 

external awards for 

exemplary employees, 

programs and services. 

 

 Nominate faculty for the 
college’s annual Employee 
Excellence Awards. 

 Nominate faculty and/or 
programs for external awards 
including CICan Awards of 
Excellence, Chair Academy 
Awards and World Federation of 
Colleges and Polytechnics 
Awards of Excellence. 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 Employee Awards of Excellence 
awarded at a ceremony in 
September 2021. 

 One faculty member was nominated 
for and won the Chair Academy’s 
2021 Exemplary Leadership Award.  

Completed 
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 Make seed funds available 

to faculty to support up to 

four small projects ($2,000 

or less each) to develop 

faculty applied research 

skills and plan for future 

grant applications in winter 

2022 (dependent on 

availability of funds). 

 Seed funding offered by March 
2022, and granted to up to four 
projects. 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 To be determined if external funds 
will be available. 

Delayed 

2. Lead in the 
development of 
transformational 
programs, 
services and 
systems that 
enhance the 
student 
experience. 
   

 Promote options for 
flexible remote testing to 
support access plans for 
faculty and academic 
departments. 

 Increased proportion of remote 
testing, from pre-pandemic 
(2019-2020) levels. 

Executive vice president, 
Academic 

 Test Centre website has been 
updated to advertise both in-person 
and remote testing services at both 
campuses; registration portal 
amended to allow students and 
faculty to indicate their preferred 
testing mode. 

 New contract invigilators have been 
hired and oriented to provide 
invigilation services in either format. 

 Approximately 31% of all tests at 
Oshawa Test Centre were invigilated 
remotely in 2021. 

On Track 

 Refresh the new full-time 
faculty orientation 
program to support 
onboarding, including 
preparation for the first 
weeks of teaching and 
overviews of available 
supports and professional 
development 

 Deliver new full-time faculty 
orientation program prior to fall 
2021 semester.  

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 New full-time faculty orientation 
program developed to reflect current 
approaches and practices. New 
program delivered in January 2022 to 
new full-time faculty. 

Completed 
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opportunities. 

 Develop strategies to 
create a sense of 
community among 
international students 
through creative use of 
on-campus spaces and 
encouraging new ways for 
students to share their 
culture.   

 Host a number of cultural-
sharing activities. 
 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 Successfully co-hosted two virtual 
meet and greet events with DCSA in 
Fall of 2021. 

 Successfully hosted a virtual IE meet 
and greet in January (adapted from 
in-person event). Global Cafe 
planned to launch as soon as this is 
possible in-person.  Contingency 
plans for gathering limits has been 
considered. 

On Track 

 Campus Food Services.  Revitalize our campus food 
service portfolio utilizing our 
new relationship with 
Chartwells. 

 Oshawa Marketplace, South 
Wing Starbucks, South Village 
Dining Hall, Whitby Café and 
Subway installations scheduled 
in 2021. 

 To promote and educate 
students, faculty and staff on 
healthy food choices and 
options. 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 Oshawa Marketplace 
branding/franchise makeover 
completed and opened for start of 
Fall semester. 

 South Village makeover is completed 
and operational for start of semester. 

 South Wing Starbucks is in the design 
stage and on track. 

 Whitby Subway (Part of Phase IV 
CSTT) is under construction. 
Marginally delayed and forecasting a 
late fall opening. 

On Track 
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 Implement new call 
centre technology. 

 Determine requirements for 
new system. 

 Procure new system. 

 Implement new system and 
train users. 

 Go live with call centre’s 
telephony system by March 31, 
2022.  

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 Requirements were determined and 
the system was procured. 

 The IT Service Desk went live with 
the call centre’s telephony system in 
December 2021. 

 Further rollout of the system will 
continue in the winter semester. 

On Track 

 Enhance cyber security by 
implementing a domain 
name system firewall. 

 Design solution. 

 Finalize agreement with 
Canadian Internet Registration 
Authority. 

 Implement solution by March 
31, 2022. 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 AVP, IT Services 

 The solution was designed for the 
college network and implemented 
August 2021. 

Completed 

 Redesign program 
webpages to highlight key 
selling features and 
program uniqueness 
based on user-testing and 
industry best practices. 

 Program page redesign 
completed by December 2021. 

 Increase the average time on all 
program pages by 25 per cent, 
which would equal visitors 
spending an additional 20 
seconds on program pages per 
visit. 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 

 Due to a resignation, this project is 
on hold until the new manager 
responsible for this portfolio is in 
place. 

 Consultation and audit of program 
pages with Search Engine People 
complete. 

 Next steps will be determined in 
late Fall. 

On Hold 

 Expand the reach of the 
Indigenous Student 
Success Network in 
collaboration with 
Ontario Tech University, 
Fleming College and Trent 
University. 

 Connect students with 
Indigenous learning 
opportunities, access to wider 
variety of Elders and Traditional 
Knowledge Keeps, networking 
and social programming. 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 Dean, students 

 Monthly ISSN social programming 
will commence in September 2021. 

 Programming will be student-led, 
and will provide opportunities for 
students to connect with 
community Elders and Traditional 
Knowledge Keepers. 

On Track 
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 Provide effective, 
targeted financial aid 
programming to increase 
access and retention. 

 Deliver financial aid programs 
that provide enhanced food 
security 

 Deliver financial aid program to 
support student participating in 
frontline Work Integrated 
Learning. 

 Deliver government financial aid 
program to support students 
access and participation in 
micro-credential programs 

 Partner with community 
agencies to promote and 
support access to post-
secondary education for 
underrepresented populations. 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 Dean, students 

 Implemented food bursaries to 
provide short term financial 
support via EFT to students 
experiencing food insecurity. 

 Partnered with EDI and HCS to 
secure financial support for 
Frontline Practical Nursing 
students participating in 
placements during fall 2021 
semester. 

 Provide access and financial 
support to students taking four 
Ministry approved Micro 
Credential programs. 

 Provide monthly outreach to OW 
staff and clients providing 
information and access to post- 
secondary funding. 

On Track 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 To support the strategic 
discussion of the Board of 
Governors, and capitalize 
on the co-location, the 
leadership teams of 
Durham College and 
Ontario Tech University 
will explore opportunities 
to collaborate. 
 

 Provide a status update on the 
areas of collaboration with 
Ontario Tech to the Board by 
March 2022. 

 President’s Office  A report highlighting areas of 
collaboration between Durham 
College and Ontario Tech was shared 
with the Board at its December 2021 
meeting. 

 The Board will receive the signed 
terms of reference for the Joint 
Institutional Planning Committee at 
its meeting in February 2022. 

Completed 
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 Deliver state of the art 
fitness and sport facilities 
on campus. 

 Open new Fitness Centre at the 
Whitby campus. 

 Open new softball facility 
Oshawa campus. 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 Dean, students 

 New Fitness Centre at Whitby 
Campus opened to students and 
staff early in October. 

 New softball facility phase one is 
completed and has been open to 
community user groups this 
summer as well as for our student 
programming and varsity team use. 

 Phase two which includes the 
bleachers for 400, press box and 
storage shed have permits and 
installation will proceed in Spring 
22’.  

Completed 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Be at the 
forefront of the 
evolving practices 
of teaching, 
learning and 
applied research. 

 Update the Faculty 
Competency Matrix to 
embrace and reflect 
knowledge and skills 
required to be a 
responsive and flexible 
educator for the 
contemporary student. 

 Revised and update Faculty 
Competency Matrix by February 
2022. 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 Review in process; revision planned 
for winter 2022. 

Delayed 

 Implement phase 1 of the 
Scholarship of Teaching 
and Learning (SoTL) 
framework (call for 
proposals, project 
development, research, 
project completion, 
dissemination of 
learning). 

 Launch SoTL call for proposals.  
Provide guidance in project 
development and preparation, 
and initial phases of research. 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 SoTL launch and call for proposals 
completed.  6 projects, spanning 5 
academic schools selected. Kickoff 
and project planning set to begin 
mid-September. Webpage 
launched: 
https://durhamcollege.ca/ctl/sotl/s
otl-at-dc/ 

 Five projects have moved forward 
to the research and/or data analysis 

On Track 
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stage.  One project was suspended 
until the next call for proposals. 

 Develop a faculty toolkit 
aligning educational 
technology, pedagogical 
reasoning and active 
learning. 

 Development of a minimum of 
five infographic cards 
connecting specific teaching and 
learning strategies with 
matching eLearning tools, 
aligned with the pedagogical 
reasoning/explanation. 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 Re-scoped based on faculty need. 
Faculty toolkit for Flexible Delivery 
developed on DC Connect focusing 
on eLearning tools and pedagogical 
approaches to support flexible 
delivery. 

 A second faculty toolkit is planned 
for next fiscal year as a potential 
eCampusOntario Virtual Learning 
Strategy project. A proposal was 
submitted to eCampusOntario in 
collaboration with two other 
colleges for funding to support the 
project. 

Delayed 

 Launch DC's fifth 
research centre, with 
a focus on Social 
Innovation. 

 Research centre launched in 
spring 2021 and event hosted in 
fall 2021, ideally with Tri-Agency 
funding to support the event. 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 Centre launched June 2021. Social 
Sciences and Humanities Research 
Council Connection Grant received 
to support an event to be held in 
2022. 

On Track 
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 Successfully complete 
year four of Natural 
Science and 
Engineering Research 
Council (NSERC) 
Innovation 
Enhancement (IE) 
Grant in Artificial 
Intelligence by 
initiating eight projects, 
training 24 students, 
and developing three 
new partnerships. 

 Complete eight projects, train 
24 students, develop three 
partnerships by February 2022. 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 On track to successfully end On Year 4 
of the NSERC grant, exceeding the 
number of projects completed, 
students trained, and partnerships 
developed. New Project Manager 
hired to support AI Hub activities. 

o 20 projects initiated. 
o 12 projects completed. 
o 32 students trained. 

 9 partnerships initiated. 

On Track 

 Initiate the NSERC IE 
Grant in 
Cybersecurity, with 
four projects, training 
ten students, and 
developing three new 
partnerships. 

 Initiate three projects, train 10 
students, develop three new 
partnerships by February 2022. 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 
 

 Grant initiated and on track.  Project 
coordinator hired but subsequently left 
for other employment.  New 
recruitment underway 

o 6 projects initiated. 
o 3 projects completed. 
o 11 students trained. 

 4 new partnerships initiated. 

On Track 

 Commission the 
Cybersecurity Research 
Lab using Canada 
Foundation for Innovation 
/Ontario Research Fund 
grants. 

 Lab commissioned and 
operational by March 2022. 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 
 
 
 

 J Block building finalized as location is 
currently under renovation. 

 RFPs for equipment issued. 

On Track 

 Successfully complete year 
two for the three College 
and Community Social 
Innovation Fund (CCSIF) 
grants, which involve 

 Year two of the CCSIF projects 
completed by March 2022, and 
Applied Research Rapid 
Response COVID project fully 
completed by September 2021. 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 Applied Research Rapid Response to 
COVID-19 Fund project with Big 
Brother Big Sisters completed by 
December 2021. Year 2 of CCSIF 
projects is on target. Anticipate 

On Track 
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supporting external 
collaborations; successfully 
complete the Applied 
Research Rapid Response 
to COVID funded project. 

extension for some of the CCSIFs due 
to difficulties posed by pandemic. 

 Successfully initiate and 
complete the Ontario 
Council on Articulation and 
Transfer funded project 
entitled Understanding 
Transfer Experience in the 
Skilled Trades. 

 Research study initiated and 
reporting requirements met. 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 Research funding awarded, PI hired 
and project in progress. 

On Track 

 Develop space plan 
options and implement 
requirements for Durham 
Region Police Service 
leased space in the Gordon 
Willey building. 

 Determine requirements for 
optimum space utilization. 

 Develop engineered designs as 
appropriate defined by existing 
space. 
 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 Chief financial officer 

 Space plan developed for upper level 
of the area – new home of 
Professional and Part-time Learning 
(PPL). Architectural design is under 
development. 

 Partial design for lower level of the 
area. Decision made to proceed with 
allocation of majority of ground floor 
space to School of Justice and 
Emergency Services (JES).  

On Track 

 Develop space plan 
options and implement 
requirements for facilities 
in J Block Building. 

 Establish an innovation 
and applied research hub 
within J Block. 
 

 Determine requirements for 
optimum space utilization. 

 Facilitate space on a least cost 
basis for 2021-2022, with longer 
term plan for full 
renovation/repurposing. 
Implementation plan as funding 
is identified. 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 Chief financial officer 

 Executive vice-
president, Academic 

 

 Architectural design is in 
development. Construction package 
tendered and bids received. Award 
expected January/February. Entire 
building to be focused on innovation 
and applied research (Cyber security, 
AI Hub, ORSIE offices). 

On Track 
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 Establish an innovation, 
disruptor committee to 
explore transformative 
program and service 
ideas. 
 

 Committee is formed and an 
annual report produced. 

 Develop task force mandate. 

 Develop strategic planning 
document. 

 Develop differentiation strategy 
and resource plan. 

 Develop organizational 
engagement plan. 

 President’s Office  The Innovation & Disruption 
Catalyst Group (IDCG) has been 
established and terms of reference, 
including a mandate, has been 
approved. 

 The IDCG sponsored the Hofstede 
cultural survey in fall 2021; over 
50% of full-time employees 
responded to the survey.  
Discussions are ongoing to 
understand the results and to 
determine further actions. 

 High-level results from the Hofstede 
cultural survey will be shared with 
administrators at a town hall in 
March; additional messaging to be 
rolled out more broadly this spring. 

 On January 31, the IDCG will launch 
its first initiative. The Share Your 
Story campaign is intended to 
collect stories of innovative and 
creative things currently happen at 
DC. 

 The IDCG will launch a second 
initiative in Spring 2022 to 
encourage ideation and 
collaboration through the 
submission of ideas aligned with the 
College’s strategic pillars 

 The IDCG is also putting together a 
request for proposal to acquire an 

On Track 
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idea management platform. 

 Complete development of 
Whitby Stellar Drive 
entrance, parking lot and 
yard landscaping along 
with site storm water 
management plan. 

 Manage implementation of plan 
as approved through the Site 
Plan Agreement with the Town 
of Whitby.  

 Landscape work to complement 
the new north side entrance 
involving student programs. 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 Chief financial officer 
 

 Stellar Drive entrance is opened 
along with majority of redesigned 
and resurfaced asphalt parking 
surfaces. Stormwater management 
system integrated as part of 
construction.  

Completed 

4. Maximize 
resources and 
processes in all 
aspects of our 
business. 

 Expand utility of Hired 
Portal/Orbis Outcome 
platform for management of 
work-integrated learning at 
DC by adding new 
functionality and scaling 
use. 

 
 

  Develop and launch new co-
operative education module on 
the platform. 

 Develop new workflows to scale 
use of Experiential/Field 
Placement Module in schools of 
Business, IT & Management and 
Justice & Emergency Services 
from two programs to 11 total. 

 Enhance functionality of Orbis 
Outcome portal through 
addition of new global features, 
where feasible. Expanded 
Banner integration and addition 
of agreement tracking will be 
explored. 

 Review and update common 
landing pages on the Hired 
portal to reflect the addition of 
experiential learning modules. 

 Create user resources to support 
experiential-learning use of the 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 Dean, students 

 A draft of the Co-op module 
configuration is complete. 
Implementation and launch 
schedule are being reviewed. 

 Seven additional programs in BITM 
and JES have launched courses in 
the Hired Portal for field placement 
management for a total of nine 
programs to date. Additional 
programs are scheduled to launch in 
the Winter semester. 

 Created DC ORBIS User Working 
Group to orchestrate the use of 
ORBIS across the College (in 
collaboration with ORSIE). 

 Experiential/Field Placement 
module manual has been drafted.  

Completed 
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platform. 

 Develop a School of 
Professional and Part-
time Learning (PPL) 
dashboard in Tableau to 
enhance registration and 
activity reporting and 
provide improved access 
to decision-making data. 

 

 By March 31, 2022, implement a 
PPL dashboard in Tableau to 
improve reporting practices. 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 
 
 

 Due to ongoing delays in Tableau 
training as the result of higher 
priorities, the actual dashboard has 
not yet been created. However, 
conceptualization of the dashboard 
structure will be complete by fiscal 
year-end. 

Delayed 

 Develop DC Open Data 
Visualization to provide 
DC website visitors with 
information as approved 
by Student Data 
Governance Committee. 

 Dashboard prepared and posted 
on DC website by March 2022. 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 Visualization developed; approval in 
progress. 

On Track 

 Rebuild international 
enrolment, reaching 
2019-2020 targets in 
2022-2023. 

 Focus on country 
diversification and market 
development. 

 Enrolment targets: 
o Spring 962 
o Fall 1, 881 
o Winter 2,152 

 Recruitment countries: 90 
 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 International enrolment targets 
were set as part of the 2022/2023 
enrolment planning meetings. 
Pending day ten Winter 2022 
actuals, enrolment forecasts 
position us to realize targets in the 
coming year. Global diversity 
remains a high priority but may be 

On Track 
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adjusted due to the impacts of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. 

 Rebuild domestic 
enrolment, reaching 
2019-2020 targets in 
2022-2023. 

 

 Enrolment targets: 
o Spring 2,086 
o Fall 9,016 
o Winter 8, 874 

 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 Domestic enrolment targets were 
set as part of the 2022/2023 
enrolment planning meetings.  

 Targets reflect an anticipated 
increase in domestic enrolment for 
high-demand programs, with plans 
to launch a new flexible learning 
model to engage a non-direct 
applicant audience.  

 Pending day ten Winter 2022 
actuals, enrolment forecasts 
position us to realize targets in the 
coming year.     

 In collaboration with C&M, 
launched 2022/2023 prospect 
working group to target key areas 
and support an increase in 
applications and conversions. 

On Track 
 

 Collaborate with 
Information Technology 
Services and Registrar’s 
Office to develop, 
implement and test Phase 
2 co-operative education 

 Develop and implement Phase 2 
approval and transfer work 
flows, where resources permit, 
by March 31, 2021. 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 Phase 1 self service application form 
is in use on the student portal. 
Improvements to Co-op Pre-
Admissions Cognos report are 
ongoing. 

 Detailed requirements have been 

On Track 
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workflow system for co-
op application and 
transfer process. Evaluate 
Phase 1 implementation 
and update, where 
needed. 

documented for Phase 2 Co-op 
Application Processing Module 
focused on automating the 
processing of applications and 
reporting. Development and testing 
are underway. On track for 
implementation in March 2022. 

 Deliver a 2021-2022 
budget that optimizes 
resources and reduces 
expenses. 
 

 Achieve a reduction in expenses 
or increase in revenues 
compared to the approved 
budget. 
 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 Chief financial officer 
 

 The current forecast indicates that 
the financial results for fiscal 2021-22 
will be better than the approved 
deficit budget.  

On Track 

 Review student wellbeing 
procedure and conduct 
focus group with teams 
that have used current 
format to support 
students experiencing 
extreme mental health 
challenges. 

 Decrease duplication of services 
utilized for mental health 
supports on campus by 
enhancing communication and 
supports between The Access 
and Support Centre and the 
Campus Health Centre and 
academic schools and 
community agencies.  

 Create one point of contact to 
assist with case management.   
 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 Dean, students 

 Reviewed current policies and 
procedures and new policy draft is 
close to completion. 

Completed 

 Support improved 
processes through the 
college-wide launch of a 
comprehensive event 
strategy that considers all 
DC events to create a 
cohesive information 

 Hold two-to-three consultation 
meetings with key stakeholders 
to review the strategy and 
collect feedback. Completed by 
June 2021. 

 Develop the event resources 
tool-kit to accompany the 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 AVP, Communications 
& Marketing 

 Consultations have been completed. 

 The event resources tool-kit is 
complete and includes: event 
planning checklist, evite guidelines, 
branded templates, event materials 
request form, promotional items 
request form. The event resources 

On Track 
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sharing process that 
ensures event activity at 
DC is well coordinated 
and communicated. 

 
 

launch of the strategy. 
Completed by June 2021. 

 Launch the strategy campus-
wide by September 2021. 

tool-kit will be available when the 
strategy launches. 

 Distribution of the event strategy 
was delayed due to the pause of in-
person events caused by COVID. It 
will be shared with the admin group 
via email (with a note to share with 
their teams) by the end of January 
2022. 

 Develop and promote 
conservation demand 
management (CDM) 
programs in support of 
DC’s sustainability goals. 

 Implement Battery Storage 
Program for Oshawa campus. 

 Development of Combined Heat 
and Power Plan for micro-
gridding the Whitby campus. 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 

 The CDM program remains in place 
along with the Battery Energy 
Storage System (BESS) and Combined 
Heat and Power (CHP) Projects. BESS 
project awarded to Powerflex/EDF 
Renewables. Design under 
development. The (CHP) project for 
Whitby was delayed as Oshawa 
Power and Utilities Corporation 
(OPUC) backed away. However, 
Elexicon (Local Electrical Utility for 
Whitby) has now stepped in and we 
are working with them on a new 
development plan for 
implementation in 2022-2023. 

On Track 

 Successfully complete 
Building For Skills 
campaign to support 
Centre for Skilled Trades 
and Technology. 

 Qualify at least 100 additional 
major gift prospects. 

 Initiate or continue cultivation 
of at least 100 new major gift 
prospects. 

 Conduct a minimum of 50 major 
gift solicitations. 

 Associate vice-
president, 
Development and 
Alumni Affairs. 

 Currently at $9.3 million or 93% of 
the $10 million goal.  Aiming to 
complete by end of fiscal. 

 221 major gift prospects qualified. 

 92 major gift prospects in active 
cultivation. 

 55 major gifts made or in progress: 

On Track 
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 Launch family campaign – 
Whitby Campus. 

 Close two additional 
transformational gifts. 

 Refocus DC Foundation Board to 
include fundraising as part of 
their mandate. 

33 confirmed (+6 under $10K), 5 
declined, 11 pending 

 Family campaign across all campuses 
raised over $50,000. 

 Two transformational gifts closed – 
DCSA and OPG. One more underway. 

 DC Foundation Board restructure is 
complete. Agendas have been 
revised to include a strategic focus 
and members are becoming active in 
fundraising. 

 Increase alumni annual 
giving 

 Develop a pipeline of 60-100 
new alumni prospects (targeted 
to donate less than $500). 

 Develop process to identify 
prospective alumni who can 
participate in the Alumni Leader 
Program (able to give over $500) 

 Launch Coffee Chats with alumni 
prospects. 

 Cultivate alumni relationships 
with major gift prospects 
($10,000 plus) ensuring three 
major gift prospects are in 
cultivation or solicitation stages. 

 Develop tailored recognition 
program for alumni donors. 

 Associate vice-
president, 
Development and 
Alumni Affairs 

 Focus for September as part of “close 
the gap” campaign. 

 Coffee chats have been delayed due 
to Covid – hope to reactivate in 
Fall/Winter of this FY. 

 50 potential alumni leaders 
identified; 32 requests made; 18 new 
alumni leaders bringing current total 
to 32. 

 Hosted an in-person wine tasting and 
food pairing in September. 

 7 alumni major gift prospects; 5 
proposals submitted; 1 for $500,000. 

On Track 

 Introduce new innovative 
donor stewardship 
practices to expand 
communication 

 Increase strategic donor 
communications ensuring five-
to-six touchpoints per year. 

 Create individualized 

 Associate vice-
president, 
Development and 
Alumni Affairs  

 Ongoing – introduced quarterly 
newsletter.  

 Significant activity with 
transformational donors. 

On Track 
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initiatives. stewardship initiatives for 
transformative donors. 

 Award honorary credential. 

 Complete Whitby campus Donor 
Wall and donor naming’s. 

 Implement Memorial Tree 
Planting Program if campus 
activities return to normal. 

 Honorary credential on hold until in-
person convocation can be held. 
Have identified several prospective 
recipients. 

 Whitby campus opening event 
delayed to spring due to January 
Covid restrictions. 

 Consider after campaign completion. 

5. Support 
Effective College 
Governance 

 Provide data and validate 
metrics for Strategic 
Mandate Agreement 3 
2021-2022 Year Two 
Evaluation Report. 

 Report evaluated and feedback 
provided by fall 2021. 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 Validation complete and SMA3 
workbook has been submitted to the 
Ministry of Colleges and Universities 
on January 21, 2022. 

On Track 

 Enhance and clarify the 
academic integrity 
procedures that align with 
DC's policy and 
procedure. 

 Development of academic 
integrity process flowchart and 
related resources for each: 
faculty and students. 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 Website, flowchart, templates, and 
referral information launched in ICE 
for faculty. Infographic and four new 
videos completed. Student-facing 
website completed and available 
under Learning Resources on MyDC: 
https://durhamcollege.ca/mydc/lear
ning-resources/academic-integrity 

Completed 

 Support the DC Board of 
Governors by onboarding 
six new incoming 
governors and assist with 
the transition of a new 
chair and vice-chair. 

 An orientation session for 
incoming governors is held in 
the fall of 2021, either in-person 
or in a virtual format. 

 A minimum of two professional 
development opportunities are 
offered to the Board by March 
2022. 

 President’s Office  An in-person Board orientation was 
held on September 9, 2021. 

 A Board Learn More series on 
governance and governance models 
was held on September 23, 2021. 

 A Board Learn More series on risk 
management was held on October 
4, 2021. 

Completed 
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 A Board Learn More series on the 
College’s EDI initiatives was held on 
November 4, 2021. 

 A Board Learn More series on the 
College’s cyber risk program was 
held on December 1, 2021. 

 

 Demonstrate leadership 
at the Board level by 
supporting equity, 
diversity and inclusion 
initiatives. 

 A professional development 
session on an equity, diversity, 
and inclusion topic (e.g., 
unconscious bias) is offered to 
the Board by March 2022. 

 A professional development 
session about the First Peoples 
Indigenous Centre is offered to 
the Board by March 2022. 

 The Board’s recruitment and 
onboarding process is reviewed 
to identify potential 
enhancements to support 
diversity, equity and inclusion. 

 A presentation is made to the 
Board about the College’s 
equity, diversity, and inclusion 
self-identification survey results 
by March 2022. 

 President’s Office 

 Chief administrative 
officer 
 

 Presentation to the BOG on the Self-
ID survey occurred on November 4, 
as scheduled. 

Completed 
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 Support a review of the 
Board’s governance 
model. 

 A generative discussion about 
the Board’s philosophy of 
governance is held by March 
2022. 

 If enhancements or 
improvements to the Board’s 
governance model are 
identified, a plan of action is 
developed by March 2022. 

 President’s Office  A Board Learn More series on 
governance and governance models 
was held on September 23, 2021. 

 The Board issued a request for 
proposals in December 2021 for a 
consultant to assist the Board in 
conducting a governance review; 
the Executive Committee is 
currently working through the 
evaluation process. 

On Track 

 Support the continued 
implementation of the 
2020-2023 Strategic Plan. 

 A plan of action to start the 
renewal of the strategic plan is 
presented to the Board by 
February 2022. 

 President’s Office  The Board will be engaging in a 
reflective exercise at its retreat in 
March 2022 after interviewing 
community leaders, and will 
participate in a strategic planning 
workshop. 

 Following the Board retreat in 
March 2022, recommendations on 
next steps will come forward. 

 Board to be updated on the 2023-
2026 strategic plan process in 
March 2022 – following Board 
member community consultations. 

 Recommendations on next steps, 
and results from DCLT Strategic Plan 
review session held in the Fall, will 
be presented in March with the 
update. 

On Track 
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Goal:  To drive the economic, social and environmental success of our communities. 
 

We will Actions Measurement/Milestone Lead Update on Actions Status 

1. Establish and 
strengthen 
sustainable 
partnerships 
locally and 
internationally 
with industry, 
government, 
community 
and alumni. 
 

 Widen the EnactusDC 
competition scope to 
include international 
student challenges and 
continue to build 
FastStart SHIFT’s 
international partner 
network to help advance 
social entrepreneurship. 
 

 Participate in two-to-three 
international competitions or 
challenges in 2021-2022 (e.g., 
Digital Inclusion Challenge of 
2020). Develop one new 
strategic international partner 
to support the FastStart SHIFT 
program (i.e. faculty 
participation as an End Poverty 
Innovation Challenge board 
member). 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 The EnactusDC team plans to 
participate in competitions and 
challenges as they arise as well as the 
Regionals and National competitions 
in Spring 2022. rCycle is a new 
international partner that EnactusDC 
has built a project around. Faculty 
continue to participate as an EPIC 
(End Poverty Innovation Challenge) 
board member. Noting that COVID 
travel restrictions have limited 
opportunities, the team is actively 
searching for international 
competitions/challenges in which to 
participate. 

On Track 

 Successfully complete and 
launch Kenyan Education 
for Employment Project 
(KEFEP) 01 Documentary, 
funded by Government of 
Canada, in collaboration 
with key stakeholders 
including Colleges and 
Institutes Canada (admin 
agency, three Kenyan 
Ministry of Education 
authorities, and 12 
National Polytechnics. 

 Complete and launch 
documentary by August 2021. 

 Increase media promotion of DC 
as lead for KEFEP 01 
Documentary. 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 Completed, leading to development 
of one long documentary and six 
short documentaries in three 
languages (Swahili, French, and 
English). Completed in partnership 
with six DC students and one DC 
faculty. 

 Completed, for initial media 
promotion of DC role in documentary 
and in progress for additional media 
promotion in Fall 2021. 

Completed 
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 Successfully complete 
phase one of the Young 
Africa Works - 06 project 
including the launch of 
the new Electrical Level 3 
curriculum. 

 

 Completion of project 
milestones 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 Project Complete: December 15, 
2021.  

 Deliverables include: Electrical Level 
3 Curriculum; CBET development 
workshops; gender equity workshop 
series; IT equipment upgrades at 
Eldoret National Polytechnic; and 
syllabi. 

 New program curriculum is 
complete (Electrical Level 3), set to 
launch in Sept at Kitale, official 
“opening” of new CBET centre. 

Completed 

 Successfully complete the 
next phase of the Pacific 
Alliance Project including 
the completion of five 
inter-ministerial 
workshops and multiple 
coaching sessions to 
develop a marketing 
campaign. 

 Completion of project 
milestones 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 In collaboration with partner 
institutions, marketing networks are 
now established in each country.  

 4/6-8 inter-ministerial regional 
workshops are complete. Workshop 
5 was delivered on January 24, 
2022.   

 Pending ongoing travel planning and 
review, the project team continues 
to budget for inbound travel group 
to Canada in May/June 2022 or Fall 
2022 and outbound travel to final 
PA EFE Forum in Feb 2023 

On Track 
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 Project extended until March 2023. 

 Implement two Mitacs-
funded projects with 
Reachout Inc. and the 
City of Oshawa. 

 

 Two Mitacs projects 
implemented in the year. 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 The Mitacs-funded project with the 
City of Oshawa is underway and on 
track, marking Durham College's 
first-ever postdoctoral fellowship; 
first undergraduate-level internship 
completed.  

 The first phase of the project with 
Reachout Inc. was completed, and 
the second phase will resume in 
2022. 

 A third Mitacs project was awarded 
in 2021-2022 and will launch during 
Winter 2022. 

On Track 

 Work with existing and 
new employers to create 
new job opportunities for 
community clients and 
meet labour market 
demands. 

 Strengthen connections 
with community partners 
to provide holistic 
approach to clients facing 
barriers to employment. 

 Place clients in new 
employment opportunities that 
will support their personal 
success and strengthen industry.  

 Refer clients to the supports 
they need from community 
partners to be successful socially 
and economically within our 
community. 

 Maintain strong relationships 
with funders. 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 Dean, students 

 Developed eight new employer 
relationships to create 
opportunities for client placements 
and support their personal success 
while strengthening industry 
connections. 

 Current labour market has been 
challenging to navigate as more 
employees are hiring and client/job 
seeker numbers are low. 

 Close contact with community 
partners continues as accessing 

On Track 
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most services has changed as a 
result of COVID-19.  

 Career and Employment Services 
(CES) Director meeting monthly 
with other ES Service Providers in 
Durham Region. 

 Ongoing relationship development 
with both MLTSD and Fleming (the 
Service System Manager for 
Muskoka, Kawartha and 
Northumberland regions). 

 Support employers with 
recruitment needs by 
providing connections 
with student talent. 

 Host virtual recruitment services 
for employers looking to hire 
students and alumni.  

 Engage employers with our 
online student-mentoring 
platform – 10,000 Coffees. 

 Connect employers with co-op 
and field placement programs to 
develop meaningful connections 
with programs. 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 Dean, students 

 767 members on DC Coffee 
Conversations platform, CD 
webinars advertised on platform, 
exploring mentoring program shell 
for use in other departments. 

 Nine individual virtual employer 
information sessions scheduled for 
Fall 2021. 

 Creation of a Fall 2021 “Healthcare 
Recruitment” page due to high 
recruitment needs as a result of 
COVID-19. 

 Working with OPG to host virtual 
sessions for students aimed at 
women (hosted during International 
Women’s Month – March) and 
Indigenous students (Indigenous 
Opportunities in 
Nuclear/Reconciliation Action Plan) 

 Joint Durham College and Ontario 
Tech University Virtual Job Fair on 

On Track 
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Thursday, February 3. 67 employers 
from various industries were 
registered as of January 13, 2022. 

 Create a new government 
relations strategy that 
identifies federal and 
provincial opportunities 
to support college 
initiatives. 

 Pursue Whitby campus 
expansion advocacy with 
new materials to reflect 
updated federal 
priorities. 

 New government relations 
strategy is presented to DC 
leadership by fall 2021. 

 Meetings are held with key 
leaders municipally, provincially 
and federally by January 2022. 

 President’s Office  New government relations strategy 
presented to the BOG and DCLT in 
October. 

 Conversations federally have 
resumed, and meetings with 
ministry staff at Innovation, Science 
and Industry have already taken 
place, with more ministerial 
meetings to follow. 

On Track 

 Establish the Barrett 
Centre of Innovation in 
Sustainable Urban 
Agriculture. 

 Identify appropriate site for 
developing new farm in the 
community. 

 Finalize partnership agreement 
to see development of new farm 
site. 

 Work with partner to determine 
production systems to be 
included in new community 
farm site. 

 Addition of new production 
systems to existing DC farm. 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 Associate vice-
president, 
Development and 
Alumni Affairs 

 Project launched.  

 First staff members hired.  

 Multiple meetings have taken place 
with community partners.  

 Town of Whitby confirmed 
commitment to providing site for 
new farm. 

 New items purchased for existing 
Durham College farm. 

 Successful public launch event. 

On Track 
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2. Expand 
opportunities 
for employees 
and students 
to volunteer in 
our 
community. 

 Encourage community 
participation for 
employees and students. 

 Pending the ability to hold 
in-person activities, host 
an opportunity for 
international students to 
connect with community. 

 Diversify DC representation at 
community events. 

 Increased community 
involvement for international 
students (target 50) 

 Associate vice-
president, 
Development and 
Alumni Affairs 

 Community activity still on hold. On Hold 

 Provide student 
leadership development 
sessions and community 
volunteer opportunities 
to build personal capacity 
and life skills. 

 Increase student involvement 
with the Institute of Student 
Leadership to enhance their 
personal development. 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 Dean, students 

 14 new ISL recruits between May 
and September, 2021. 

 Career Development volunteering 
resources now include on-campus, 
local and Canadian resources. 

On Track 

3. Leverage and 
grow our 
positive 
impact on the 
communities 
we serve. 

 Host initiatives that 
support women in skilled 
trades and STEM. 

 Host events on and off campus, 
and virtually – such as Skills 
Ontario, and Young Women in 
Science and Trades Events. 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 YWSTT conference was held virtually 
this year, on October 26. More than 
1,000 students in Grades 7 and 8, 
from five school boards across 
Ontario participated in hands-on 
workshops focusing on careers in 
skilled trades, science and 
technology. Five major sponsors 
supported the event – OPG, Gerdau, 
Black & McDonald, RESCON and GM 
Canada. 

Completed 
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 Deliver new Employment 
Ontario (EO) programs 
specifically geared at the 
needs of the labour 
market through 
Community Employment 
Services (CES). 

 CES to deliver EO 
programs highlighting the 
impact DC has on the 
communities it services. 

 Successfully continue the 
delivery of the new EO program 
in Port Hope under Service 
System Manager 
(SSM)Prototype.  

 Promote EO programs through 
social media to engage 
employers and job seekers with 
funded programs. 

 Anticipate the launch of the new 
EO programs within the 
remainder of the province. 

 Explore interest in the SSM role. 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 Dean, students 

 Successfully delivering the new EO 
SSM model in Port Hope (within the 
Muskoka, Kawartha and 
Northumberland region).   

 Working with new model of 
delivery, common assessment tool, 
new Magnet portal, adapted 
database, etc. 

 Increasing social media presence 
with new staff and work study 
student hires. 

 Successfully selected from an RFQ 
process to submit a proposal for the 
continued transition of EO to the 
SSM model (worked in collaboration 
with Durham Region and Durham 
Workforce Authority). 

On Track 

 Find creative ways to 
support community 
organizations beyond 
financial contributions. 

 Host two-to-three roundtables 
to determine how we can help. 

 Promote work integrated 
learning and ways that DC can 
assist community organizations 
beyond financial support. 

 Associate vice-
president, 
Development and 
Alumni Affairs 

 Held event to promote Work 
Integrated Learning (WIL) and 
learning opportunity for charities to 
access student talent. 

Completed 

4. Guide 
students in 
making 
meaningful 
connections 
with their 
communities. 

 Offer the Family Language 
Program for students and 
community members to 
help preserve Indigenous 
languages in Durham 
Region. 

 Increase participation in the 
program so that students’ 
Indigenous worldviews are 
embedded in the languages. 
Learning the words means 
learning about Indigenous 
identity, traditions and beliefs. 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 Dean, students 

 Family Language program runs year-
round with a break between June 
and September. 

 25 families participated in the 
program from April to June 2021. 

On Track 
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 Finalize General 
Agreement of 
Cooperation with local 
Boards of 
Trade/Chambers of 
Commerce that 
encourages student 
membership and 
engagement. 

 Agreement takes effect August 
1, 2021. 

 

 Executive vice-
president, Academic 

 Agreement took effect August 1, 
2021.  

 BITM faculty member is 
coordinating the extra-curricular 
planning with the Chambers. The 
planning/steering committee will be 
in place by the end of September 
and a schedule of events will be 
established in late fall. 

Completed 

 Explore partnerships and 
potential to offer cancer 
patient exercise program 
or Cardiac recovery 
exercise program – 
Fitness Health Promotion 
(FHP) team. 

 Explore community needs and 
partners that may support 
referrals to a recovery program 
for cardiac or cancer patients, 
discuss potential of a program 
with risk management and 
opportunities to embed this in 
FHP curriculum, launching a 
pilot program January 2022. 

 Executive vice 
president, Academic 

 Postponed, based on uncertainty of 
Covid and other current projects 
that are underway, will come back 
to explore this further in spring of 
2022. 

Delayed 

5. Strengthen 
our 
relationships 
with 
Indigenous 
communities. 

 First Peoples Indigenous 
Centre to support student 
recruitment efforts and 
presence with local 
Indigenous communities. 

 Incorporate Indigenous 
language into the outreach 
initiatives.  

 Numbers of sessions, 
presentations in the 
communities and student 
applications from these targeted 
outreach efforts are tracked. 
 

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 Dean, students 

 DC participated in the first annual 
Truth and Reconciliation Day on 
September 30th, hosting on campus 
ceremonies and events. 

 Attended a transitions event at 
Curve Lake First Nations in August. 

 Met with MNO in May and June 
2021 to discuss opportunities for 
collaboration and available student 
supports. 

 FPIC will be participate in a 
recruitment session at Curve Lake 
FN in January 2022. 

 Communicate with DDSB and 

On Track 
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DCDSB regarding upcoming student 
recruitment opportunities. 

 Consult and participate in 
planning with the 
recruitment team to align 
efforts to support 
Indigenous high school 
students as they 
transition to college level 
studies. 

 

 FPIC participate in sessions with 
guidance counsellors, 
community leaders and high 
school teachers to identify gaps 
in student learning and skills to 
prepare students for higher 
education. 

 Develop and offer preparatory 
sessions for incoming post-
secondary students.   

 Chief administrative 
officer 

 Dean, students 

 Met with the Indigenous Leads from 
DDSB. 

 Met with the Indigenous Lead from 
DCDSB in August to determine best 
practices for student engagement in 
2021/2022. 

 FPIC provides ongoing support to 
teachers from DDSB and DCDSB via 
email and LiveChat requests. 

Completed 
 
 

 Deliver Paramedic 
Diploma Program in 
accordance with the 
Seven Generations 
Education Institute (SGEI) 
Agreement. 
 

 Finalize agreement with Seven 
Generations Education Institute. 

 Ensure curriculum materials are 
provided to SGEI for teaching 
and instruction. 

 Executive vice-
president, Academic 
 

 SGEI implemented the PPC program 
this past fall with 13 students. 

Completed 
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Status Column Legend 
 

 On Track for Completion (75 to 99 percent chance of completion) 

 Risk of Delay (50 to 74 percent chance of completion) 

 Delayed (0 to 50 percent chance of completion) 

 Completed (100 percent completed) 
 

On Track 

At Risk 

On Hold 

Delayed 

Completed 
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Report Number: BOG-2022-19 
 
To: Board of Governors 
 
From: Don Lovisa, President 
 
Date of Report: February 1, 2022 
 
Date of Meeting: February 9, 2022 
 
Subject: 2023-2026 Strategic Planning Process 
 

 Purpose 

The purpose of this report is to outline options for the Board's consideration for the 
review of the College's strategic plan, which expires in March 2023. 
 

 Recommendation 

It is recommended to the Durham College Board of Governors: 
 
That Report BOG-2022-19, outlining options for reviewing the College's strategic 
plan, be received for information. 
 

 Background  

As detailed in the Minister's Binding Policy Directive on Governance and 
Accountability - Strategic Plan, colleges must have a strategic plan covering a 
minimum of three years. 
 
The strategic plan should publicly identify the vision, core businesses, and long-
term goals for the College as established by the college board of governors. When 
preparing the strategic plan, the College is to seek broad input and consider the 
views of persons and organizations both within and outside the College interested 
in its activities. 
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The strategic planning process allows a college to chart its future, anticipate and 
respond appropriately to the changing environment, critically examine its strengths 
and weaknesses, and develop consensus among the board members and other 
key members of the college community. In addition, the Ministry of Colleges and 
Universities uses the information provided in the colleges' strategic plans to advise 
and inform government planning and policy-making. 

The current strategic plan ends March 31, 2023, and a new plan would take effect 
April 1, 2023. 

 Discussion/Options 

4.1 Proposed Process  
 

Then 
 
The Board approved the 2020-2023 Strategic Plan on February 12, 2020. 
The current strategic plan results from an extensive review process, which 
inspired a new mission and vision statement for the College. In 2019, 
stakeholders' feedback revealed a strong desire for an updated plan to 
better reflect the current environment. The plan was released publicly in 
May 2020 as the COVID-19 pandemic was underway. Since then, two fiscal 
years have been completed under the plan. Despite the challenges 
presented by the global pandemic, the annual reports for these years show 
significant process in achieving the goals set out in the plan. 
 
Now 
 
On November 24, 2021, the Durham College Leadership Team (DCLT) 
engaged in a reflective exercise to discuss whether or not the College is 
fulfilling its mission and whether the plan is strong enough to guide the 
College beyond 2023.  
 
At the retreat in March, the Board will receive the results of the session with 
DCLT and will engage in a similar reflective exercise. Additionally, as part of 
the retreat, Board members have been asked to share feedback from 
interviews with community leaders. 
 
As an outcome of the conversation with DCLT in fall 2021, the College 
presents two options for the Board's decision following its retreat. 
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4.2 Option 1 – Extension 
 
The first option is to extend the current plan, with or without minor edits.  
 
The Board could elect to extend the current strategic plan for another 1 to 3 
years, which means the current plan could be in place for up to six years. 
Strategic plans longer than three years are common (Humber's Strategic 
Plan is five years currently running from 2018-2023); however, this means 
more time between stakeholder outreach and engagement. 
 
The Board's question is whether or not it believes the current strategic plan 
is still relevant to guide the College past 2023. 
 
With an extension, minor edits could be made without altering the overall 
intent of the document. The Office of the President, in partnership with 
DCLT, could facilitate this editing and bring a revised plan to the Board for 
consideration following its retreat in March 2022. 
 
If the Board elects to proceed with an extension, the design of the current 
plan would be refreshed, and the College would publicly re-release it to 
acknowledge the renewal. 

 
4.3 Option 2 – Engagement Process 

 
The second option is to engage in a stakeholder consultation process 
similar to the approach taken in 2019. 
 
Following the Board's retreat in March 2022, engagement would begin with 
launching a survey developed in partnership with the Office of Research 
Services, Innovation & Entrepreneurship and a series of facilitated sessions 
or touch-points with each stakeholder group (employees, community, 
students). In 2019, over 700 participants completed the strategic plan 
survey, and the College would expect to see a similar response rate this 
year. 
 
The timeline in Appendix A outlines a proposed schedule of events for this 
option.  

 Financial/Human Resource Implications 

The strategic planning process would be co-led by the Manager, Strategic 
Reporting and Government Relations, with support from the Administrative 
Assistant in the Office of the President. Additional resources would be brought in, 
as required. 
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If the Board decides to proceed with Option 2, the cost of developing a new 
strategic plan is estimated at $10,000 and is budgeted. No additional funds are 
required for Option 1. 

 
 Implications for the Joint Campus Master Plan  

Any goals or objectives identified in the strategic plan related to campus growth 
would be developed in consideration of the master plan. 

 
 Implications for Ontario Tech University 

It is expected there may be some indirect linkages to Ontario Tech University as 
goals and objectives are established. 
 

 Relationship to the Strategic Plan/Business Plan 

The development or extension of the strategic plan will be a goal in the 2022-2023 
business plan. 
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Value-for-Money Audit: Public Colleges Oversight 

Section Report Findings Durham College Action/Response 
Enrolment Trends of International Students 
4.1.1 High reliance on one country for international 

students has placed public colleges as risk of 
sudden revenue loss 

As an extension of Durham College’s  (DC) Academic Plan, the Internationalization and Global Engagement 
Plan (I&GE) identifies enrolment diversity as a top priority.   The I&GE Plan articulates an institutional 
commitment to diversity and market development as part of our international recruitment strategies, with 
purposeful objectives to increase the number of countries from which we have students enrolled by 2023.  

4.1.2 Public colleges are increasingly reliant on tuition 
fees from international students to remain 
financially sustainable  

The Auditor General’s report reflects that Ontario Colleges are experiencing a significant increase in the 
revenue from international students, creating a reliance on tuition fees from international tuition 
revenues. When considering international student tuition revenues as a percentage of the total revenue, 
DC remains positioned at the bottom of the risk threshold among the 24 public colleges with the second-
lowest percent of international tuition fees between 2016 and 2021. 

With a focus on student diversity and globalization, the College strategically manages the total percent of 
international student enrolment within the Enrolment Management Plan. 2022-2023 budget targets 
project that annual international student enrolment at DC will remain approximately 26% of the total 
student population. 

4.1.3 Public colleges conduct limited oversight over 
international recruitment agencies  

International Education has a formalized screening and selection process for agent partners. DC has 
explicitly defined accountabilities for the agent network and published agent resources to ensure authentic 
representation of the institutional standard.   Recruiter agencies apply for partnership consideration and 
are selected based on their alignment with specific criteria, including geographic region, verified 
references,  and industry endorsement. This protocol is in review to be established as a formal institutional 
policy. 

4.1.4 Domestic students generally have access to public 
colleges despite international student growth  

Strategic enrolment management objectives prioritize seats for domestic and international students as 
part of the overall enrolment planning activities; where there is program-specific demand, domestic 
students are allocated most or all of the seats available. 

Public-Private College Partnerships 
4.2.1 The ministry has not taken timely action to have 

the public-private college partnerships comply 
with the ministry’s international student 
enrolment maximums  

The section of the audit does not apply to DC as we don’t have a public-private partnership. 

BOG-2022-13
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Value-for-Money Audit: Public Colleges Oversight 
 
Section Report Findings Durham College Action/Response  
4.2.2 Most public-private college partnerships and their 

programs have not yet been subject to an 
independent quality assurance audit 

4.2.3 Monitoring of student supports provided by 
partners differs between public colleges  

4.2.4 Two Partnerships that operate outside of Ontario 
conflict with Ontario’s objectives and avoid 
certain legislative requirements of other 
provinces  

Performance Measurement and Reporting  
4.3.1 Ministry performance-based targets used to 

allocate ministry funding to public colleges do not 
all provide incentive for college sector 
improvement  

The Ministry's methodology considers historical performance over the previous three years.  The band of 
tolerance allows for the target to be lowered to an "allowable target" that addresses year-over-year 
volatility and the Ministry's desire to mitigate the impact of this volatility on performance-based funding.  
Hence, in some cases, the following year's target may be lower than the previous year's target when 
historical data contains a higher level of variability.  There, we agree with the participating colleges' 
response that, in some cases, a lowering of targets is acceptable to set up reasonable conditions for 
success due to the colleges' lack of control over external factors. 

4.3.2 Performance on graduate employment rate 
metric is not 100% within the control of public 
colleges  

Agreed. Colleges may be disadvantaged with financial penalties as a result of an economic downturn, for 
example the COVID-19 pandemic, and not related to the colleges' performance. 

4.3.3 Metric tied to graduate earnings could 
disincentivize public colleges from offering 
programs for lower paying jobs that are required 
to meet employer needs  

Agreed, there is some potential for a college to consider focusing on programs that have a higher graduate 
earnings potential (e.g., IT, nursing, paramedic) even if  graduates from programs leading to lower paying 
careers (e.g., PSWs) are needed in the economy.  However, colleges are closely aligned to, and responsive 
to their community's workforce needs, which should mitigate this concern. 
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Section Report Findings Durham College Action/Response  
4.3.4 Two metrics encourage continued dependence 

on international student enrolment  
In this case, the Auditor General is referring to the community/local impact metric and revenue attracted 
from private sector sources metric.  On the first metric, the Auditor General points out that increased 
domestic enrolment will lead to improved performance; however, increased enrolment beyond the 
enrolment corridor is unfunded, potentially causing a reliance on international student enrolment to meet 
funding requirements. On the second metric, the Auditor General comments on public-private college 
partnerships aimed at international students as a source of private sector revenue, but this is not relevant 
to DC.  That said, the private sector revenue metric has proven to be challenging during the COVID-19 
pandemic and the resulting economic downturn-- private sector companies have less ability to donate to, 
or partner with, colleges. 

4.3.5 Ministry no longer collecting and reporting 
student satisfaction  

MCU discontinued the KPI Student Satisfaction Survey in 2019-20. Colleges recognize the importance of 
student feedback and have collaborated on the development of the Ontario Colleges Student Experience 
Survey, which launches on January 31, 2022. 

Provincial COVID-19 and Capital Funding for Public Colleges  
4.4.1 COVID-19 funding was provided to public colleges 

based on projected revenue decreases due to the 
pandemic, but two colleges that received funding 
saw an increase in revenue and annual surplus  

DC received $7.1M of COVID relief funding which was used to help reduce the reported deficit for fiscal 
2021-22. 

4.4.2 Ministry’s allocation of capital funding to public 
colleges does not consider level of deferred 
maintenance and state of repair  

DC received $2.7M of Facilities Renewal Funding in fiscal 2021-22 to fund deferred maintenance 
requirements.  A long list of capital improvements remains. 
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Section Report Findings Durham College Action/Response  
Public Colleges Programs and Job Market Needs  
4.5.1 Graduates are prepared for the job market  At DC, there are consultations with industry representatives via the program advisory committee (PAC) 

during: 1) program development and 2) program review and renewal to ensure that current and relevant 
industry practices and standards are embedded into the program's curriculum. Course assessments are 
authentic, reflecting approaches and tasks that students will be expected to perform in their jobs. And, for 
those programs with work-integrated learning opportunities, students have first-hand experience 
integrating theory with practice in the workplace. These approaches support graduate readiness for their 
chosen profession. 

4.5.2 Public colleges offer programs that align with job 
market needs 

Industry representatives on the PAC provide direct input into new program development proposals and 
during the program review and renewal processes, ensuring that DC's programs are aligned with job 
market needs. PACs also provide insight into industry trends at the semi-annual PAC meetings. 
Furthermore, labour market information is a key component during the program development and review 
processes. 

4.5.3 Many ministry standards for public college non-
degree programs are either outdated or non-
existent  

At the college system level, this is accurate. DC mitigates this risk through our rigorous academic quality 
assurance (QA) processes, namely an annual program review and a more comprehensive program review 
process. During the QA processes, and in partnership with the PAC, DC programs ensure that industry 
expectations and practise are current and relevant. Colleges have the ability to enhance existing provincial 
program standards where necessary. And, when program standards are being updated, DC actively 
participates via its membership in the provincial Heads groups. 

4.5.4 Delay in degree and non-degree program 
approvals hinders colleges ability to respond 
quickly to market needs  

This is a challenge at the college system level as well as with approvals of some of DC's programs. At the 
college level, DC engages in regular follow-up exchanges with the ministry for those program approvals 
that are delayed. DC also participates in system-wide advocacy to decrease the timelines for program 
approvals by providing recommendations that leverage existing resources and processes, and reduce 
redundancies in the program approval process.  
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Section Report Findings Durham College Action/Response  
Public College Board Governance 
4.6.1 Orientation and ongoing training for public 

college board members can be enhanced  
The DC Board of Governors emphasizes the importance of orientation and training as demonstrated by the 
extensive orientation session, mentorship program, and ongoing professional development (e.g., College 
Centre of Board Excellence, Learn More Series) the Board engages in. 

4.6.2 Conflict of Interest processes need improvement  The DC Board of Governors reminds Governors on an annual basis about the Ministry Binding Policy 
Directive on Conflicts of Interest and the Board's expectations about declaring conflicts of interest.  
Additionally, the Board recently implemented a leadership agreement which requires Governors to declare 
on an annual basis a number of items, including conflicts of interest. 

4.6.3 Some public colleges did not conduct board 
evaluations nor document president’s 
performance evaluations  

The DC Board of Governors conducts a meeting assessment at every meeting and engages in a 
comprehensive evaluation of the Board once per year. 

4.6.4 Lack of staggered terms in ministerial 
appointments to public college boards does not 
follow best practices  

Has not been a significant impact at DC. 

Financial Statements and Annual Reports of Public Colleges  
4.7.1 Some public colleges not meeting ministry 

requirements on financial statements and annual 
reports  

DC is in compliance with the requirements. 

4.7.2 Three-quarters of colleges financial statements 
did not include managements statement of 
responsibility  

All of our financial statements include a signed management statement of responsibility. 

4.7.3 Six public colleges did not provide sufficient 
disclosures of their contractual arrangements 
with private careers colleges  

Does not apply to DC as we do not currently have any contracts with private career colleges. 
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